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1.

Introduction

The main purpose of this document is to provide you with a guide on how to get started with the PDF Library
Sample Files as a first step towards integration into new or existing application.
PDF Library SDK is a complete package that comes with the following components:
❏ Shared resources library
❏ Proxy Libraries
❏ Sample files

1.1.

System Requirements

The following are the requirements for using the PDF Library SDK tools comfortably:
❏ Windows 7, Windows Server 2008 or newer
❏ x86 Architecture CPU
❏ 512 MiB or more of system RAM
❏ At least 100 MiB of Storage Space
Besides these requirements, for SDK Dynamic Link Library Sample files, it is also recommended to have a
software Development Environment such as Visual Studio, Visual Studio Code, Eclipse, Borland Delphi or
something similar.
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1.2.

Getting more information

Investintech.com, Inc. strives to provide the best possible technical support to its current and prospective
customers. If you would like personal assistance, please feel free to call us or send in an email to our Customer
Service or Technical Support teams.

Customer support

Telephone:

+1 416 920 5884

Hours:

9am - 6pm EST (GMT -5:00), Monday - Friday

Email:

cs@investintech.com

Technical support

Telephone:

+1 416 920 2539

Hours:

9am - 6pm EST (GMT -5:00), Monday - Friday

Email:

techsupport@investintech.com

Fax and Mailing Address

Fax:

+1 416 920 5848

Mail:

Investintech.com, Inc.
301 - 425 University Avenue
Toronto, ON
Canada M5G 1T6
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2.

Installing PDF Library SDK tools

Thank you for choosing PDF Library SDK tools from Investintech.com, Inc.
By following the steps below, you can quickly start using the PDF Library SDK tool.

2.1.

Windows Installer

After downloading the executable from the Investintech website, you can run the installation by starting the
executable. This will run the Installation Wizard and display the Licence Agreement screen.
Please read the Licence Agreement carefully. By choosing "I accept the agreement" and clicking on the Next
button, you are accepting the agreement terms for usage of PDF Library SDK.
In the next two windows, you can choose to change the location of the installation files and Start Menu folder.
You are free to leave the default options as displayed in the screenshot below:
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After completing this step, you will be presented with the choice of selecting the individual components of the
SDK tools you would like installed on your machine.

By leaving the "Install Library" option checked you can choose which of the individual proxy libraries to
include with the installation. The inclusion of these libraries is strongly recommended as they significantly
simplify the integration of the SDK into non native C/C++ software.
Our PDF Library SDK tools also come with Sample Projects for Visual Studio. These sample projects will be
copied to the "Documents" directory.
On Windows this directory is:
%USERPROFILE%\Documents\PDF Library Samples

The last two steps involve a quick review of your chosen installation components and a short process of the
installation itself.
After the installation finishes, simply close the installation dialog by clicking on the Finish button.
You are now ready to get started with the PDF Library SDK!
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2.2.

Linux and macOS Installer

In order to install PDF Library SDK on Linux distributions and macOS, you need to extract the self extracting
archive through Terminal. To start the installer simply enter the following command in the location of
downloaded archive:

$ sudo ./pdflibrary-linux-amd64.run
After a short extraction process you will be prompted to preview and accept ISLA agreement.
Pressing enter will display the agreement. Depending on the application on the system used for displaying the
textual files on the terminal, you can navigate through the agreement using spacebar, arrow down key and/or
PgDown.
Once you have scrolled through the agreement you will be prompted to enter "yes" in order to confirm that you
agree with the terms.
If you do not agree to the terms, you can exit the setup by entering quit, n or N.
Once you have agreed with the terms, setup will deploy the SDK Conversion file to the local file system and
report the directory to standard output.
Library, source files and Sample files are deployed at following directory:

/opt/pdflibrary/
You are free to move installed files to a directory of your choosing, however some aditionall integration steps
might be required in that case.
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3.

Registration

When you have decided to purchase our PDF Library SDK tools, you will have to perform a few more steps in
order to be able to use the SDK tools without restrictions. Once you have purchased a licence through our
website www.investintech.com or through one of our sales representatives, you will be provided with either a
personalized Licence.lic file alone or license file accompanied with password for initializing the Libraries.

3.1. Using Licence file
There are two types of Licence files: the ones that require a password and the ones that do not.
If you were not provided with the information whether your licence file needs a password you can open your
Licence.lic with text editor and search for </SN> tag inside. If this tag is empty you do not need a password.
Note: The licence file will contain your personalised data. Any changes done to the file will invalidate
its usage, causing the tool to fall back into Trial Mode. Thus, it is recommended to keep a copy of this
file safe in case of accidental file corruption.
To use the personalized License.lic file with Shared Libraries, it should be present in the resources directory,
depending on the system:
● Under Windows copy file to the same directory as the PDFLibrary.dll.
● Under Linux and macOS this file should be placed under ./res directory

3.2. Using Password to activate the licence
For full, unhindered usage of Shared Libraries conversion methods, in addition to the Licence.lic file you need
to enter the password provided when purchasing the software.
This password is provided by passing an argument to the special Initialization method which needs to be called
first, before any of the conversion methods:
Initialize(String pass)
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4.

Functionality Overview

This section describes brief usage of Native C functions, and serves as a high-level overview of the structure of
PDFLibray SDK, with emphasis on operational methods and functions that can be invoked to utilize the
functionality of SDK.
Abbreviation used through this user guide end especially with the naming of functions and files of the library
is PLS (PDF Library SDK).

4.1. Native C Interface - General
List of interface functions as well as the constants used is available in header file PDFLibrary.h. Chapter 6
contains a List of methods with descriptions. Methods defined in the main header file adhere to the following
convention:
●
●

All function names start with prefix PLS which will sometimes be omitted in the description for the
sake of readability and uniformity with proxy libraries.
Return value of almost all operational methods are error codes. Exceptions to this rule are the
PLSErrGet[___] group of methods, which are used to interpret error codes themselves.

●

Function names contain _Doc_ must be used in the context of Document Handle objects, which
corresponds to Document class in proxy libraries.

●

Function names contain _Page_ must be used in the context of Page Handle objects, which corresponds
to Page class in proxy libraries.

●

All other functions must be used in the context of respective Handle objects, which corresponds to
appropriate class in proxy libraries.

4.2. PDF Library startup, cleanup and termination
In order to use PDFLibrary operational methods you must first invoke a method designed for initialization.
Method Initialize(String) can be accessed in proxy-specific context and must precede any other operational
methods and/or Object initialization.
For the Licensed version of the SDK, this method is also used for passing on License password as described in
Chapter 3.
Most of the runtime cleanup is done by the proxies, and native libraries themselves, however users should be
cautious when accessing native libraries, or changing the way proxies are accessing native libraries.
Important: If you are directly accessing Native Library methods, (without using proxy) it is the
responsibility as a caller to call PLSCloseHandle(PLSHandle) for each individual Handle object created
11

by the native Library that is no longer needed, otherwise memory leaks might occur. The proper call to
CloseHandle() method is implemented in the proxy libraries, and any changes to the source code of
proxy libraries should take into account aforementioned warnings.
Once the PDF Library is no longer needed it should be unloaded using the Uninitialize() method before the
caller application exits. Calling this method should effectively terminate resources acquired during the normal
runtime of SDK Library.

4.3. Document Initialization
The central object of the PDF Library is the Document class (Handle pointer for native libraries) that holds
reference to a specific PDF file from file system or memory.
There are three distinct ways to create document object:
●
●
●

Create a new blank PDF document.
Open PDF document from file system.
Open PDF document from memory.

This provides flexibility when integrating PDF Library into different environments.
Document objects must be created with three additional arguments. Here is the language agnostic overview.
Document argument asReadOnly should be set to true if you would like to ensure that no changes to the
document are implemented in-place. Trying to save the document object after editing would result in an error
thrown from the native library.
Document argument maxNumOfSnapshots is representing the maximum number of snapshots that user can take
when making changes to the document object. Each snapshot represents an Undo step. It is up to the user of
SDK Library to decide how to group the changes to the document into "Undo Steps" by taking a snapshot of
the changes. Trying to call undo more times than the argument specifies throws an error.
Document argument textBlocksEnabled determines how to group individual document characters into tokens
If this argument is set to true, then text will be grouped into large text blocks, usually representing the whole
paragraph inside the PDF file.
When creating a blank document, the creator of the PDF file must also be provided. This is usually either a
personal name or the name of the engine through which a PDF file is created. It can also be an empty string.

4.4. Saving Changes and snapshots
After modifications have been made to an opened Document you have an option to save the changes either
in-place with Save() or at some other location with SaveToFile(String path).
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Note: There could potentially be two restrictions when using Save() to save documents in-place. First if
a Document object is created using read only set to true, and second is if a document is opened from
the file system, and there are OS level file restrictions on that document.
You can query the document object if there are any changes to be saved, that is to check if document
IsModified().
Each state of the document after modification can be "saved" in a snapshot, allowing Undo() and Redo()
operations to be performed.

5.

Proxy Library integration

The PDF Library SDK comes with a complete set of files which allow for quick integration into your
development environment. PDFLibrary<.dll | .so | .dylib > consists of a large collection of methods compiled,
linked and stored in a Dynamic Link Library. You can use the Dynamic Link Library PDF Library<.dll | .so |
.dylib > directly, or through one of the proxy libraries for C++ , Python .NET or Java.

5.1.

Preparation

After installing the PDF Library SDK tool on your local machine you should have access to Sample Files in
addition to libraries and executive binaries. These files can be accessed in your local "Documents" directory,
the install directory relative to the User folder on your local machine, or by using the out-of the box
environment variable:
%USERPROFILE%\Documents\PDF Library Samples

The stated folder above contains subfolders with different Visual Studio sample projects.
Note: While instructions for using sample projects can be implemented using the default location in
which they are stored, it is recommended to make a copy of this sample project to some other location
so you can easily rollback to a default state.

5.1.1. Licence Registration
In order to use a fully licenced version of PDF Library in your application, depending of the type of licence, you
might need up to two distinct components:
1. Personalised Licence.lic file
2. Password corresponding to the Licence file
To use the licenced application, the Licence.lic file needs to be present in the same directory as library files.
If you have a licence file you must pass an argument to the initialization function in PDF Library class (C++):
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void initialize( const std::string& password )

If you do not have a Licence.lic file, you do not have to provide a password String, however, this will give you
limited trial access to our SDK tool. In order to use the unlicensed SDKs, you can pass an empty string to the
initialization function.
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5.2.

C++ sample project

This section will explain how to integrate and run the C++ sample project with the PDF Library for Windows
using Visual Studio 2017.
On Windows, sample project is placed by default in the following directory:

%USERPROFILE%\Documents\PDF Library SDK Samples\C++
For Linux and macOS Sample projects are in the same directory as installation directory:

/opt/pdflibrary/samples
In order to ensure rollback it is advisable to make a copy of sample files before starting the integration.
Sample projects can be opened by double-clicking on Sample.sln or by opening the Visual Studio by and
choosing File -> Open -> Open/Project Solution... and then navigating to the location of the
sample project.
This solution contains a single Source file named Sample.cpp. Opening this file shows the entirety of source
code for the Sample application.

5.2.1. Resolving Dependencies
If dependencies are not resolved immediately additional setting is required in order to run Sample project. For
the Sample file to function it needs to know a location to <PDFLibrary.hpp> and shared library
PDFLibrary<.dll|.so|.dylib>.
In order to ensure that Sample project can access required resources, you might need to add them as
"Additional include directories".
When using Visual Studio you can achieve this by right-clicking on the Solution project in the Solution
Explorer (right hand side by default). From the drop down menu choose "Properties." Following window will
open.
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As shown on the screenshot above, on the left side choose C/C++ -> General
Next, to edit the first item click on down arrow in row Additional Include Directories and choos <Edit>
In the new window make sure that at least two directories are present. One is the location of the
PDFLibrary.dll and the other is the location of header file <PDFLibrary.hpp>. Both files are deployed during
the installation.
Example: If your installation directory during the setup was C:\PDF Library SDK\1.0\ , then following two
entries should be present in the Additional Include Directory section:

C:\PDF Library SDK\1.0\
C:\PDF Library SDK\1.0\Sources\C++
This situation is represented at the screenshot below:
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After build dependencies are resolved, linker might need a path to the directory containing the
PDFLibrary.lib file. In order to provide an explicit path to the linker you can bring up Properties of the
Sample project and goto Linker->General and under Additional Library Directories make sure to add the
root installation directory of the PDF Library SDK.
Example: If your installation directory during the setup was C:\PDF Library SDK\1.0\ , then following
entry should be present in the Additional Library Directories section:

C:\PDF Library SDK\1.0\
This situation is represented at the screenshot below:
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When dependencies are resolved you can now run the sample application.

5.2.2. Running Sample files (Visual Studio)
In order to run a Sample application out of the box at least one argument containing a path to the PDF file.
You can provide that file manually to the compiled executable through console application or through Visual
Studio debugger. Optionally, you can also hard-code the path directly into the sample file.
1. Directly run the ...\Debug\Sample.exe executable from Command Line, which Visual Studio built for
you, and pass the required parameter.
2. Open the Sample Project Property page by right clicking on Sample project from the Solution Explorer
window and choosing Properties from the context menu. (You must select Project properties, not Solution
properties).
From the Sample Project Property dialog, on the left hand side, choose "Debugging" and fill in path for the
Command Arguments field on the right. The first Argument is the path to the Input File that should be loaded.
Once you have provided a valid file path, you can start build and run the Sample application.
Sample application will open the file, output some of the meta information of the PDF file to the console, edit
the file in several ways, as well as render the first page of the document. Rendered file is saved in jpeg format in
the same directory as the source PDF file.
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5.2.3. Running sample files (GCC)
Sample file for Linux and macOS distribution are located in /opt/pdflibrary/samples/c++ directory.
In order to compile a Sample file with gcc you only need to specify directories of shared libraries and main
header file. When current directory is the location of sample file you can use the following command:

gcc Sample.cpp -I"../../src/c++/" -I"../../include"
After the successful compilation you can run the executable with by providing at least one argument,
consisting of the absolute path to the input PDF file.
Sample application will open the file, output some of the meta information of the PDF file to the console, edit
the file in several ways, as well as render the first page of the document. Rendered file is saved in jpeg format in
the same directory as the source PDF file.

5.3.

.NET C# sample project

This section will explain how to integrate and run the PDF Library.NET.dll proxy library for Visual C# project
with the PDF Library for Windows using Visual Studio 2017.
Sample project is placed by default in the following directory:

%USERPROFILE%\Documents\PDF Library SDK Samples\.NET.C#
In order to ensure rollback it is advisable to make a copy of sample files before starting the integration.
Source files for .Net C# proxy library .dll (PDFLibrary.Net.dll) are also deployed within the installation
directory. Allowing the user to modify and rebuild the proxy library to suit the specific needs of their
environments . Location of the Source files is in ...\Sources\.NET

5.3.1. Resolving Dependencies
If dependencies are not resolved immediately additional setting is required in order to run the Sample project.
For the Sample file to function it needs to know a location to PDFLibrary.Net.dll
Inside Solution Explorer Window, click the arrow-triangle left of "References" to see current project
references. If marked by a warning exclamation mark, PDFLibrary.Net.dll is not properly linked. To fix this,
right click on References to bring up context menu, and choose "Add Reference".
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On the new window click on the Browse… button and navigate to the location of your PDF Library SDK tools
which should be the installation directory. Once you have navigated to the location of PDF Library SDK tools,
choose and add P PDFLibrary.Net.dll . After that, simply confirm the selection by clicking on the OK
button.
Example: If installation directory during the setup was C:\PDF Library SDK\1.0\ , then following entry
should be present in the Reference Manager -> Browse:

C:\PDF Library SDK\1.0\PDFLibrary.Net.dll
This situation is presented on the screenshot below:

5.3.2. Running Sample files
In order to run a Sample application out of the box at least one argument containing a path to the PDF file.
You can provide that file manually to the compiled executable through console application or through Visual
Studio debugger. Optionally, you can also hard-code the path directly into the sample file.
1. Directly run the ...\bin\Debug\Sample.exe executable from Command Line, which Visual Studio
built for you, and pass the required parameter.
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2. Open the Sample Project Property page by right clicking on Sample project from the Solution Explorer
window and choosing Properties from the context menu. (You must select Project properties, not Solution
properties).
From the Sample Project Property dialog, on the left hand side, choose "Debug" and add in path for the
Command Arguments text box. The first Argument is the path to the Input File that should be loaded.
Once you have provided a valid file path, you can start build and run the Sample application.
Sample application will open the file, output some of the meta information of the PDF file to the console and
edit the file in several ways (depending on the chosen function calls).

5.4.

Python Module

This section explains how to quickly set up a Python proxy module to perform PDFLibrary evaluation using
Python programming language. The Python interface is accessing the API of native Shared Libraries through
the usage of ctypes.
Python modules and sample files are deployed as open source documents.
On Windows these are located in the <InstallDir>/Sources/Python directory. The sample project itself is
placed by default in the Documents directory, in the location of:

%USERPROFILE%\Documents\PDF Library Samples\Python
For Linux and macOS source files are in the same directory as installation directory:

/opt/pdflibrary/src
In order to ensure rollback it is advisable to make a copy of sample files before starting the integration.
Due to its flexibility, Python Sample files are deployed without project files giving the user freedom to choose
the tool for the testing. For the most universal approach this document will explain the usage through the bare
common line interface. It is recommended to use Python version 3.6.6 or greater when running Sample files.

5.4.1. Resolving Dependencies
If dependencies are not resolved immediately additional setting is required in order to run the Sample project.
For the Sample file to function it needs to know a location to the PDFLibrary.py module. You can manually
edit the string in Sample.py to the content path to the directory containing PDFLibrary.

5.4.2. Running the Sample module
Sample modules are pre configured so that they can be run directly in trial mode without requiring the user to
make any changes to the code. Simply run the Sample.py module with python.
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Example: The following command on windows would run a Sample file.
> py Sample.py

This assumes that your current working directory (pwd) is the location of the Sample.py file, and that the
python shorthand variable is set to py.

Of course you can always load Sample.py into your favorite IDE and run from there.
Note: While running the module in trial mode doesn't require any changes to the Sample files
themselves, when you purchase the Licence from Investintech.com you might need to change the
parameter passed to Initialize() method. You can read more about licencing in Section 3.
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5.5.

Java Sample Project

This section explains how to quickly set up a Java proxy module that allows you to include PDF Library SDK in
Java applications.
Java proxy module consist out of two composite components:
❏ PDF Library.Java[.dll | .so | .dylib]
❏ PDF Library.jar
The JAR archive contains both Java class files and the source code of the pure Java wrapper to ensure flexibility
and ease of use.
This sample project on Windows is installed by default in the Documents directory, in the location of:
"%USERPROFILE%\Documents\PDF Library SDK Samples\Java"

In order to ensure rollback it is advisable to make a copy of sample files before starting the integration.

5.5.1. Resolving Dependencies (Eclipse)
Sample files for Java come with a ready to load project for the Eclipse IDE. This guide will provide instructions
for the integration of PDF Library Java proxy library through the usage of Eclipse IDE (2020-3).
These instructions assume that the user has already installed JDK (minimum version 8) and have successfully
integrated Eclipse with the local environment.
To load the Sample project in Eclipse go to File → Open Projects from file system... From the Import Project
Wizard click on Directory and browse to the location of the Java Sample files. After the project is imported and
parsed by the IDE, simply click Finish to complete the project import.
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After closing the Import Wizard you should see the project in the Package Explorer. At this point you are most
likely getting unresolved dependencies warnings for the PDF Library project. In order to resolve these
dependencies, you need to include the PDF Library.jar archive into your project.
To include External JAR containing Java Wrapper for the C++ shared library, while having project selected (or
right clicking on the project) navigate to Project → Properties → (Left List) Java Build Path → (Tab) Library →
(button) Add External JARs… (You can refer to specific example in screenshot below for reference)
From the file browser window, navigate to the install location of PDF Library SDK and select .jar file to import.
Once a Java Archive file has been imported you should have all Java Native dependencies resolved.
Example: If installation directory during the setup was C:\PDF Library SDK\1.0\ , then following entry
should be present in the Java Build Path->Libraries window:
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PDFLibrary.jar - C:\PDF Library SDK\1.0
This situation is presented on the screenshot below:

Note: It is also possible to extract source code from .jar archives.If you decide to do this you need to
manually include all of the source code (.java) files into your projects.
One more dependency issue that you may encounter is when Java Wrapper is not able to find PDF Library.java
Shared library. These libraries are built separately for each OS platform and have different extensions:
❏ Windows: PDFLibrary.Java.dll
❏ macOS: libpdflibrary.Java.dylib
❏ Linux: libpdflibrary.Java.so
In order for the Java Virtual Machine to be able to find C++ Shared Library directory containing these libraries,
local environment should have set up the PATH variable (Win) or LD_LIBRARY_PATH (Linux). You can also
explicitly assign it as a command line argument when running Sample.class, by using
-Djava.library.path=<path_to_lib>

In order to setup Eclipse with additional path, you can the specific path to the IDE textbox at:
Run → Run Configurations → (Tab) Arguments → VM Arguments
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Last but not least, the Proxy Library should be able to resolve the path to the native library. Proxy libraries will
search for the nativ lib in the same directory where they are placed and in PATH environment variables.

5.5.2. Resolving Dependencies (Terminal)
For the highest degree of compatibility, you can also use terminal to compile sample files. In order to resolve
dependencies, pass on appropriate paths to classpath.
Example: On linux and macOS, assuming that your current directory is the location of Sample.java file, you
can use following command to compile Sample file:
javac -classpath "./opt/pdflibrary/lib/pdflibrary.jar" Sample.java

Similar commands can be used on Windows.

5.5.3. Running the Sample application
Once you have resolved dependencies, you should be able to run Sample applications by providing input file
path(s), either as command line argument(s) or by hardcoding them in the Sample.java.
You can provide command line arguments through the Eclipse interface from:
Run → Run Configurations → (Tab) Arguments → Program Arguments
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If you prefer, you can also run the binaries from the terminal. Keep in mind that you also need to provide a .jar
archive containing wrapper Java classes for proxy libraries.
Example: You can use following command to run compiled Sample.class on Linux, assuming that the current
directory is the directory of the binary file.:
java -Djava.library.path=/opt/pdflibrary/lib/ -classpath
"./opt/pdflibrary/lib/pdflibrary.jar" Sample <pathToPdfFile1>

Above command assumes that you have not set LD_LIBRARY_PATH in your local environment. For that
reason we are passing on the explicit path of pdflibrary.so to JVM.
This will execute the Sample main function.
Note: While running the module in trial mode doesn't require any changes to the Sample files
themselves, when you purchase the Licence from Investintech.com you might need to change the
parameter passed to Initialize() method. You can read more about licencing in Section 3.
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6.

Native Function Description

PDF Library Proxy libraries public API is visible and accessible through PDFLibrary.h file.

6.1.

Utility

Functions described in this section are important utility functions that are not meant to operate on the
document, but rather to handle data of the native library in a safe way.

6.1.1. Initialization and Cleanup
★ PLSError PLSInitialize(const char* password)

Perform initialization using a personalised password. Password argument is optional, you can pass null or
empty string if it is not required.
Must be first to run before any operational functions.
Arguments:
(const char*) password - Null terminated string representing personalised password, which is the

first licencing component. The second part is the Licence.lic file that should reside in the tools
directory.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ void PLSUninitialize()

Perform uninitialization to free system resources.
This function should be called after all handles have been closed.
Arguments: <none>
Return: <none>

★

void PLSCloseHandle(PLSHandle handle)

Releases Handle resources acquired by other functions.
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This function should be called for every Handle object created before the PLSUninitialize() function.
Arguments:
(PLSHandle) handle - Object of any of the handle types to be closed.

Return: <none>
6.1.2. String Handling
PLSString objects are represented with handles to PLS specific variables that should be processed through the
following functions.
★

void PLSStrGetLen(

PLSString,
int*

len)

Return the length of the string through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSString) handleString - String to be processed.
(int*) len - Length of passed string.

Return: <none>

★

void PLSStrGetChars(

PLSString,
const wchar_t**)

Return the PLSString object handle through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSString) handleString - String to be processed.
(const wchar_t**) processedString - Wide character c-type string.

Return: <none>

6.1.3. Error Handling
PLSError objects are returned by most of the PDF Library SDK Native functions. This section describes the

functions that can be used to retrieve information of the error that occurred.
★ void PLSErrGetDesc(
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PLSError,
PLSBool
PLSString*)

singleLine,

Get a full description for the Error object and return the value through the reference parameter. Each error
object may contain multiple Error descriptions retrieved which are combined into a single string.
This function is an aggregate of all the other ErrGet[__]() functions.
Arguments:
(PLSError) errorHandle - Object of type PLSError returned by other interface functions.
(PLSBool) singleLine - If set to false (0) modified String will contain newline characters for

out-of-box formatting. For best compatibility, paste non-zero.

(PLSString*) errorString - Handle for PLSString object containing complete Error(s) data. For safe

retrieval please use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars(). It is up to a caller to call
PLSCloseHandle() on a string object once data is extracted.
Return: <none>

★ void PLSErrGetNumOfEntries(

PLSError,
int*)

Get the number of Errors occurred and return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSError) errorHandle - Object of type PLSError returned by other interface functions.
(int*) numberOfErrors - Number of errors returned by Library.

Return: <none>

★ void PLSErrGetCode(

PLSError,
int
PLSErrorCode*)

entryNo,

Acquire the specific error code that occurred and return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSError) errorHandle - Object of type PLSError returned by other interface functions.
(int) entryNo - Number of entry in range [1, numberOfErrors].
(PLSErrorCode*) errorCode - Returned handle to a string for an error occurred.

Return: <none>
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★ void PLSErrGetFunc(

PLSError,
int
PLSString*)

entryNo,

Get a function name that invoked the specific entryNo-th error and return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSError) errorHandle - Object of type PLSError returned by other interface functions.
(int) entryNo - Number of entry in range [1, numberOfErrors].
(PLSString*) functionNameString - Handle for PLSString object containing function name. For safe

retrieval please use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars(). It is up to a caller to call
PLSCloseHandle() on a string object once data is extracted.
Return: <none>
★ void PLSErrGetLineNo(

PLSError,
int
int*)

entryNo,

Get the library's source line of code for the specific entryNo-th error on which error occurred and return the
value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSError) errorHandle - Object of type PLSError returned by other interface functions.
(int) entryNo - Number of entry in range [1, numberOfErrors].
(int*) lineNumber - Line number on which error occurred.

Return: <none>

★ void PLSErrGetData(

PLSError,
int
int
PLSString*)

entryNo,
dataNo,

Get the library's data field(s) for the specific entryNo-th on which error occurred and for specific dataNo.
There are 4 fixed slots for Data values. If there is no Data for a specific slot, an empty string is returned.
Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
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(PLSError) errorHandle - Object of type PLSError returned by other interface functions.
(int) entryNo - Number of entry in range [1, numberOfErrors].
(int) dataNo - Number of data entries in range [0, 3].
(PLSString*) dataString - Handle for PLSString object containing data. For safe retrieval please use
PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars(). It is up to a caller to call PLSCloseHandle() on a string object

once data is extracted.
Return: <none>

6.1.4. Memory Handling
PLSMemory handles are containers for various types of objects which can be cast to appropriate types after the

byte extraction.
★

PLSError PLSMemGetLen(

PLSMemory,
int*

len)

Return the length of the array (number of bytes) through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSMemory) memory - Memory handle to be processed.
(int*) len - Returned number of bytes for this object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMemGetBytes(

PLSMemory,
const unsigned char**)

Return the flat array of memory bytes through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSMemory) memory - Memory handle to be processed.
(unsigned char**) chars - Array of bytes.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.2.

Document

Document handling is prerequisite for any operational methods. Constructor-like native functions are used for
proper forming of document objects.

6.2.1. Document Constructors
★ PLSError PLSDocCreate( const wchar_t*
Int
PLSBool
PLSDocument*)

creator,
maxNumOfSnapshots,
textBlocksEnabled,

Create the new blank document. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(const wchar_t*) creator - Name of the application used to create the document. Can be null or

empty.

(int) maxNumOfSnapshots - Determines the maximum number of snapshots document objects can

have, this corresponds to the maximum undo steps when the document is modified.

(PLSBool) textBlocksEnabled - If set to false text is split into more parts, with each line being

represented as at least one separate Text Object. If set to non-zero, the paragraph will be a single
combined Text Object.
(PLSDocument*) docHandle - Returned handle to a document object. It is up to a caller to call
PLSCloseHandle() on a document object when it is no longer needed.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocOpenFromFile( const PLSPathChar*
PLSBool
int
PLSBool
const char*
PLSDocument*
PLSMonitor,
void*

inFilePath,
asReadOnly,
maxNumOfSnapshots,
textBlocksEnabled,
password,

context)

Create a new document object by loading a particular PDF file from a file system. Return the value through
the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(const PLSPathChar*) inFilePath - Path to particular PDF file on a file system.
(PLSBool) asReadOnly - If set to false file will be opened in modifiable mode, allowing for

overwriting document after editing. Use non-zero to open the file in Read-only mode. Calling Save()
on such a file returns an error.
(int) maxNumOfSnapshots - Determines the maximum number of snapshots document objects can

have, this corresponds to the maximum Undo Steps when the document is modified.

(PLSBool) textBlocksEnabled - If set to false text is split into more parts, with each line being

represented as at least one separate Text Object. If set to non-zero, the paragraph will be a single
combined Text Object.
(const char*) password - Null terminated string password for opening password encrypted files.

Pass null or empty string if not required.

(PLSDocument*) docHandle - Returned handle for document object. It is up to a caller to call

PLSCloseHandle() on a document object when it is no longer needed.

(PLSMonitor) progressMon - Pointer to a callback function used to report the progress of the

operation.

(void*) context - Pointer to the structure that is passed to the progress monitoring callback

function as the very first argument.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocOpenFromMemory(

const unsigned char*
int
PLSBool
int
PLSBool
const char*
PLSDocument*,
PLSMonitor,
void*

memory,
memoryLen,
asReadOnly,
maxNumOfSnapshots,
textBlocksEnabled,
password,

context)

Create a new document object by loading a byte array from a memory. Return the value through the
reference parameter.
Arguments:
(unsigned char*) memory - Byte array that represents the file in memory.
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(int) memoryLen - Length of byte array containing the file.
(PLSBool) asReadOnly - If set to false file will be opened in modifiable mode, allowing for

overwriting document after editing. Use non-zero to open the file in Read-only mode. Calling Save()
on such a file returns an error.
(int) maxNumOfSnapshots - Determines the maximum number of snapshots document objects can

have, this corresponds to the maximum Undo/Redo Steps when the document is modified.

(PLSBool) textBlocksEnabled - If set to false text is split into more parts, with each line being

represented as at least one separate Text Object. If set to non-zero, the paragraph will be a single
combined Text Object.
(char*) password - Null terminated string password for opening password encrypted files. Pass null

or empty string if not required.

(PLSDocument*) docHandle - Returned handle for document object. It is up to a caller to call

PLSCloseHandle() on a document object when it is no longer needed.

(PLSMonitor) progressMon - Pointer to a callback function used to report the progress of the

operation.

(void*) context - Pointer to the structure that is passed to the progress monitoring callback

function as the very first argument.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.2.2. Document Saving
★ PLSError PLSDocIsModified(

PLSDocument,
PLSBool*)

Check if the document is modified since the document object is created. Return the value through the
reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isModified - Return non-zero if document is modified.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSDocSave(

PLSDocument,
PLSMonitor,
void*
context)

Save the current state of the document in place.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSMonitor) progressMon - Pointer to a callback function used to report the progress of the

operation.

(void*) context - Pointer to the structure that is passed to the progress monitoring callback

function as the very first argument.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocSaveToFile(

PLSDocument,
const PLSPathChar* outFilePath,
PLSMonitor,
void*
context)

Make a copy of a PDF document by saving the current state of a document at specified file path.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSPathChar*) outFilePath - Absolute file path where the current state of the document will be

saved.

(PLSMonitor) progressMon - Pointer to a callback function used to report the progress of the

operation.

(void*) context - Pointer to the structure that is passed to the progress monitoring callback

function as the very first argument.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSDocSaveToMemory( PLSDocument,
PLSMemory*,
PLSMonitor,
void*
context)

Save the current state of a document as a stream of bytes and return value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) memoryHandle - Returned handle for Memory object. It is up to a caller to call
PLSCloseHandle() on an object when it is no longer needed. For proper data extraction use
PLSMemGetLen() and PLSMemGetBytes().

(PLSMonitor) progressMon - Pointer to a callback function used to report the progress of the

operation.

(void*) context - Pointer to the structure that is passed to the progress monitoring callback

function as the very first argument.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.2.3. Document Snapshots
Snapshots are recorded editing states of the document, which are pivotal for the usage of Undo and Redo
functionality when a PDF file state changes.
★ PLSError PLSDocTakeSnapshot(PLSDocument)

Make the snapshot of the current state of the document. Resets undo and redo counters.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocUndo(

PLSDocument,
PLSBool
saveCurrentState)

Brings the document into the state that was recorded in the snapshot. Decreases UndoSteps counter by one.
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Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSBool) saveCurrentState - Pass non-zero value to ensure that document state is saved before

reverting to the previous snapshot. Saving state allows for Redo() and increases the RedoCount
counter by one. Pass false (0) if some error has occured after the snapshot has been taken which would
indicate that the document is broken in the current state.
Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocGetNumOfUndoSteps(

PLSDocument,
int*
stepsNo)

Get the number of currently available Undo Steps. Return the value through the reference parameter.
This value is increased when taking a snapshot and decreased when performing Undo().
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(int*) stepsNo - Returned number of steps recorded.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocRedo(PLSDocument)

Reverts the state of the document to the state before the last Undo() was executed. Decreases RedoSteps
counter by one.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSDocGetNumOfUndoSteps(

PLSDocument,
int*
stepsNo)

Get the number of currently available Redo Steps. Return the value through the reference parameter.
This value is increased when using Undo() and decreased when performing Redo().
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(int*) stepsNo - Returned number of steps recorded.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.2.4. Document Page Operations
★ PLSError PLSDocGetNumOfPages( PLSDocument,
int*
numberOfPages)

Acquire the number of pages in this document. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(int*) numberOfPages - Returned number of pages in the document.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocGetPages(

PLSDocument,
int
pageNo,
int
numOfPages,
PLSPage[])

Acquire the specific Page objects from the document. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(int) pageNo - FIndex of the first page number to extract. In range: [1, numberOfPages].
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(int) numOfPages - Number of Pages to extract. In range [1, numberOfPages - pageNo].
(PLSPage[]) pages - Returned array of handles for the Page objects. To be processed by Page

manipulation functions.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocGetAllPages(

PLSDocument,
PLSMemory*)

Get all of the Page objects from a document and return them as Memory objects through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) memory - Returned handle for Memory object that holds an array of all of the Handles

for Pages of the document. For safe data extraction use PLSMemGetLen() and PLSMemGetBytes().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocCreatePage(

PLSDocument,
int
beforePageNo,
PLSPage*)

Creates the blank page in a document. Return the newly created page object through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(int) beforePageNo - Index of page number on which to base new page insertion. In range [1,
numberOfPages + 1].

(PLSPage*) pageHandle - Returned handle for Page object.

Return:
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(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocDeletePages(

PLSDocument,
int
pageNo,
int
numOfPages,
PLSBool
wipeOut)

Delete pages from the document, optionally wiping them out of existence.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(int) pageNo - Index of the first page number to remove from the document.
(int) numOfPages - Number of pages to remove.
(PLSBool) wipeOut - Pass non-zero to ensure Page wipe out. Using wipe out is a more expensive

operation which invalidates any existing signatures and does not preserve update history.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocMovePages(

PLSDocument,
int
fromPageNo,
int
numOfPages,
int
toPageNo)

Move one page or several sequential pages inside one document.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(int) fromPageNo - Starting page number to move. In range [1, numOfDocPages].
(int) numOfPages - Number of pages to move, including the starting one. In range [1,
numberOfPages - fromPageNo].

(int) toPageNo - Position target index where to move the page(s) inside the document. Pages moved

are placed before page number corresponding to this argument. In range: [1, numberOfPages + 1].
Return:
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(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocCopyPages(

PLSDocument
int
int
PLSDocument
int
PLSMonitor,
void*

fromDoc,
fromPageNo,
numOfPages,
toDoc,
beforePageNo,
context)

Copy one page or several sequential pages from one document to another.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) fromDoc - Handle object of document type from which to extract page.
(int) fromPageNo - Starting page number to move. In range [1, numberOfPagesSourceDoc].
(int) numOfPages - Number of pages to move, including the starting one. In range [1,
numberOfPagesSourceDoc - fromPageNo].

(PLSDocument) toDoc - Handle for document object specifying target document into which to insert a

page(s).

(int) toPageNo - Where to insert the page(s) inside the target document. Pages are placed before

page number corresponding to this argument. In range: [1, numberOfPagesTargetDoc + 1].

(PLSMonitor) progressMon - Pointer to a callback function used to report the progress of the

operation.

(void*) context - Pointer to the structure that is passed to the progress monitoring callback

function as the very first argument.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.2.5. Document File Properties
★ PLSError PLSDocGetID(

PLSDocument,
unsigned char[],
unsigned char[])

Acquire two 16-byte long Document ID values. Return the values through the reference parameters.
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Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate
(unsigned char) id1[] - Returned array containing 16 bytes.
(unsigned char) id2[] - Returned array containing 16 bytes.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocGetTitle(

PLSDocument,
PLSString*)

★ PLSError PLSDocGetAuthor(

PLSDocument,
PLSString*)

★ PLSError PLSDocGetSubject(

PLSDocument,
PLSString*)

★ PLSError PLSDocGetKeywords(

PLSDocument,
PLSString*)

★ PLSError PLSDocGetCreator(

PLSDocument,
PLSString*)

Acquire the <title | author | subject | keywords | creator> property field of a document.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSString*) value - Returned handle for PLSString object containing the requested value. Can be

null. For safe retrieval please use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocSetTitle(

PLSDocument,
const wchar_t*)

★ PLSError PLSDocSetAuthor(

PLSDocument,
const wchar_t*)
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★ PLSError PLSDocSetSubject(

PLSDocument,
const wchar_t*)

★ PLSError PLSDocSetKeywords(

PLSDocument,
const wchar_t*)

Set or clear the <title | author | subject | keywords> property field of a document.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) string - Null terminated string to set as a title of a document. Set null to clear the

property.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.2.6. Document Encryption
★ PLSError PLSDocIsEncrypted(

PLSDocument,
PLSBool*)

Query for the state of document encryption. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isEncrypted - Return false (0) if the document is not encrypted.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocGetPermissions(

PLSDocument,
int*)

Return document encryption bits. The relevant bits are defined as macro constants in PDFLibrary.h with
names starting with IT_PLS_PERM_*. Return the integer value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(int*) permissionBits - Number containing the permission bits.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocEncrypt(

PLSDocument,
const char*
const char*
int
PLSBool
PLSBool

ownerPassword,
userPassword,
permissions,
encryptStrings,
encryptStreams)

Encrypt the document with user and owner passwords.
Permissions are the permission bits for documents opened with a user password.
Last two values cannot both be set to false. At least one of Streams or Strings must be encrypted in the PDF
file.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(char*) ownerPassword - ASCII string to set owner password.
(char*) userPassword - ASCII string to set user password.
(int) permissionBits - Combined permission bits.
(PLSBool) encryptStrings - Pass non-zero to encrypt Strings.
(PLSBool) encryptStreams - Pass non-zero to encrypt Streams. This includes page contents,

embedded images, fonts and files.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocDecrypt(PLSDocument)

Remove encryption for this password-protected document.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.

Return:
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(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.2.7. Document Font Resource
Font Resource object serves as an abstract container holding information about specific Font.
★ PLSError PLSDocGetNumOfFonts( PLSDocument,
int*
numberOfFonts)

Acquire the number of embedded fonts in the document. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(int*) numberOfFonts - Returned value representing how many embedded fonts are in the current

document.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocGetPDFFont(

PLSDocument,
int
fontNo,
PLSPDFFont* fontHandle)

Acquire the specific font from the document. Return the FontResource handle object through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(int) fontNo - Index of a font number to acquire in the range [1, numberOfFonts].
(PLSPDFFont*) fontHandle - Returned handle for Font Resource object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocAddFontStandard(
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PLSDocument,
int
fontType,
PLSPDFFont* fontHandle)

Add a new font to the document based on the built-in font type. Return the newly created FontResource
handle object through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(int) fontType - Type of font. One of defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
(PLSPDFFont*) fontHandle - Returned handle for Font Resource object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocAddFontFromFile(

PLSDocument,
const PLSPathChar* filePath,
PLSBool
embed,
PLSPDFFont*
fontHandle)

Add a new font to the document from a file describing the font. Return the newly created FontResource
handle object through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSPathChar*) filePath - Absolute path to a Font file to include into the document.
(PLSBool) embedFont - Pass non-zero to add font as embedded. Embedded fonts may significantly

affect PDF size. Recommended for uncommon TrueType/OpenType fonts.
(PLSPDFFont*) fontHandle - Returned handle for Font Resource object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocAddFontFromMemory(
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PLSDocument,
const unsigned char*
Int
PLSBool
PLSPDFFont*

memory,
memoryLen,
embed,
fontHandle)

Add a new font to the document from a byte array (memory object) describing the font. Return the newly
created Font Resource handle object through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(unsigned char*) memory - Byte array containing font data.
(int) memoryLen - Length of byte array.
(PLSBool) embed - Pass non-zero to add font as embedded. Embedded fonts may significantly affect

PDF size. Recommended for uncommon TrueType/OpenType fonts.

(PLSPDFFont*) fontHandle - Returned handle for Font Resource object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocDeletePDFFont( PLSDocument,
PLSPDFFont)

Remove specific Font Resources from the document.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSPDFFont) fontHandle - Handle for Font Resource object to be removed.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.2.8. Document Bitmap Resource
PLSPDFBitmap is an abstract container for the Bitmap. These objects serve as a simple mechanism for saving
space: one bitmap resource can appear multiple times in PDF displaying the same bitmap, with very little
overhead.
★ PLSError PLSDocAddBitmapFromFile(

PLSDocument,
const PLSPathChar* filePath,
PLSPDFBitmap*)

Add a specific bitmap resource from a file to the document. Return the Bitmap Resource object value
through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSPathChar*) filePath - Local file path to an image file to include into the document.
(PLSPDFBitmap*) bitmapHandle - Returned handle for Bitmap Resource object containing the added

bitmap.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocAddBitmapFromMemory( PLSDocument,
PLSBool
const unsigned char*
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
const unsigned char*
int
int
int
int
int
const unsigned char*
int
PLSPDFBitmap*)

decode,
memory,
memoryLen,
width,
stride,
height,
colorModel,
colorSpace,
bpc,
maskMemory,
maskMemoryLen,
maskWidth,
maskStride,
maskHeight,
maskBPC,
iccMemory,
iccMemoryLen,

Add a bitmap resource from a memory to the document. Return the Bitmap object value through the
reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSBool) decode - Pass non-zero if the bitmap needs to be decoded.
(unsigned char*) memory - Byte array containing bitmap data.
(int) memoryLen - Length of byte array for memory.
(int) width - Number of horizontal pixels (samples). If decode is false then > 0
(int) stride - Bytes per pixel (sample). If decode is false then > 0
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(int) height - Number of vertical pixels (samples). If decode is false then > 0
(int) colorModel - One of predefined values defined in PDFLibrary.h as PLS_COLOR_MODEL_*.

Meaningful if decode is false.

(int) colorSpace - One of predefined values defined in PDFLibrary.h as PLS_COLOR_SPACE_*.

Meaningful if decode is false.

(int) bpc - Bits per component. If decode is false then one of possible values from set: {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}.
(unsigned char*) maskMemory - Byte array containing mask memory. If decode is set to false, can be

null.

(int) maskMemoryLen - Mask array length. If decode is false and maskMemory is not null then > 0.
(int) maskWidth -Number of masks horizontal pixels (samples). If decode is false and maskMemory !=

null then > 0.

(int) maskStride - Bytes per pixel (sample) of mask). If decode is false and maskMemory is not null

then > 0.

(int) maskHeight - Number of masks vertical pixels (samples). If decode is false and maskMemory is

not null then > 0.

(int) maskBPC - Bits per component. If decode is false and maskMemory is not null then one of

possible values from set: {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}.

(unsigned char*) iccMemory - Byte array for icc color profile.
(int) iccMemoryLen - Byte array length for icc color profile.
(PLSPDFBitmap*) bitmapHandle - Returned handle for Bitmap Resource object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocDeletePDFBitmap(

PLSDocument,
PLSPDFBitmap)

Delete a specific Bitmap Resource from a document.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSPDFBitmap) bitmapHandle - Handle for Bitmap Resource object to be removed.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.2.9. Document Open Action
★ PLSError PLSDocGetOpenAction( PLSDocument,
PLSDestination*,
PLSAction*)

Acquires either PLSDestination or PLSAction of this document. One or both can be null.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSDestination*) destination - Returned handle to Destination object. Can be null.
(PLSAction*) action - Returned handle to Action object. Can be null.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocSetOpenAction( PLSDocument,
PLSDestination,
PLSAction)

Set or remove either PLSDestination or PLSAction of this document. Pass null to indicate value empty
Destination/Action. Both can be null.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSDestination) destination - Handle to Destination object. Set to null to remove.
(PLSAction) action - Handle to Action object. Set to null to remove.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.2.10. Document Named Actions and Destinations
★ PLSError PLSDocGetAllDestsNames(

PLSDocument,
PLSMemory*)

Acquire the names of Named Destinations of this document
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) destinations - Handle to the Memory object containing an array of handles to
PLSString objects. For proper data extraction of an array of handles use PLSMemGetLen() and
PLSMemGetBytes(). For safe extraction of each individual element use PLSStrGetLen() and
PLSStrGetChars().

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocGetDest(

PLSDocument,
const wchar_t*
PLSDestination*,
PLSAction*)

name,

Acquire either Destination or Action of this document whichever is available for specific destination name.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) name - Destination name to get.
(PLSDestination*) destination - Handle for the acquired Destination object. Can be null.
(PLSAction*) action - Handle for the acquired Action object. Can be null.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocSetDest(
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PLSDocument,
const wchar_t*

name,

PLSDestination,
PLSAction)

Set or remove either Named Destination or Named Action of this document. Pass null for both
PLSDestination and PLSAction to remove objects with specific names.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) name - Name of the destination to set or remove.
(PLSDestination) destination - Handle for the Destination object to set. Pass null to ignore or

remove.

(PLSAction) action - Handle for the Action object to set. Pass null to ignore or remove.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.2.11. Document Digital Signatures
★ PLSError PLSDocGetNumOfSignatures(

PLSDocument,
int*,
PLSMonitor,
void*
context)

Acquire the number of digital signatures in this document. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(int*) numOfSignatures - Returned number of digital signatures in this document.
(PLSMonitor) progressMon - Pointer to a callback function used to report the progress of the

operation.

(void*) context - Pointer to the structure that is passed to the progress monitoring callback

function as the very first argument.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSDocGetSignatures( PLSDocument,
PLSSignatureField[],
PLSMonitor,
void*
context)

Acquire all of the signatures in this document. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSSignatureField[]) signatures - Returned array of Signature handles in document.
(PLSMonitor) progressMon - Pointer to a callback function used to report the progress of the

operation.

(void*) context - Pointer to the structure that is passed to the progress monitoring callback

function as the very first argument.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ (Windows only)
★ PLSError PLSDocGetNumOfCertificates(PLSDocument,
int*)

Acquire the number of all of the certificates in this document. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(int*) numOfCertifcates - Returned number of certificates in this document.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ (Windows only)
★ PLSError PLSDocGetCertificates(PLSDocument, PLSString serialNumbers[])
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Acquire all of the certificate serial numbers of this document. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSString[]) serialNumbers - Returned array of serial numbers of the certificates suitable for

signing. For safe extraction of individual elements use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ (macOS/Linux only)
★ PLSError PLSDocCheckCertificate(

PLSDocument,
const char* certFilePath,
const char* certPassword,
PLSBool*
isGoodForSign)

Check if the certificate file on the local machine can be used for signing this document. Return the value
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(char*) certFilePath - Null terminated string containing the local file path containing the

certificate on Linux/Unix based OSs.

(char*) certPassword - Null terminated UTF-8 encoded string containing the password for

certification files requiring authentication. Pass null if not required.

(PLSBool*) isGoodForSign - Value returns non-zero if this document can be signed with a specified

certificate.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ (Windows only)
★ PLSError PLSDocSign(
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PLSDocument,
PLSPDFBitmap,
int
double

pageNo,
signatureFieldX1,

double
double
double
const wchar_t*
PLSSignatureField*)

signatureFieldY1,
signatureFieldX2,
signatureFieldY2,
certSerialNo,

Sign this document using certification present as part of the OS and optionally using bitmap representation
of the signature. Return created Signature Object (of type Interactive Form Field through reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSPDFBitmap) bitmap - Image bitmap representing visual representation of the signature. Optional.

Can be set to null.

(int) pageNo - Page number where to place visual representation of the signature. Page numbers

start with 1.

(double*) signatureField<X1|Y1|X2|Y2> - Rectangle coordinates: position and shape coordinates

for the new Signature Interactive Form Field. Points representing the bounding rectangle in Page
space:
BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)
(constwchar_t*) certSerialNo - Null terminated string containing the serial number of the

certification on this OS used to sign this document.

(PLSSignatureField*) sigHandle - Returned handle to the newly created object of type
PLSSignatureField.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ (macOS/Linux only)
★ PLSError PLSDocSign(
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PLSDocument,
PLSPDFBitmap,
int
double
double
double
double
const char*

pageNo,
signatureFieldX1,
signatureFieldY1,
signatureFieldX2,
signatureFieldY2,
certFilePath,

const char*
certPassword,
PLSSignatureField*)

Sign this document using certification locally available as file and optionally using bitmap representation of
the signature. Return created Signature Object (of type Interactive Form Field through reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSPDFBitmap) bitmap - Image bitmap representing visual representation of the signature. Optional.

Can be set to null.

(int) pageNo - Page number where to place visual representation of the signature. Page numbers

start with 1.

(double*) signatureField<X1|Y1|X2|Y2> - Rectangle coordinates: position and shape coordinates

for the new Signature Interactive Form Field. Points representing the bounding rectangle in Page
space:
BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)
(char*) certFilePath - Null terminated string containing the local file path containing the

certificate on Linux/Unix based OSs.

(char*) certPassword - Null terminated UTF-8 encoded string containing the password for

certification files requiring authentication. Pass null if not required.

(PLSSignatureField*) sigHandle - Handle to the newly created object of type PLSSignatureField.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.3.

Page

The page objects are necessary for operational functionally of most of the functions. Page objects alway refer to
a specific page of the document object. This includes the case when a new page is added to the document.
There are multiple methods to modify the page itself, which can also affect all of the PDF objects that belong
to that page.
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6.3.1. Page Geometry
Following list of functions can be used to extract Page meta information, as well as make changes to these
values. Changes made to a page affect all the components in the page.
Coordinates and dimensions of the objects are represented by user defined Points, default size of a point 1/72
inch. Size of the point may vary between different pages, however it is constant across all objects on the page
including the Page Dimensions itself.
Page Content Objects are added relative to the CropBox.
★ PLSError PLSPageGetMediaBox( PLSPage,
double*
double*
double*
double*
★ PLSError PLSPageGetCropBox(

left,
bottom,
right,
top)

PLSPage,
double*
double*
double*
double*

left,
bottom,
right,
top)

★ PLSError PLSPageGetBleedBox( PLSPage,
double*
double*
double*
double*

left,
bottom,
right,
top)

★ PLSError PLSPageSetBleedBox( PLSPage,
double*
double*
double*
double*

left,
bottom,
right,
top)

★ PLSError PLSPageGetTrimBox(

★ PLSError PLSPageGetArtBox(
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PLSPage,
double*
double*
double*
double*

left,
bottom,
right,
top)

PLSPage,
double*
double*
double*
double*

left,
bottom,
right,
top)

Get the specific page's <media | crop | bleed | trim | art> box size and position relative to user space.
Represented as two points (l,b) and (r,t) relative to UserSpace origin which is by default bottom left corner.
Return the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle object of Page type on which to operate.
(double*) left - Returned distance in points of the bottom left point of box from the left axis of

UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value x.

(double*) bottom - Returned distance in points of the bottom left point of box from the bottom axis

of UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value y.

(double*) right - Returned distance in points of the top right point of box from the left axis. This is

typically equivalent to value x + boxWidth.

(double*) top - Returned distance in points of the top right point of box from the bottom axis. This

is typically equivalent to value y + boxHeight.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageSetCropBox(

PLSPage,
double
double
double
double

left,
bottom,
right,
top)

★ PLSError PLSPageSetBleedBox( PLSPage,
double
double
double
double

left,
bottom,
right,
top)

★ PLSError PLSPageSetTrimBox(

★ PLSError PLSPageSetArtBox(
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PLSPage,
double
double
double
double

left,
bottom,
right,
top)

PLSPage,
double
double
double
double

left,
bottom,
right,
top)

★ PLSError PLSPageSetMediaBox( PLSPage,
double
double
double
double

left,
bottom,
right,
top)

Set the specific pages MediaBox size and position relative to user space. Represented as two points (l,b) and
(r,t) relative to UserSpace origin which is by default bottom left corner.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle object of Page type on which to operate.
(double) left - Distance in points of the bottom left point of box from the left axis of UserSpace.

This is typically equivalent to value x.

(double) bottom - Distance in points of the bottom left point of box from the bottom axis of

UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value y.

(double) right - Distance in points of the top right point of box from the left axis of UserSpace. This

is typically equivalent to value x + boxWidth.

(double) top - Distance in points of the top right point of box from the bottom axis of UserSpace.

This is typically equivalent to value y + boxHeight.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageScale( PLSPage,
double
double

sx,
sy)

Apply the scale transformation on the page and all of the components.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle object of Page type on which to operate.
(double) sx - Scale factor on horizontal axis x.
(double) sy - Scale factor on vertical axis y.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSPageGetRotation( PLSPage,
int*)

Retrieve the rotation state of the page. Only right angle values are valid (multiple of 90). Return the value
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle object of Page type on which to operate.
(int *) rotate - Returned value of rotation state of the page.

Possible values from: {0, 90, 180, 270}
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageSetRotation( PLSPage,
int)

Set the rotation state of the page. Only right angle values are valid (multiple of 90).
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle object of Page type on which to operate.
(int) rotation - Value of rotation to set. Possible values from: {0, 90, 180, 270}

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageRender(
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PLSPage,
int
int
int
int
double
double
double
double
double
double

bitmapWidth,
bitmapHeight,
colorModel,
colorSpace,
mediaColor[],
bitmapRectL,
bitmapRectB,
bitmapRectR,
bitmapRectT,
clipRectL,

double
double
double
int
int
PLSBool
PLSBitmap*,
PLSMonitor,
void*

clipRectB,
clipRectR,
clipRectT,
rotation,
clipRectAdjustment,
renderFieldsAndAnnots,

context)

Renders the page and all of its objects. Return the PLSBitmap object through the reference parameter.
In order to keep the original aspect ratio bitmapWidth and bitmapHeight must be the same ratio as the
coropBox width and height. If the device has different PPIwidth and PPIheight this should also be taken into
account.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle object of Page type on which to operate.
(int) bitmapWidth - Width of the bitmap in pixels (samples).
(int) bitmapHeight - Height of the bitmap in pixels (samples).
(int) colorModel - Color model for bitmap to be used. Defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_COLOR_MODEL_*.

(int) colorSpace - Color space for bitmap to be used. Defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_COLOR_SPACE_*.

(double[]) mediaColor - Array containing the luminosity factor. Pass null for default value, which is

maximum luminosity. Each element value is in range [0, 1]. For GrayScale only the first value is
read. For color models with colors each channel has its own value [R[0, 1], G[0, 1], B[0, 1]].

(double) bitmapRectL - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the bottom left point of

the box from the left axis of UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value x.

(double) bitmapRectB - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the bottom left point of

the box from the bottom axis of UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value y.

(double) bitmapRectR - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the top right point of the

box from the left axis. This is typically equivalent to value x + boxWidth.

(double) bitmapRectT - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the top right point of the

box from the bottom axis. This is typically equivalent to value y + boxHeight.

(double) clipRectL - Clipping rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the bottom left point of

box from the left axis of UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value x.
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(double) clipRectB - Clipping rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the bottom left point of

box from the bottom axis of UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value y.

(double) clipRectR - Clipping rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the top right point of the

box from the left axis. This is typically equivalent to value x + boxWidth.

(double) clipRectT - Clipping rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the top right point of the

box from the bottom axis. This is typically equivalent to value y + boxHeight.

(int) rotation - Value of rotation to set. Possible values from: {0, 90, 180, 270}
(int) clipRectAdjustment - How to adjust rectangle on border of the rectangle when point is being

divided. One of the predefined values defined in PDFLibrary.h as PLS_CLIP_RECT_ADJUSTMENT_*.
(PLSBool) renderFieldsAndAnnots - Whether or not to include Interactive Form Fields and

Annotation objects when rendering this page.

(PLSBitmap*) bitmap - Returned handle of Bitmap object that holds a rendered data.
(PLSMonitor) progressMon - Pointer to a callback function used to report the progress of the

operation.

(void*) context - Pointer to the structure that is passed to the progress monitoring callback

function as the very first argument.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.4.

Font resource

Font resource objects are the abstract representation of Fonts that are used for describing graphical
representation for textual objects when rendering.
★ PLSError PLSPDFFontGetFormat( PLSPDFFont,
int*

format)

Acquire the type of Font Resource. Return value through reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPDFFont) resource - Handle for Font Resource on which to operate.
(int*) format - Return value of format of Font Resources. Defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_PDF_FONT_FORMAT_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPDFFontGetBaseName(

PLSPDFFont,
PLSString*

baseName)

Acquire the base name of the Font Resource. Return value through reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPDFFont) resource - Handle for Font Resource on which to operate.
(PLSString*) baseName - Returned string object handle that holds reference to array of chars. For

safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPDFFontGetBoundingBox(
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PLSPDFFont,
double*
double*
double*
double*

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2)

Get the Font Resources bounding box relative to the container object. Represented as two points
(x1,y1) and (x2,y2) relative to origin (bottom left corner). Return the values through the reference
parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSPDFFont) resource - Handle for Font Resource on which to operate.
(double*) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Returned rectangle coordinates determining position and shape. Points

representing the bounding rectangle in Font space:
BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPDFFontGetSysMatch(

PLSPDFFont,
PLSString*
PLSString*

fontName,
fontFilePath)

Acquire both the name and local system file path for this Font Resource. Return values through reference
parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSPDFFont) resource - Handle for Font Resource on which to operate.
(PLSString*) fontName - Returned string object handle that holds reference to array of chars

representing the name of the Font. For safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
(PLSString*) fontFilePath - Returned string object handle that holds reference to array of chars

representing the file path on local machine. For safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and
PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPDFFontIsEmbedded(
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PLSPDFFont,
PLSBool*)

Check if this Font Resource is corresponding to an embedded font. Return value through reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPDFFont) resource - Handle for Font Resource on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isEmbeded - Returned value of whether or not this Font Resource is embedded.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.5.

Bitmap

There are three distinct objects in Investintech's PDF Library SDK used to control Bitmaps life cycle, storage
and display in the PDF document:
PLSBitmap - Raw bitmap value. Bitmaps objects are used to store arrays of bytes representing images. They can

be extracted when rendering Page, Page Content objects or individual parts of objects. Bitmap objects that are
part of PDF themselves can exist in multiple places in a PDF document through the Bitmap Resource Object
container. Bitmaps can exist independent of the PDF file itself.
PLSPDFBitmap - This is an abstract container for the Bitmap. These objects serve as a simple mechanism for

saving space: one bitmap resource can appear multiple times in PDF displaying the same bitmap, with very
little overhead.
PLSBitmapContentObject - This object is a placeholder for a certain area of the PDF page. It is mainly

responsible for representation of image on page and it holds the Bitmap dimensions, position on page as well
as transformations which determine final placement and shape of the bitmap.
The following list of functions can be used to operate on Bitmap objects.
★ PLSError PLSBitmapGetLen(

PLSBitmap,
int*

len)

Acquire the length of bitmap in bytes through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSBitmap) bitmapHandle - Handle object of type Bitmap on which to operate.
(int*) len - Number of bytes in the bitmap.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSBitmapGetBytes(

PLSBitmap,
const unsigned char**

bytes)

Acquire the complete bitmap data as a byte array through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSBitmap) bitmapHandle - Handle object of type Bitmap on which to operate.
(const unsigned char**) bytes - Returned byte array containing the bitmap data.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSBitmapGetWidth(

PLSBitmap,
int*

★ PLSError PLSBitmapGetHeight( PLSBitmap,
int*

height)

width)

Return the <width | height> of Bitmap through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSBitmap) bitmapHandle - Handle object of type Bitmap on which to operate.
(int*) <width|height> - Returned number of samples (pixels) in a <row|column>.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSBitmapGetStride( PLSBitmap,
int*

stride)

Acquire the stride width (scan width) representing the number of bytes in each row of Bitmap. Return the
value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSBitmap) bitmapHandle - Handle object of type Bitmap on which to operate.
(int*) stride - Returned number of bytes per row of bitmap.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSBitmapGetColorModel(

PLSBitmap,
int*

colorModel)

Acquire one of the predefined values of the color model of a Bitmap. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSBitmap) bitmapHandle - Handle object of type Bitmap on which to operate.
(int*) colorModel - Returned raw Color model value. Predefined value names are starting with
PLS_COLOR_MODEL_* defined in PDFLibrary.h.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSBitmapGetColorSpace(

PLSBitmap,
int*

colorSpace)

Acquire color space of a Bitmap. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSBitmap) bitmapHandle - Handle object of type Bitmap on which to operate.
(int*) colorSpace - Raw Color space value as integer. Predefined value names are starting with
PLS_COLOR_SPACE_* defined in PDFLibrary.h.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSBitmapGetBPC(

PLSBitmap,
int*

bpc)

Acquire how many bits are assigned to each component of a pixel in Bitmap. Return the value through the
reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSBitmap) bitmapHandle - Handle object of type Bitmap on which to operate.
(int*) bpc- Returned bits per component.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSBitmapSaveToFile( PLSBitmap,
const PLSPathChar* filePath)

Save bitmap to a file. File extension determines the output file format. The supported formats are defined as
constant numerical values in PDFLibrary.h for reference and easier integration.
Arguments:
(PLSBitmap) bitmapHandle - Handle object of type Bitmap on which to operate.
(PLSPathChar*) filePath - Absolute file path where to save a document. File extension is mandatory.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSBitmapSaveToMemory(

PLSBitmap,
int
PLSMemory*)

format,

Save bitmap to a memory object. Return created object through reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSBitmap) bitmapHandle - Handle object of type Bitmap on which to operate.
(int) format - Raw numerical value of one of the predefined formats. One of defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as IT_PLS_IMAGE_FORMAT_*.

(PLSMemory*) memory - Handle for the memory object holding the bitmap as an array of bytes. For

proper data extraction use PLSMemGetLen() and PLSMemGetBytes().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.6.

Bitmap resource

★ PLSError PLSPDFBitmapGetWidth(

PLSPDFBitmap,
int*
width)

★ PLSError PLSPDFBitmapGetHeight(

PLSPDFBitmap,
int*
height)

Acquire the <width|height> of Bitmap Resource. Return value through reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPDFBitmap) resource - Handle for Font Resource on which to operate.
(int*) <width|height> - Returned number of samples (pixels) in a <row|column>.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPDFBitmapGetPDFColorSpaceType( PLSPDFBitmap,
int*)

Acquire the type of color space for this Bitmap Resource.
Arguments:
(PLSPDFBitmap) resource - Handle for Font Resource on which to operate.
(int*) colorSpace - Returned value for type of Color Space. One of predefined values starting with
PLS_PDF_COLOR_SPACE_TYPE_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPDFBitmapGetBPC( PLSPDFBitmap,
int*
bpc)

Acquire how many bits are assigned to each component of a pixel for this Bitmap Resource. Return the value
through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSPDFBitmap) resource - Handle for Font Resource on which to operate.
(int*) bpc- Returned value of bits per component. Possible values from set: {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPDFBitmapIsInline(

PLSPDFBitmap,
PLSBool*)

★ PLSError PLSPDFBitmapHasMask( PLSPDFBitmap,
PLSBool*)
★ PLSError PLSPDFBitmapIsMask( PLSPDFBitmap,
PLSBool*)

Check if this Bitmap Resource <IsInline|HasMask|IsMask>. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPDFBitmap) resource - Handle for Font Resource on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) value - Returned value determining weather or not this Bitmap Resource <IsInline |

HasMask | IsMask>.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPDFBitmapExtract( PLSPDFBitmap,
PLSBitmap*)

Extract Bitmap object from this Bitmap Resource object. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPDFBitmap) resource - Handle for Font Resource on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) bitmap - Returned handle to Bitmap corresponding to this Bitmap Resource. The

extracted bitmap may have different ColorSpace and/or BPC.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.7.

Content Objects

Content Objects (or Tokens) are the abstract representation of PDF objects on Page. There are three types of
sub types of Content Object:
● Text Content Object
● Shape Content Objects
● Bitmap Content Objects
These specific object types can be considered derived classes, with a common base class of Content Object
type.

6.7.1. Content Objects: Acquisition
Following functions are used to acquire a number of objects on page. Content Object refers to all of three types
of object: Text, Shape and Bitmap Objects.
★ PLSError PLSPageGetNumOfTextObjects(PLSPage,
int* num)
★ PLSError PLSPageGetNumOfShapeObjects(

PLSPage,
int* num)

★ PLSError PLSPageGetNumOfBitmapObjects(

PLSPage,
int* num)

★ PLSError PLSPageGetNumOfContentObjects(

PLSPage,
int* num)

Acquire the number of <Text | Shape | Bitmap | Content> Objects on page. Return the value through the
reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle object of type Page on which to operate.
(int*) num - Returned number of objects on a page.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

Functions to get collection (primitive array) of objects. Content Object refers to all of three types of object:
Text, Shape and Bitmap Objects.
★ PLSError PLSPageGetTextObjects(
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PLSPage,
int

contentObjNo,

int
numOfContentObjects,
PLSContentObject*)
★ PLSError PLSPageGetShapeObjects(

PLSPage,
int
contentObjNo,
int
numOfContentObjects,
PLSContentObject*)

★ PLSError PLSPageGetBitmapObjects(

PLSPage,
int
contentObjNo,
int
numOfContentObjects,
PLSContentObject*)

★ PLSError PLSPageGetContentObjects(

PLSPage,
int
contentObjNo,
int
numOfContentObjects,
PLSContentObject*)

Acquire the array of handles for <Text | Shape | Bitmap | Content> Objects. Return a value through the
reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle object of type Page on which to operate.
(int) contentObjNo - Index of the first content object to get. In range: [0, contentObjectsOnPage 1].

(int) numOfContentObjects - Number of content objects to get. In range: [0, contentObjectsOnPage
- contentObjNo - 1].

(PLSTextObject*) textObject - Handle to a text content object containing the created Object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

Functions for getting all Content Objects, or objects of specific type, and storing handles in a Memory object.
The memory object contains a handle to the actual Text/Shape/Bitmap/Content Objects on the page. Size of
each element is arch dependent typically 8 bytes for the x86-64 (AMD64) system.
★ PLSError PLSPageGetAllTextObjects(

PLSPage,
PLSMemory*)

★ PLSError PLSPageGetAllShapeObjects( PLSPage,
PLSMemory*)
★ PLSError PLSPageGetAllBitmapObjects(PLSPage,
PLSMemory*)
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★ PLSError PLSPageGetAllContentObjects(

PLSPage,
PLSMemory*)

Gets all <Text | Shape | Bitmap | Content> Objects on Page as a flat memory array of handles. Return a value
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle object of type Page on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) memory - Handle for a memory object containing an array of handles for all objects on

the page. For proper data extraction use PLSMemGetLen() and PLSMemGetBytes().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.7.2. Content Objects: Creation and Removal
★ PLSError PLSPageRedactContent(

PLSPage,
double
double
double
double

rectL,
rectB,
rectR,
rectT)

Redact Textual content bound by passed rectangle in User space relative to Crop Box.
This would essentially remove any textual data from the Text Content Object inside the defined area on Page
and replace it with empty bounding gliph recs. Points are UserPoints, by default 1/72 of an inch.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle object of type Page on which to operate.
(double) rectL - Distance in points of the bottom left point of the rectangle from the left axis of

UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value x.

(double) rectB - Distance in points of the bottom left point of the rectangle from the bottom axis of

UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value y.

(double) rectR - Distance in points of the top right point of the rectangle from the left axis. This is

typically equivalent to value x + recWidth.

(double) rectT - Distance in points of the top right point of the rectangle from the bottom axis. This

is typically equivalent to value y + recHeight.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
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PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateTextObject(

PLSPage,
PLSContentObject
double
double
double
double
double
double
const wchar_t*
PLSPDFFont
double
PLSTextObject*)

nextContentObj,
transMatrixA,
transMatrixB,
transMatrixC,
transMatrixD,
transMatrixE,
transMatrixF,
text,
font,
fontSize,

Creates new Text Content object on the Page. Return a value of the created object through a reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle object of type Page on which to operate.
(PLSContentObject) nextContentObj - Used to define z-order when a new object is added. When

overlapping occurs, value passed to this parameter will determine the object that appears in front.
Pass null to place new objects topmost.
(double) transMatrix<A|B|C|D|E|F> - Individual values of transform matrix to set. This is a

significant (mutable) part of the [3x3] matrix representing transformation. See Adobe PDF
Specification version 1.7 Chapter 8.3 for more details.

(const wchar_t*) text - String representing text value that will be displayed in this Text Content

Object.

(PLSPDFFont) font - Font resource which will determine how the text is displayed.
(double) fontSize - Size of the font in Points.
(PLSTextObject*) textObject - A handle to the Text Content object containing pointer to the

created Object.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSPageCreateShapeObject(

PLSPage,
PLSContentObject
double
double
double
double
double
double
const PLSSegment[],
int
int
int
PLSShapeObject*)

nextContentObj,
transMatrixA,
transMatrixB,
transMatrixC,
transMatrixD,
transMatrixE,
transMatrixF,
numOfSegments,
strokeMode,
fillMode,

Creates new Shape Content object. Return the new object through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle object of type Page on which to operate.
(PLSContentObject) nextContentObj - Used to define z-order when a new object is added. When

overlapping occurs, value passed to this parameter will determine the object that appears in front.
Pass null to place new objects topmost.
(double) transMatrix<A|B|C|D|E|F> - Individual values of transform matrix to set. This is a

significant (mutable) part of the [3x3] matrix representing transformation. See Adobe PDF
Specification version 1.7 Chapter 8.3 for more details.

(PLSSegment[]) segments - Array of segment coordinates used for defining the Quadratic Bézier

curve that determines the Shape Object. Each segment consists of 8 coordinates describing 4 points.
(int) numOfSegments - How many segments are defined in an array of segments.
(int) strokeMode - Determines if this shape should have stroke (outline). Values defined in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_STROKE_MODE_*.

(int) fillMode - Determines fill mode for this shape. Values defined in PDFLibrary.h as
IT_PLS_FILL_MODE_*.

(PLSShapeObject*) shapeObject - Returned handle for the Shape Content object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSPageCreateBitmapObject( PLSPage,
PLSContentObject
double
double
double
double
double
double
PLSPDFBitmap
PLSBitmapObject*)

nextContentObj,
transMatrixA,
transMatrixB,
transMatrixC,
transMatrixD,
transMatrixE,
transMatrixF,
bitmapRes,

Creates new Bitmap Content object on the Page. Return a value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle object of type Page on which to operate.
(PLSContentObject) nextContentObj - Used to define z-order when a new object is added. When

overlapping occurs, value passed to this parameter will determine the object that appears in front.
Pass null to place new objects topmost.
(double) transMatrix<A|B|C|D|E|F> - Individual components of transformation matrix to set. This

is a significant (mutable) part of the [3x3] matrix representing transformation. See Adobe PDF
Specification version 1.7 Chapter 8.3 for more details.

(PLSPDFBitmap) bitmapRes - Bitmap Resource object that is used for placing content to this Object.
(PLSBitmapObject*) bitmapObject - Returned handle to a Bitmap content object containing the

newly created Object.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDeleteContentObjects(

const PLSContentObject[],
int
numOfObjects)

Deletes Bitmap Content object in the document.
Arguments:
(PLSContentObject[]) objects - Array of handles of objects to remove from document.
(int) numOfObjects - Number of objects to be deleted.(Array size)

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
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PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.7.3. Content Objects Properties: getters and setters
★ PLSError PLSContentObjectGetType(

PLSContentObject,
int*

type)

Get type of Content Object. Can be one of: Text, Shape or Bitmap. Return value through reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSContentObject) contentObject - Object from which to retrieve the type.
(int*) type - Return value of type of object. One of defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_CONTENT_OBJECT_TYPE_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSContentObjectGetRect(

PLSContentObject,
double*
double*
double*
double*

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2)

Acquire the specific Content Object's rectangle boundaries relative to the page. Represented as two points
(x1,y1) and (x2,y2) relative to origin which is by default bottom left corner. Return the values through the
reference parameters.
The actual position of the object on the page is always different from its rectangle coordinates, unless the
transform matrix is an identity matrix.
Arguments:
(PLSContentObject) object - Handle for Content Object on which to operate.
(double*) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Returned individual rectangle coordinates specifying points of the

bounding rectangle in Page space:

BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSContentObjectGetTransformation(

PLSContentObject,
double*
double*
double*
double*
double*
double*

a,
b,
c,
d,
e,
f)

Acquire the significant part of the transformation matrix of the objects, determining final position and
boundaries of the object on page.
Arguments:
(PLSContentObject) object - Handle for Content Object on which to operate.
(double*) <a|b|c|d|e|f> - Retuned individual values of transform matrix. This is a significant

(mutable) part of the [3x3] matrix representing transformation. See Adobe PDF Specification version
1.7 Chapter 8.3 for more details.
Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSContentObjectSetTransformation(

PLSContentObject,
double
double
double
double
double
double

a,
b,
c,
d,
e,
f)

Set the transformation matrix of the objects, determining final position and boundaries of the object on
page.
Arguments:
(PLSContentObject) object - Handle for Content Object on which to operate.
(double) <a|b|c|d|e|f> - Individual values of transform matrix to set. This is a significant (mutable)

part of the [3x3] matrix representing transformation. See Adobe PDF Specification version 1.7
Chapter 8.3 for more details.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
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PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSContentObjectTranslate( PLSContentObject,
double dx,
double dY)

Apply translate transformation on the object on page, changing its position.
Arguments:
(PLSContentObject) object - Handle for Content Object on which to operate.
(double) dx - Value on x-axis by which to "move" the object.
(double) dy - Value on y-axis by which to "move" the object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSContentObjectRotate(

PLSContentObject,
double
double
double

a,
pivotPointX,
pivotPointY)

Apply rotate transformation on the object on the page around the pivot point.
Arguments:
(PLSContentObject) object - Handle for Content Object on which to operate.
(double) a - Angle by which to rotate in degrees (clockwise direction).
(double) pivotPoint<X,Y> - Coordinates of pivot point.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSContentObjectScale(
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PLSContentObject,
double
double
double
double

sx,
sy,
pivotPointX,
pivotPointY)

Apply scale transformation on the object in reference to pivot point.
Arguments:
(PLSContentObject) object - Handle for Content Object on which to operate.
(double) sx - Scale amount on x - axis. Values in range [0.0, 1.0] (0% - 100%)
(double) sy - Scale amount on y - axis. Values in range [0.0, 1.0] (0% - 100%)
(double) pivotPoint<X,Y> - Coordinates of pivot point.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSContentObjectSkew(

PLSContentObject,
double
double
double
double

ax,
ay,
pivotPointX,
pivotPointY)

Apply skew transformation on the object to the reference to pivot point.
Arguments:
(PLSContentObject) object - Handle for Content Object on which to operate.
(double) ax - Angle by which skew on x - axis in degrees clockwise.
(double) ay - Angle by which skew on y - axis in degrees clockwise.
(double) pivotPoint<X,Y> - Coordinates of pivot point.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSContentObjectRender(

PLSContentObject,
int
int
int
int
double
double
double
double
double
int
PLSBitmap*)

bitmapWidth,
bitmapHeight,
colorModel,
colorSpace,
mediaColor[],
bitmapRectL,
bitmapRectB,
bitmapRectR,
bitmapRectT,
rotation,

Render the Content Object, returning its graphical representation as Bitmap Object. Return the value
through parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSContentObject) object - Handle for Content Object on which to operate.
(int) bitmapWidth - width of Bitmap in pixels (samples).
(int) bitmapHeight - height of Bitmap in pixels (samples).
(int) colorModel - Color model for bitmap to be used. Defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_COLOR_MODEL_*.

(int) colorSpace - Color space for bitmap to be used. Defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_COLOR_SPACE_*.

(double[]) mediaColor - Array containing the luminosity factor. Pass null for default value, which is

maximum luminosity. Each element value is in range [0, 1]. For GrayScale only the first value is
read. For color models with colors each channel has its own value [R[0, 1], G[0, 1], B[0, 1]].
Can be null.

(double) bitmapRectL - Capture rectangle coordinate. BottomLeft coordinate of rectangle to capture

on x-axis, relative to PageSpace.

(double) bitmapRectB - Capture rectangle coordinate. BottomLeft coordinate of rectangle to capture

on y-axis, relative PageSpace.

(double) bitmapRectR - Capture rectangle coordinate. TopRight coordinate of rectangle to capture

on x-axis, relative PageSpace.

(double) bitmapRectT - Capture rectangle coordinate. TopRight coordinate of rectangle to capture

on y-axis, relative to PageSpace.
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(double) rotation - Angle by which to rotate rendered bitmap. Expressed in degrees as multiple of

90 in clockwise direction.

(PLSBitmap*) bitmap - Returned handle of Bitmap object that holds a rendered data.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.7.4. Text and Shape Object Properties: getters and setters
This set of functions serves to acquire and change the common properties of Shape and Text objects.
★ PLSError PLSPathObjectGetStrokeMode(

PLSPathObject,
int*

strokeMode)

Retrieve the stroke mode of the Text or Shape object. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(int*) strokeMode - Returned type of stroke. Possible values defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_STROKE_MODE_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPathObjectSetStrokeMode(

PLSPathObject,
int

strokeMode)

Set the stroke mode of the Text or Shape object.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(int) strokeMode - Stroke mode to set. Possible values defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_STROKE_MODE_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSPathObjectGetStrokeColorRGB(

PLSPathObject,
double*
double*
double*

r,
g,
b)

Retrieve the color of the stroke as individual RGB components. Return the values through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(double*) <r|g|b> - Returned value for specific Red/Green/Blue color component of the stroke.

Values in range [0.0, 1.0].
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPathObjectSetStrokeColorRGB(

PLSPathObject,
double
double
double

r,
g,
b)

Set the color of the stroke as individual RGB components.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(double) <r|g|b> - New value to set for the individual Red/Green/Blue color component of the

stroke. Values in range [0.0, 1.0].
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPathObjectGetFillMode(

PLSPathObject,
int*

fillMode)

Retrieve the type of fill for the specific Text or Shape object. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
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(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(int*) fillMode - Returned type of fill. One of the defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_FILL_MODE_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPathObjectSetFillMode(

PLSPathObject,
int

fillMode)

Set the type of fill mode for the specific Text or Shape object.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(int) fillMode - Set type of fill mode. One of the defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_FILL_MODE_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPathObjectGetFillColorRGB(

PLSPathObject,
double*
double*
double*

r,
g,
b)

Retrieve the color of the fill as individual RGB components. Return the values through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(double*) <r|g|b> - Returned value for specific Red/Green/Blue color component of the fill. Values

in range [0.0, 1.0].
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSPathObjectSetFillColorRGB(

PLSPathObject,
double
double
double

r,
g,
b)

Set the color of the fill as individual RGB components.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(double) <r|g|b> - New value to set for the individual Red/Green/Blue color component of the fill.

Values in range [0.0, 1.0].
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPathObjectGetLineWidth( PLSPathObject,
double*

width)

Retrieve the width (thickness) of the stroke for Text or Shape objects in Points. Return the values through the
reference parameter. Points are UserPoints, by default 1/72 of an inch.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(double*) width - Width of the stroke represented in Points.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPathObjectSetLineWidth( PLSPathObject,
double

width)

Set the width (thickness) of the stroke for Text or Shape objects in Points. Points are UserPoints, by default
1/72 of an inch.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(double) width - Width of the stroke to set represented in Points.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPathObjectGetLineCap(

PLSPathObject,
int*

lineCapStyle)

Retrieve the line cap (line ending without join) style of the stroke for Text or Shape objects. Return the values
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(int*) lineCapStyle - Style of line cap (line ending without join). One of the defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_LINE_CAP_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPathObjectSetLineCap(

PLSPathObject,
int

lineCapStyle)

Set the line cap (line ending without join) style of the stroke for Text or Shape objects.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(int) lineCapStyle - Style of line cap (line ending without join). One of the defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_LINE_CAP_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPathObjectGetLineJoin(

PLSPathObject,
int*

lineJoinStyle)

Retrieve the line join (vertex) style of the stroke for Text or Shape objects. Return the value through the
reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(int*) lineJoinStyle - Style of line join (vertex). One of the defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_LINE_JOIN_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPathObjectSetLineJoin(

PLSPathObject,
int

lineJoinStyle)

Set the line join (vertex) style of the stroke for Text or Shape objects.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(int) lineJoinStyle - Style of line join (vertex). One of the defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_LINE_JOIN_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPathObjectGetMiterLimit(PLSPathObject,
double*

limit)

Retrieve the miter limit of the strokes line join for Text or Shape objects in Points. Return the values through
the reference parameter. Points are UserPoints, by default 1/72 of an inch.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(double*) limit - Returned limit at which sharp corners become beveled.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSPathObjectSetMiterLimit(PLSPathObject,
double

limit)

Set the miter limit of the strokes line join for Text or Shape objects in Points. Points are UserPoints, by
default 1/72 of an inch.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(double) limit - Limit at which sharp corners become beveled.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPathObjectGetLineDashPattern( PLSPathObject,
PLSMemory*)

Retrieve the line dash pattern as an array of double. Return the values through the reference parameter. See
Adobe PDF Specification for more details about composition of the array.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) memoryHandle - Memory object handle that holds reference to array of doubles. For

proper data extraction use PLSMemGetLen() and PLSMemGetBytes().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPathObjectSetLineDashPattern( PLSPathObject,
const double
int

elements[],
numOfElements)

Set the line dash pattern from an array of doubles. See Adobe PDF Specification for more details about
composition of the array.
Arguments:
(PLSPathObject) pathObject - Handle for object on which to operate.
(double[]) elements - Array of doubles holding the dash line pattern information.
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(int) numOfElements - Length of an array of elements.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.7.5. Text Object Properties: getters and setters
The Text Object purpose is to hold information about text that is meant to be displayed in PDF File. Please
note that Text Object can encompass one or multiple lines. If the document is opened or created with
argument textBlocksEnabled == true text object would generally contain more than one line.
★ PLSError PLSTextObjectGetText(

PLSTextObject,
PLSString*)

Retrieve the text from Text Object. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) stringHandle - Returned handle for a String object. For safe retrieval use
PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectSetText(

PLSTextObject,
const wchar_t*)

Set the text to display in Text Object.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) text - Null terminated string containing value to set as text.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSTextObjectGetPDFFont(

PLSTextObject,
PLSPDFFont*)

Retrieve the Font Resource object out of Text Object. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(PLSPDFFont*) fontRes - Returned handle for a Font Resource object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectSetPDFFont(

PLSTextObject,
PLSPDFFont)

Set the Font Resource of Text Object.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(PLSPDFFont) fontRes - Handle for a new Font Resource object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectGetFontSize(

PLSTextObject,
double*

size)

Retrieve the text font size in Points. Return the value through the reference parameter. Points are
UserPoints, by default 1/72 of an inch.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(double*) size - Returned size of font in Points.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSTextObjectSetFontSize(

PLSTextObject,
double

size)

Set the text font size in Points. Points are UserPoints, by default 1/72 of an inch.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(double) size - New size of font to set in Points.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectGetNumOfLines(PLSTextObject,
int*

lineNo)

Retrieve the number of lines of this text object. Return the value through the reference parameter. Can be >1
only if the document is opened or created with argument textBlocksEnabled == true.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(int*) lineNo - Returned number of lines of this text object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectAddLine(

PLSTextObject,
int lineNo)

Add a new empty line to Text Object. Usable only if the document is opened or created with argument
textBlocksEnabled == true.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(int) lineNo - Line number index after which to place a new line. 0 (zero) denotes placement at the

first line.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectRemoveLine(

PLSTextObject,
int lineNo)

Remove line from Text Object. Usable only if the document is opened or created with argument
textBlocksEnabled == true.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(int) lineNo - Line number index to delete.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectGetLineText(

PLSTextObject,
int
PLSString*)

lineNo,

Retrieve the text of the specific line. Return the value through the reference parameter. Usable only if the
document is opened or created with argument textBlocksEnabled == true.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(int) lineNo - Target line index number.
(PLSString*) text - Returned handle to a text associated with a specific line. For safe retrieval use
PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSTextObjectSetLineText(

PLSTextObject,
int
const wchar_t*

lineNo,
newText)

Set new text for the specific line. Usеfull only if the document is opened or created with argument
textBlocksEnabled == true.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(int) lineNo - Target line index number.
(const wchar_t*) newText - New null-terminated string containing value to set as text.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectGetLineOffset(PLSTextObject,
int
double*
double*

lineNo,
dx,
dy)

Retrieve the vertical and/or horizontal offset of the specific line. Return the value through the reference
parameter. Usable only if the document is opened or created with argument textBlocksEnabled == true.
Line offset is the offset of the next line's base line. Normally it is not 0. Normal line offset is downwards and
is negative. Line offset for the first line is always 0 (and thus cannot be changed).
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(int) lineNo - Target line index number.
(double*) dx - Horizontal offset of the line.
(double*) dy - Vertical offset of the line.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectSetLineOffset(PLSTextObject,
int
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lineNo,

double
double

dx,
dy)

Set the vertical and horizontal offset for the specific line. Usеfull only if the document is opened or created
with argument textBlocksEnabled == true. Line offset is the offset of the next line's base line. Normally it
is not 0. Normal line offset is downwards and is negative. Line offset for the first line is always 0 (and thus
cannot be changed).
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(int) lineNo - Target line number.
(double) dx - Horizontal offset of the line to set.
(double) dy - Vertical offset of the line to set.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectGetNumOfGlyphs(

PLSTextObject,
int
int*

lineNo,
numOfGlyphs)

Retrieve the number of Glyphs of the specific line or whole text if the multi line is off. This usually
corresponds to the number of characters. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(int) lineNo - Target line index number.
(double*) numOfGlyphs - Returned number of glyphs for this line (or the whole text).

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectGetGlyph(
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PLSTextObject,
int
int
wchar_t

lineNo,
glyphNo,
ch[],

unsigned char
int*
double*
double*
double*
double*
double*
double*
double*

code[],
codeLen,
rectL,
rectB,
rectR,
rectT,
baseLineL,
baseLineR,
baseLineY)

Retrieve the information for the specific glyph. Return the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(int) lineNo - Target line index number.
(int) glyphNo - Specific glyph index to get.
(wchar_t[]) ch - Returned aggregate character as an array.
(unsigned char[]) code - Returned array holding codes corresponding to the glyph character.
(int*) codeLen - Returned length of the arra holding character codes.
(double*) rect<L|B|R|T> - Returned individual component of position of this glyph relative to its

parent. Returned as coordinates to two points of a rectangle:
Bottom Left (x,y) = (rectL, rectB)
Top Right (x,y) = (rectR, rectT)
(double*) baseLineL - Returned left baseline offset.
(double*) baseLineR - Returned right baseline offset.
(double*) baseLineY - Returned vertical baseline offset.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectAddGlyph(
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PLSTextObject,
int
int
const wchar_t*
const unsigned char*
int codeLen)

lineNo,
glyphNo,
ch,
code,

Add the glyph for the specified line and place in Text Content Objects text.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(int) lineNo - Target line index number.
(int) glyphNo - Specific position to place glyph.
(const wchar_t*) ch - Aggregate character value.
(unsigned char*) code - Array holding codes corresponding to the glyph character.
(int) codeLen - Length of the array holding character code.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectRemoveGlyph(

PLSTextObject,
int
int

lineNo,
glyphNo)

Remove the specific glyph from Text Content Objects text.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(int) lineNo - Target line index number.
(int) glyphNo - Target position index of the glyph to remove.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectGetGlyphOffset(

PLSTextObject,
int
int
double*

lineNo,
glyphNo,
offset)

Retrieve the glyph offset. Return the value through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
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(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(int) lineNo - Target line index number.
(int) glyphNo - Target position index of the glyph.
(double*) offset - Returned value for the current glyph offset.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectSetGlyphOffset(

PLSTextObject,
int
int
double
PLSBool

lineNo,
glyphNo,
offset,
moveFollowingGlyphs)

Set the specific glyph offset value.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(int) lineNo - Target line index number.
(int) glyphNo - Target position index of the glyph.
(double) offset - Value of offset to set for the glyph.
(PLSBool) moveFollowingGlyphs - Specifies if the change of offset to allow for other glyphs to be

moved. Pass 0 if changing the offset of this glyph should not change others.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectAlign( PLSTextObject,
int

method)

Set the Text Object alignment method (rule).
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
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(int) method - Alignment of the text inside Text Object. One of the defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_ALIGN_METHOD_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextObjectSetLineSpacing(

PLSTextObject,
double lineSpacing)

Set the Text Object spacing between the lines. Useful only if the document is opened or created with
argument textBlocksEnabled == true.
Arguments:
(PLSTextObject) textObjHandle - Handle for Text Object on which to operate.
(double) lineSpacing - Spacing between the lines in this Text object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.7.6. Shape Object Properties: getters and setters
Shape objects are described using quadratic Bézier curves. Shapes are composition of segments and each
segment is defined as 4 points (8 coordinates of type double).
★ PLSError PLSShapeObjectGetNumOfSegments(

PLSShapeObject,
int*

numOfSegments)

Retrieve the number of segments of this shape object. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSShapeObject) shapeObjHandle - Handle for Shape Object on which to operate.
(int*) numOfSegments - Returned number of segments of this object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSShapeObjectGetSegments( PLSShapeObject,
int
int
PLSSegment[])

segmentNo,
numOfSegments,

Retrieve an array of segments of this shape. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSShapeObject) shapeObjHandle - Handle for Shape Object on which to operate.
(int) segmentNo - Starting segment index to get.

In range: [0, numOfAllSegments - 1].

(int) numOfSegments - Number of segments to get.

In range: [1, numOfAllSegments - segmentNo - 1].
(PLSSegment[]) segments - Returned array holding acquired segments.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSShapeObjectGetSegments( PLSShapeObject,
int
segmentNo,
const PLSSegment[],
int
numOfSegments)

Replace segments of the shape with a new array of segments.
Arguments:
(PLSShapeObject) shapeObjHandle - Handle for Shape Object on which to operate.
(int) segmentNo - Starting segment index to replace. In range: [0, numOfAllSegments - 1].
(PLSSegment[]) segments - Array holding segments to set.
(int) numOfSegments - Number of elements in the array of segments.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSShapeObjectAddSegments( PLSShapeObject,
int
segmentNo,
const PLSSegment[],
int
numOfSegments)

Insert segments of the shape from an array of segments.
Arguments:
(PLSShapeObject) shapeObjHandle - Handle for Shape Object on which to operate.
(int) segmentNo - Starting segment index to insert new segments. In range: [0, numOfAllSegments 1].

(PLSSegment[]) segments - Array holding segments to insert.
(int) numOfSegments - Number of elements in the array of segments.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSShapeObjectRemoveSegments(

PLSShapeObject,
int
int

segmentNo,
numOfSegments)

Remove segments from the Shape object.
Arguments:
(PLSShapeObject) shapeObjHandle - Handle for Shape Object on which to operate.

(int) segmentNo - Starting index of first segment to remove. In range: [0, numOfAllSegments - 1].
(int) numOfSegments - Number of segments to remove.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.7.7. Bitmap Object Properties: getters and setters
Container for raster images determinants placement and dimension of PLSPDFBitmap to be displayed on
Page.
★ PLSError PLSBitmapObjectGetPDFBitmap(
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PLSBitmapObject,
PLSPDFBitmap*)

Extract Bitmap Resource from Shape object. Return the Bitmap Resource object value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSBitmapObject) bitmapObj - Handle for Bitmap Object on which to operate.
(PLSPDFBitmap*) bitmapResource - Extracted object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSBitmapObjectSetPDFBitmap(

PLSBitmapObject,
PLSPDFBitmap)

Replace the current Bitmap Resource object with the new one.
Arguments:
(PLSBitmapObject) bitmapObj - Handle for Bitmap Object on which to operate.
(PLSPDFBitmap) bitmapResource - Handle for new bitmap object to set.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.8.

Interactive Form Fields

Interactive Form Fields objects help transform PDFs into interactive documents. Form fields can be restricted
to one Page or span multiple pages of the document. There are 7 basic types of form fields supported by PDF
Library:
1. Text Box - Basic Text field Box
2. Combo Box - Drop down menu textual field box.
3. List Box - Multi Line Textual field box with possible multiple selection
4. Check Box - Simple checkmark ON - OFF box.(Usually grouped but independent)
5. Radio Button - Simple "button" ON - OFF box.(Usually grouped but dependent)
6. Push Button - Action button for performing a variety of actions.
7. Signature - Bitmap type of form field. Can be tied with cryptographic signature.

6.8.1. Interactive Forms: Acquisition
★ PLSError PLSPageGetNumOfFields(

★ PLSError PLSDocGetNumOfFields(

PLSPage,
int*

numOfFields)

PLSDocument,
int*
numOfFields)

Acquire the number of all Form Fields in this document or page, regardless of type. Return the value through
the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage|PLSDocument) handle - Handle for Page or Document on which to operate.
(int*) numOfFields - Returned number of all Interactive Form fields in Document or on Page.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageGetFields(

★ PLSError PLSDocGetFields(
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PLSPage,
int
int
PLSField[])

fieldNo,
numOfFields,

PLSDocument,
int
fieldNo,
int
numOfFields,
PLSField[])

Acquire the Form Fields from document or page, regardless of type. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage|PLSDocument) handle - Handle for Page or Document on which to operate.
(int) fieldNo - Starting index of first field object to get. In range: [0, fieldsAvailable - 1].
(int) numOfFields - Number of fields to get. In range: [1, fieldsAvailable - fieldNo - 1].
(PLSField[]) fields - Returned array of handles for acquired Field objects.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageGetAllFields( PLSPage,
PLSMemory*)
★ PLSError PLSDocGetAllFields( PLSDocument,
PLSMemory*)

Acquire all of the Form Fields from document or page, regardless of type. Return the value through the
reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage|PLSDocument) handle - Handle for Page or Document on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) memoryHandle - Returned handle for Memory object containing an array of interactive

form fields handles. For proper data extraction use PLSMemGetLen() and PLSMemGetBytes().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageGetNumOfTextBoxFields(

PLSPage,
int*

numOfFields)

★ PLSError PLSDocGetNumOfTextBoxFields(

PLSDocument,
int*
numOfFields)

★ PLSError PLSPageGetNumOfComboBoxFields(

PLSPage,
int*
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numOfFields)

★ PLSError PLSDocGetNumOfComboBoxFields(

PLSDocument,
int*
numOfFields)

★ PLSError PLSPageGetNumOfListBoxFields(

PLSPage,
int* numOfFields)

★ PLSError PLSDocGetNumOfListBoxFields(

PLSDocument,
int*
numOfFields)

★ PLSError PLSPageGetNumOfCheckBoxFields(

PLSPage,
int*

★ PLSError PLSDocGetNumOfCheckBoxFields(

numOfFields)

PLSDocument,
int*
numOfFields)

★ PLSError PLSPageGetNumOfRadioButtonFields( PLSPage,
int*

numOfFields)

★ PLSError PLSDocGetNumOfRadioButtonFields( PLSDocument,
int*
numOfFields)
★ PLSError PLSPageGetNumOfPushButtonFields( PLSPage,
int*

numOfFields)

★ PLSError PLSDocGetNumOfPushButtonFields(

PLSDocument,
int*
numOfFields)

★ PLSError PLSPageGetNumOfSignatureFields(

PLSPage,
int*

★ PLSError PLSDocGetNumOfSignatureFields(

numOfFields)

PLSDocument,
int*
numOfFields)

Acquire the number of all Form Fields of specific type in this document or page. Return the value through
the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage|PLSDocument) handle - Handle for Page or Document on which to operate.
(int*) numOfFields - Returned number of all Interactive Form fields of respective type in Document

or on Page.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageGetTextBoxFields(
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PLSPage,
int

fieldNo,

int
numOfFields,
PLSTextBoxField[])
★ PLSError PLSDocGetTextBoxFields(

PLSDocument,
int
fieldNo,
int
numOfFields,
PLSTextBoxField[])

★ PLSError PLSPageGetComboBoxFields(

PLSPage,
int
fieldNo,
int
numOfFields,
PLSComboBoxField[])

★ PLSError PLSDocGetComboBoxFields(

PLSDocument,
int
fieldNo,
int
numOfFields,
PLSComboBoxField[])

★ PLSError PLSPageGetListBoxFields(

PLSPage,
int
fieldNo,
int
numOfFields,
PLSListBoxField[])

★ PLSError PLSDocGetListBoxFields(

PLSDocument,
int
fieldNo,
int
numOfFields,
PLSListBoxField[])

★ PLSError PLSPageGetCheckBoxFields(

PLSPage,
int
fieldNo,
int
numOfFields,
PLSCheckBoxField[])

★ PLSError PLSDocGetCheckBoxFields(

PLSDocument,
int
fieldNo,
int
numOfFields,
PLSCheckBoxField[])

★ PLSError PLSPageGetRadioButtonFields(

PLSPage,
int
int
PLSRadioButtonField[])

★ PLSError PLSDocGetRadioButtonFields(PLSDocument,
int
int
PLSRadioButtonField[])
★ PLSError PLSPageGetPushButtonFields(PLSPage,
int
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fieldNo,
numOfFields,

fieldNo,
numOfFields,

fieldNo,

int
PLSPushButtonField[])
★ PLSError PLSDocGetPushButtonFields( PLSDocument,
int
int
PLSPushButtonField[])

numOfFields,

fieldNo,
numOfFields,

★ PLSError PLSPageGetSignatureFields( PLSPage,
int
fieldNo,
int
numOfFields,
PLSSignatureField[])
★ PLSError PLSDocGetSignatureFields(

PLSDocument,
int
fieldNo,
int
numOfFields,
PLSSignatureField[])

Acquire the Form Fields of specific type, from document or page. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage|PLSDocument) handle - Handle for Page or Document on which to operate.
(int) fieldNo - Starting index of first field object to get. In range: [0, fieldsAvailable - 1].
(int) numOfFields - Number of fields to get. In range: [1, fieldsAvailable - fieldNo - 1].
(PLSTextBoxField[]|PLSComboBoxField[]|PLSListBoxField[]|PLSCheckBoxField[]|PLSRadioButton
Field[]|PLSPushButtonField[]|PLSSignatureField[]) fields - Returned array of handles for

specific Form Field objects.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageGetAllTextBoxFields(PLSPage,
PLSMemory*)
★ PLSError PLSDocGetAllTextBoxFields( PLSDocument,
PLSMemory*)
★ PLSError PLSPageGetAllComboBoxFields(

PLSPage,
PLSMemory*)

★ PLSError PLSDocGetAllComboBoxFields(PLSDocument,
PLSMemory*)
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★ PLSError PLSPageGetAllListBoxFields(PLSPage,
PLSMemory*)
★ PLSError PLSDocGetAllListBoxFields( PLSDocument,
PLSMemory*)
★ PLSError PLSPageGetAllCheckBoxFields(

PLSPage,
PLSMemory*)

★ PLSError PLSDocGetAllCheckBoxFields(PLSDocument,
PLSMemory*)
★ PLSError PLSPageGetAllRadioButtonFields(

PLSPage,
PLSMemory*)

★ PLSError PLSDocGetAllRadioButtonFields(

PLSDocument,
PLSMemory*)

★ PLSError PLSPageGetAllPushButtonFields(

PLSPage,
PLSMemory*)

★ PLSError PLSDocGetAllPushButtonFields(

PLSDocument,
PLSMemory*)

★ PLSError PLSPageGetAllSignatureFields(

PLSPage,
PLSMemory*)

★ PLSError PLSDocGetAllSignatureFields(

PLSDocument,
PLSMemory*)

Acquire all of the Form Fields of specific type from document or page. Return the value through the
reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage|PLSDocument) handle - Handle for Page or Document on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) memoryHandle - Memory object handle that holds reference to an array of specific

Forms handles. For proper data extraction use PLSMemGetLen() and PLSMemGetBytes().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.8.2. Interactive Forms: Creation and removal
★ PLSError PLSPageCreateTextBoxField( PLSPage,
const wchar_t*
double
double
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partialName,
x1,
y1,

double
double
PLSTextBoxField*)

x2,
y2,

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateComboBoxField(PLSPage,
const wchar_t*
double
double
double
double
PLSComboBoxField*)

partialName,
x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateListBoxField( PLSPage,
const wchar_t*
double
double
double
double
PLSListBoxField*)

partialName,
x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,

★ PLSError PLSPageCreatePushButtonField(

PLSPage,
const wchar_t*
partialName,
double
x1,
double
y1,
double
x2,
double
y2,
PLSPushButtonField*)

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateSignatureField(

PLSPage,
const wchar_t*
double
double
double
double
PLSSignatureField*)

partialName,
x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,

Create a specific type of Form Field on page. Return the new object's handle through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle for Page on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) partialName- Partial name of the Form Field. This is meta-data usually not visible

when filling in forms. Used when exporting fields.

(double) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Individual coordinates of the new Field. Points representing the bounding

rectangle in Page space:
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BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)
(PLSTextBoxField*|PLSComboBoxField*|PLSListBoxField*|PLSPushButtonField*|PLSSignatureFiel
d*) field - Returned handle for newly created Field object on the page.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateCheckBoxField(PLSPage,
const wchar_t*
PLSCheckBoxField
double
double
double
double
PLSCheckBoxField*)
★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRadioButtonField(

partialName,
joinCheckBox,
x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,

PLSPage,
const wchar_t*
PLSRadioButtonField
double
double
double
double
PLSRadioButtonField*)

partialName,
joinRadioButton,
x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,

Create a specific type of Form Field on page. Return the new object's handle through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle for Page on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) partialName- Partial name of the Form Field. This is meta-data usually not visible

when filling in forms. Used when exporting fields.

(PLSCheckBoxField | PLSRadioButtonField) join<Check|Radio>Button - Add newly created Form

field to group of <check|radio> buttons, by passing reference to already existing <check|radio> button.
Pass null if a new group should be created instead. Can only join buttons of the same type.
(double) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Individual coordinates of the new Field. Points representing the bounding

rectangle in Page space:
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BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)
(PLSCheckBoxField*|PLSRadioButtonField*) field - Returned handle for newly created Field object

on the page.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDeleteFields(

const PLSField[],
int numOfFields)

Delete fields from the document.
Arguments:
(PLSField[]) fieldsArray - Array of handles for Interactive Form Fields to be removed from the

document.

(int) numOfFields - Array length.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.8.3. Interactive Forms Properties: getters and setters
★ PLSError PLSFieldGetType(

PLSField,
int*

type)

Acquire the type of Form Field. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int*) type - Returned type of field. One of predefined value names starting with PLS_FIELD_TYPE_*

as defined in PDFLibrary.h.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSFieldGetPage(

PLSField,
PLSPage*

page)

Acquire the page object associated with this Form Field. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSPage*) page - Returned handle of page object that holds this form field.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetPageNo(

PLSField,
int*

pageNo)

Acquire the page number associated with this Form Field. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int*) pageNo - Returned index of the page in the document associated with Filed. Page numbers

start with 1.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetName(

PLSField,
PLSString*

name)

Acquire the full name of this Form Field. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSString*) name - Returned handle to String object containing the full name of this field. For safe

retrieval please use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
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PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetPartialName(

PLSField,
PLSString*

name)

Acquire the partial name (custom name part) of this Form Field. Return the value through the reference
parameter. Partial name meta-data is usually not visible when filling in forms. Used when editing and
exporting fields.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSString*) name - Returned handle to String object containing partial name of this field. For safe

retrieval please use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldSetPartialName(

PLSField,
const wchar_t*

newName)

Set the partial name (custom name part) of this Form Field. Partial name meta-data is usually not visible
when filling in forms. Used when editing and exporting fields.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) newName - Null terminated string to set as partial name.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetAltName( PLSField,
PLSString*

name)

Acquire the Alternate Description of this Form Field. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Usually used by text-to-speech engines.
Arguments:
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(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSString*) name - Returned handle to String object containing alt name of this field. For safe

retrieval please use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldSetAltName( PLSField,
const wchar_t*

newAltName)

Set the Alternate Description of this Form Field. Usually used by text-to-speech engines.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) newAltName - Null terminated string to set as alt name.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetMappingName(

PLSField,
PLSString*

name)

Acquire the mapping name of this Form Field. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSString*) name - Returned handle to String object containing mapping name of this field. For

safe retrieval please use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldSetMappingName(
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PLSField,
const wchar_t*

newMappingName)

Set the mapping of this Form Field.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) newMappingNam - Null terminated string to set as mapping name.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetRect(

PLSField,
double*
double*
double*
double*

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2)

Acquire the bounding rectangle coordinates of this Form Field. Return the values through the reference
parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(double*) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Returned individual coordinates of the Field. Points representing the

bounding rectangle in Page space:

BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldSetRect(

PLSField,
double
double
double
double

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2)

Set the bounding rectangle coordinates of this Form Field.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
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(double) <x1y1|x2|y2> - New individual bounding rectangle coordinates to be set for the Field.

Points are in Page space:

BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetRotation( PLSField,
int*

rotation)

Acquire the rotation value of this Form Field. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int*) rotation - Returned rotation value of this field in degrees. Counter clockwise. Possible values

from: {0, 90, 180, 270}.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldSetRotation( PLSField,
int

rotation)

Set the rotation value of this Form Field.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) rotation - Set the rotation value of this field in degrees. Counter clockwise multiples. Possible

values from: {0, 90, 180, 270}.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSFieldGetFlag(

PLSField,
int
PLSBool*)

flag,

Acquire the true/false state of flag for this Form Field. Not all fields are compatible with all flags. Return the
value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) flag - Specifies which flag value to get. One of the defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_FIELD_FLAG_*.

(PLSBool*) flagState - Returned state of the request flag.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldSetFlag(

PLSField,
int
PLSBool)

flag,

Set the true/false state of flag for this Form Field. Not all fields are compatible with all flags.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) flag - Specifies which flag value to set. One of the defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_FIELD_FLAG_*.

(PLSBool*) flagState - State of the request flag.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetTextQuadding(

PLSField,
int*

quadding)

Acquire text quadding (justification) of this Form Field. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
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(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int*) quadding - Returned quadding value. One of the defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_FIELD_TEXT_QUAD_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldSetTextQuadding(

PLSField,
int

quadding)

Set the text quadding (justification) of this Form Field.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) quadding - Quadding value to set. One of the defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_FIELD_TEXT_QUAD_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetPDFFont( PLSField,
PLSPDFFont*

fontRes)

Acquire the Font Resource of this Form Field. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSPDFFont*) fontRes - Returned handle for Font Resource of this Field.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldSetPDFFont( PLSField,
PLSPDFFont
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fontRes)

Set the Font Resource for this Form Field.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSPDFFont) fontRes - Handle for font Resource to set for this Field.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetFontSize( PLSField,
double*

fontSize)

Acquire the font size of this Form Field in Points. Return the value through the reference parameter. Points
are UserPoints, by default 1/72 of an inch.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(double*) fontSize - Returned size of the font for this field in Points.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldSetFontSize( PLSField,
double

fontSize)

Set the font size of this Form Field in Points. Points are UserPoints, by default 1/72 of an inch.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(double) fontSize - New size of the font to set for this field in Points.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSFieldGetFontColor(

PLSField,
double*
double*
double*

r,
g,
b)

Retrieve the fill color of the font as an individual RGB components. Return the values through the reference
parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(double*) <r|g|b> - Returned value for specific Red/Green/Blue color component of the font. Values

in range [0.0, 1.0].
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldSetFontColor(

PLSField,
double
double
double

r,
g,
b)

Set the fill color of the font as an individual RGB components.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(double) <r|g|b> - New value to set for the individual Red/Green/Blue color component of the font.

Values in range [0.0, 1.0].
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetBorderStyle(

PLSField,
int*

borderStyle)

Acquire the type of border style for this Form Field. Return the value through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int*) borderStyle - Returned style of the border. One of the defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h

as PLS_BORDER_STYLE_*.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldSetBorderStyle(

PLSField,
int

borderStyle)

Set the type of border style of this Form Field.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) borderStyle - Style of the border to set. One of the defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_BORDER_STYLE_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetBorderColor(

PLSField,
double*
double*
double*

r,
g,
b)

Retrieve the color of the border as an individual RGB components. Return the values through the reference
parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(double*) <r|g|b> - Returned value for specific Red/Green/Blue color component. Values in range
[0.0, 1.0].

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSFieldSetBorderColor(

PLSField,
double
double
double

r,
g,
b)

Set the color of the border as an individual RGB components.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(double) <r|g|b> - New value to set for the individual Red/Green/Blue color component. Values in

range [0.0, 1.0].
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetBorderWidth(

PLSField,
double*

borderWidth)

Acquire the width of the border for this Form Field in Points. Return the value through the reference
parameter. Points are UserPoints, by default 1/72 of an inch.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(double*) borderWidth - Returned width of the border in Points.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldSetBorderWidth(

PLSField,
double

borderWidth)

Set the width of the border of this Form Field in Points. Points are UserPoints, by default 1/72 of an inch.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(double) borderWidth - Width of the border to set in Points.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetBorderDashPattern(

PLSField,
PLSMemory*)

Retrieve the border line dash pattern as an array of double. Return the value through the reference
parameter. See Adobe PDF Specification for more details about composition of the array.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) memoryHandle - Memory object handle that holds reference to array of doubles. For

proper data extraction use PLSMemGetLen() and PLSMemGetBytes().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldSetBorderDashPattern(

PLSField,
const double elements[],
int
numOfElements)

Set the line dash pattern from an array of doubles. See Adobe PDF Specification for more details about
composition of the array.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(double[]) elements - Array of doubles holding the dash line pattern information.
(int) numOfElements - Length of an array of elements.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldGetBGColor( PLSField,
double*
double*
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r,
g,

double*
PLSBool*

b,
isTransparent)

Retrieve the color and state of transparency of the field's background as individual RGB components. Return
the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(double*) <r|g|b> - Returned value for specific Red/Green/Blue color component.

Values in range [0.0, 1.0].

(PLSBool*) isTransparent - Whether or not the background is fully transparent.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldSetBGColor( PLSField,
double
double
double
PLSBool

r,
g,
b
isTransparent)

Set the color of the field's background as individual RGB components.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(double) <r|g|b> - Set value for specific Red/Green/Blue color component.

Values in range [0.0, 1.0].

(PLSBool) isTransparent - Whether or not the background is fully transparent.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldHasValue(

Check if the Form Field has value.
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PLSField,
PLSBool*

hasValue)

Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) hasValue - Return non-zero if the field has value.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldReset(PLSField)

Reset this field by setting its value to a default state.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFieldRender(

PLSField,
int
int
int
int
const double
double
double
double
double
int
int
PLSBool
PLSBitmap*)

bitmapWidth,
bitmapHeight,
colorModel,
colorSpace,
mediaColor,
bitmapRectL,
bitmapRectB,
bitmapRectR,
bitmapRectT,
rotation,
appearance,
defaultState,

Renders the field. Return the PLSBitmap object through the reference parameter. In order to keep the
original aspect ratio bitmapWidth and bitmapHeight must be the same ratio as the fields width and height.
If the device has different PPIwidth and PPIheight this should also be taken into account.
Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
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(int) bitmapWidth - Width of the bitmap in pixels (samples).
(int) bitmapHeight - Height of the bitmap in pixels (samples).
(int) colorModel - Color model for bitmap to be used. Defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_COLOR_MODEL_*.

(int) colorSpace - Color space for bitmap to be used. Defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_COLOR_SPACE_*.

(double[]) mediaColor - Array containing the luminosity factor. Pass null for default value, which is

maximum luminosity. Each element value is in range [0, 1]. For GrayScale only the first value is
read. For color models with colors each channel has its own value [R[0, 1], G[0, 1], B[0, 1]].

(double) bitmapRectL - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the bottom left point of

the box from the left axis of UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value x.

(double) bitmapRectB - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the bottom left point of

the box from the bottom axis of UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value y.

(double) bitmapRectR - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the top right point of the

box from the left axis. This is typically equivalent to value x + fieldWidth.

(double) bitmapRectT - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the top right point of the

box from the bottom axis. This is typically equivalent to value y + fieldHeight.

(double) rotation - Angle by which to rotate rendered bitmap. Expressed in degrees as multiple of
90 in clockwise direction.

(int) appearance - Appearance of the field in regards to mouse interaction. One of predefined in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_APPEARANCE_*.

(PLSBool) defaultState - Pass non-zero value to render the default state of the field.
(PLSBitmap*) bitmap - Returned handle of Bitmap object that holds rendered data.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.8.4. Text Box Forms Properties: getters and setters
★ PLSError PLSTextBoxFieldGetText(

PLSTextBoxField,
PLSString*)

Retrieve the text from Text Box Interactive Form. Return the values through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
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(PLSTextBoxField) textBoxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSString*) stringHandle - Returned handle for a String object. For safe retrieval use
PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextBoxFieldSetText(

PLSTextBoxField,
const wchar_t*)

Set the text to display in Text Box Interactive Form.
Arguments:
(PLSTextBoxField) textBoxField - Handle for Field on which to operate
(const wchar_t*) text - Zero terminated string containing value to set as text.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextBoxFieldGetDefaultText(

PLSTextBoxField,
PLSString*)

Retrieve the default text from Text Box Interactive Form. Return the values through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSTextBoxField) textBoxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSString*) stringHandle - Returned handle for a String object. For safe retrieval use
PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextBoxFieldSetDefaultText(
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PLSTextBoxField,
const wchar_t*)

Set the default text to display in Text Box Interactive Form.
Arguments:
(PLSTextBoxField) textBoxField - Handle for Field on which to operate
(const wchar_t*) text - Zero terminated C-type string containing value to set as text.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextBoxFieldGetMaxLen(

PLSTextBoxField,
int*

maxLength)

Retrieve the maximum number of characters that is allowed to be entered by the end user in Text Box
Interactive Form. Return the values through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSTextBoxField) textBoxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int*) maxLength - Returned maximum number of characters currently set.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextBoxFieldSetMaxLen(

PLSTextBoxField,
int

maxLength)

Set the maximum number of characters that is allowed to be entered by the end user in Text Box Interactive
Form.
Arguments:
(PLSTextBoxField) textBoxField - Handle for Field on which to operate
(int) maxLength - New value for the maximum number of characters.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.8.5. Combo and List Forms Properties: getters and setters
Both ComboBox and ListBox consist of multiple value-name pairs referred to as "options". Most of the
functions have the same signature, except for those referring to the selection. The main difference in usage
between ComboBox and ListBox is in the allowed number, and type of user selected "options" that are value
name pairs. To the end users options are equivalent to List and Combo box items.
ListBox can have multiple selected values by default. This behaviour can be changed by setting the flag
PLS_FIELD_FLAG_MULTI_SELECT.
ComboBox can have either one specific value as selected, or it can have as selected custom user value as the
current selection, thus serving as a hybrid between TextBox and drop down menu (hence the name "combo").
★ PLSError PLSComboBoxFieldGetOptions(PLSComboBoxField,
PLSMemory*
PLSMemory*

values,
names)

★ PLSError PLSListBoxFieldGetOptions( PLSListBoxField,
PLSMemory*
PLSMemory*

values,
names)

Retrieve all options of <Combo | List > box. Options are retrieved as separate arrays which (combined)
represent value-name pairs.
Arguments:
(PLS<Combo|List>Box) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) values - Returned handle for Memory object containing an array of PLSString

handles. For proper element extraction please use PLSMemGetLen(), PLSMemGetBytes(). For individual
strings from elements use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
(PLSMemory*) names - Returned handle for Memory object containing an array of PLSString handles.

For proper element extraction please use PLSMemGetLen(), PLSMemGetBytes(). For individual strings
from elements use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSComboBoxFieldSetOptions(PLSComboBoxField,
const wchar_t*
const wchar_t*
int

values[],
names[],
numOfOptions)

★ PLSError PLSListBoxFieldSetOptions( PLSListBoxField,
const wchar_t*

values[],
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const wchar_t*
int

names[],
numOfOptions)

Set the options of <Combo | List > box. Options are set as separate arrays which combined represent
value-name pairs.
Arguments:
(PLS<Combo|List>Box) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*[]) values - Array of null terminated C-type strings.
(const wchar_t*[]) names - Array of null terminated C-type strings.
(int) numOfOptions - Length of both of the arrays containing values and names.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSComboBoxFieldGetNumOfOptions( PLSComboBoxField,
int*
★ PLSError PLSListBoxFieldGetNumOfOptions(

PLSListBoxField,
int*

numOfOptions)

numOfOptions)

Retrieve number of options for <Combo | List > box.
Arguments:
(PLS<Combo|List>Box) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int*) numOfOptions - Returned number of options for this <Combo|List> box.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSComboBoxFieldGetOption( PLSComboBoxField,
int
PLSString*
PLSString*
★ PLSError PLSListBoxFieldGetOption(
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PLSListBoxField,
int

optionNo,
value,
name)

optionNo,

PLSString*
PLSString*

value,
name)

Retrieve the specific option of <Combo | List > box. Return value as separate value - name components as
reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLS<Combo|List>Box) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) optionNo - Index of specific option to get. In range: [0, numOfOptions - 1].
(PLSString*) value - Returned first component of properties pair. For extraction please use
PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().

(PLSString*) name - Returned second component of properties pair. For extraction please use
PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSComboBoxFieldSetOption( PLSComboBoxField,
int
const wchar_t*
const wchar_t*
★ PLSError PLSListBoxFieldSetOption(

PLSListBoxField,
int
const wchar_t*
const wchar_t*

optionNo,
value,
name)

optionNo,
value,
name)

Replace the specific option pair of <Combo | List > box with new values.
Arguments:
(PLS<Combo|List>Box) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) optionNo - Index of specific option to change. In range: [0, numOfOptions - 1].
(const wchar_t*) value - First component of properties pair. C-style null terminated string.
(const wchar_t*) name - Second component of properties pair. C-style null terminated string.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSComboBoxFieldAddOption( PLSComboBoxField,
int
const wchar_t*
const wchar_t*
★ PLSError PLSListBoxFieldAddOption(

PLSListBoxField,
int
const wchar_t*
const wchar_t*

optionNo,
value,
name)

optionNo,
value,
name)

Add the new option pair of <Combo | List > at a specified index.
Arguments:
(PLS<Combo|List>Box) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) optionNo - Index location to insert new option. In range: [0, numOfOptions - 1].
(const wchar_t*) value - First component of properties pair. C-style null terminated string.
(const wchar_t*) name - Second component of properties pair. C-style null terminated string.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSComboBoxFieldRemoveOption(

★ PLSError PLSListBoxFieldRemoveOption(

PLSComboBoxField,
int

optionNo)

PLSListBoxField,
int

optionNo)

Remove option pair from <Combo | List > Box at a specified index.
Arguments:
(PLS<Combo|List>Box) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) optionNo - Index location to remove. In range: [0, numOfOptions - 1].

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSComboBoxFieldGetSelection(

PLSComboBoxField,
int*
PLSString*

optionNo,
customValue)

Retrieve current selection. Maximum of one of the values returned is valid: either optionNo (index) is > 0,
referring to index of available options, or customValue is not null. Both values can be invalid (-1, nullptr)
if current selection is "none".
Arguments:
(PLSComboBox) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int*) optionNo - Returned selected option index. Can be -1 if none of the current options are

selected. Otherwise value is in range: [0, numOfOptions - 1].

(PLSString*) customValue - Returned custom value that is current selection. If null is returned then

either the current option is selected, or selection is "none".
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSListBoxFieldGetSelection(

PLSListBoxField,
PLSMemory*

optionNos)

Retrieve the current selection as array of option indices.
Arguments:
(PLSListBox) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) optionNos - Array of int containing indices of currently selected options. For proper

data extraction use PLSMemGetLen() and PLSMemGetBytes().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSComboBoxFieldSetSelection(

PLSComboBoxField,
int
const wchar_t*

optionNo,
customValue)

Set the selection. Maximum of one of the values should be valid: either optionNo (index) is > 0, referring to
index of available options, or customValue is not null. Both values can be invalid (-1, nullptr) if current
selection is to be set as "none".
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Arguments:
(PLSComboBox) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) optionNo - Index to set as selected. Can be -1 if none of the current options should be selected.

Otherwise value should be in range: [0, numOfOptions - 1].

(const wchar_t*) customValue - New custom value to set as current selection. Pass null if either one

of the current options should be selected, or selection should be "none".
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSListBoxFieldSetSelection(

PLSListBoxField,
const int
int

optionNos[],
numOfOptionNos)

Set the selection by passing an array of option indices signifying selected options.
Arguments:
(PLSListBox) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int[]) optionNos - Array of int containing indices of options to select.
(int) numOfOptionNos - Length of array of indices.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSComboBoxFieldGetDefaultSelection(

PLSComboBoxField,
int*

optionNo)

Retrieve default selection. Return the value as a reference parameter. Value of -1 signifies that default
selection is none.
Arguments:
(PLSComboBox) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int*) optionNo - Returned index of default selection. Can be -1 if default selection is "none".

Otherwise value is in range: [0, numOfOptions - 1].
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSListBoxFieldGetDefaultSelection(

PLSListBoxField,
PLSMemory*

optionNos)

Retrieve default selection as array of option indices.
Arguments:
(PLSListBox) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) optionNos - Array of int containing indices of default selection for options. For proper

data extraction use PLSMemGetLen() and PLSMemGetBytes().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSComboBoxFieldSetDefaultSelection(

PLSComboBoxField,
int optionNo)

Set the default selection.
Arguments:
(PLSComboBox) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) optionNo - Index to set as default selection. Set to -1 if default selection should be "none".

Otherwise value should be in range: [0, numOfOptions - 1].
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSListBoxFieldSetDefaultSelection(

PLSListBoxField,
const int
int

optionNos[],
numOfOptionNos)

Set the default selection by passing an array of option indices signifying options to be selected by default.
Arguments:
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(PLSListBox) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int[]) optionNos - Array of int containing indices of options to select as default.
(int) numOfOptionNos - Length of array of indices.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSComboBoxFieldRenderOption(

★ PLSError PLSListBoxFieldRenderOption(

PLSComboBoxField,
int
PLSBool
int
int
int
int
const double
double
double
double
double
int
PLSBitmap*)

optionNo,
renderSelRect,
bitmapWidth,
bitmapHeight,
colorModel,
colorSpace,
mediaColor,
bitmapRectL,
bitmapRectB,
bitmapRectR,
bitmapRectT,
rotation,

PLSListBoxField,
int
PLSBool
int
int
int
int
const double
double
double
double
double
int
PLSBitmap*)

optionNo,
renderSelRect,
bitmapWidth,
bitmapHeight,
colorModel,
colorSpace,
mediaColor,
bitmapRectL,
bitmapRectB,
bitmapRectR,
bitmapRectT,
rotation,

Render only the specific option of the field. Return the PLSBitmap object through the reference parameter.
Capture rectangle is in page space.
In order to keep the original aspect ratio bitmapWidth and bitmapHeight must be the same ratio as the fields
width and height. If the device has different PPIwidth and PPIheight this should also be taken into account.
Arguments:
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(PLS<Combo|List>Box) boxField - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) optionNo - Index of option to render.
(PLSBool) renderSelRect - Include selection state of options when rendering.
(int) bitmapWidth - Width of the bitmap in pixels (samples).
(int) bitmapHeight - Height of the bitmap in pixels (samples).
(int) colorModel - Color model for bitmap to be used. Defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_COLOR_MODEL_*.

(int) colorSpace - Color space for bitmap to be used. Defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_COLOR_SPACE_*.

(double[]) mediaColor - Array containing the luminosity factor. Pass null for default value, which is

maximum luminosity. Each element value is in range [0, 1]. For GrayScale only the first value is
read. For color models with colors each channel has its own value [R[0, 1], G[0, 1], B[0, 1]].

(double) bitmapRectL - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the bottom left point of

box from the left axis of Field's Space. This is typically equivalent to value x.

(double) bitmapRectB - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the bottom left point of

box from the bottom axis of Field's Space. This is typically equivalent to value y.

(double) bitmapRectR - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the top right point of the

box from the left axis. This is typically equivalent to value x + boxWidth. If the options width is larger
then fields width, in order to render the entire text you this value has to be greater than the rightmost
value of the filled rect (fieldRectR) on the x axis.
(double) bitmapRectT - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the top right point of the

box from the bottom axis. This is typically equivalent to value y + boxHeight.

(double) rotation - Angle by which to rotate rendered bitmap. Expressed in degrees as multiple of

90 in clockwise direction.

(PLSBitmap*) bitmap - Returned handle of Bitmap object that holds a rendered field's option data.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.8.6. CheckBox and RadioButtons Forms Properties: getters and setters
CheckBox and RadioButton form fields are the fields designed to hold only two states ON and OFF. Multiple
CheckBoxes and RadioButtons are often grouped together. Group behaviour, that is how change to one
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element in a group is affecting other elements in the group can be modified. To modify this and other
behaviour you can use type specific PLS_FIELD_FLAG_* macros.
★ PLSError PLSCheckBoxFieldIsChecked( PLSCheckBoxField,
PLSBool*)
★ PLSError PLSRadioButtonFieldIsChecked(

PLSRadioButtonField,
PLSBool*)

Acquire the checked state of this CheckBox | Radio button.
Arguments:
(PLS<CheckBox|RadioButton>) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isChecked - Return non-zero if the field is checked.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSCheckBoxFieldSetChecked(PLSCheckBoxField,
PLSBool
★ PLSError PLSRadioButtonFieldSetChecked(

checkedState)

PLSRadioButtonField,
PLSBool
checkedState)

Set the checked state of this CheckBox | Radio button.
Arguments:
(PLS<CheckBox|RadioButton>) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSBool) checkedState - New checked state to set for this field.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSCheckBoxFieldIsDefaultChecked( PLSCheckBoxField,
PLSBool*)
★ PLSError PLSRadioButtonFieldIsDefaultChecked(

PLSRadioButtonField,
PLSBool*)

Acquire the default checked state for this CheckBox | Radio button.
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Arguments:
(PLS<CheckBox|RadioButton>) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isChecked - Default checked state for this field.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSCheckBoxFieldSetDefaultChecked(

★ PLSError PLSRadioButtonFieldSetDefaultChecked(

PLSCheckBoxField,
PLSBool

state)

PLSRadioButtonField,
PLSBool
state)

Set the default checked state for this CheckBox | Radio button.
Arguments:
(PLS<CheckBox|RadioButton>) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSBool) state - New default checked state for this field.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSCheckBoxFieldGetExportedValue( PLSCheckBoxField,
PLSString*)
★ PLSError PLSRadioButtonFieldGetExportedValue(

PLSRadioButtonField,
PLSString*)

Acquire the string that is assigned to exported value when submitting this PDF. Usually used when exporting
Form Fields externally.
Arguments:
(PLS<CheckBox|RadioButton>) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSString*) value - Handle to string containing exported value. For safe retrieval use
PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
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PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSCheckBoxFieldSetExportedValue( PLSCheckBoxField,
const wchar_t*)
★ PLSError PLSRadioButtonFieldSetExportedValue(

PLSRadioButtonField,
const wchar_t*)

Set the string that is assigned to exported value when submitting this PDF. Usually used when exporting
Form Fields externally.
Arguments:
(PLS<CheckBox|RadioButton>) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) value - String containing new exported value to set.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSCheckBoxFieldGetNumOfGroupCheckBoxes(PLSCheckBoxField,
int*)
★ PLSError PLSRadioButtonFieldGetNumOfGroupRadioButtons( PLSRadioButtonField,
int*)

Acquire the number of the CheckBox | RadioButton that belongs to the same group.
Arguments:
(PLS<CheckBox|RadioButton>) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int*) numOfFields - Number of fields in the same group as this one.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSCheckBoxFieldGetGroupCheckBoxes(
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PLSCheckBoxField,
int
checkBoxNo,
int
numOfCheckBoxes,
PLSCheckBoxField[])

★ PLSError PLSRadioButtonFieldGetGroupRadioButtons(PLSRadioButtonField,
int
int
numOfRadioButtons,
PLSRadioButtonField[])

radioButtonNo,

Acquire the array of CheckBox | RadioButtons that belong to the same group. Return the value through the
reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLS<CheckBox|RadioButton>) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) <radioButton|checkBox>No - Index of the first item to get in the group of

CheckBox|RadioButtons. In range [0, numOfFieldsInGroup - 1].

(int) numOf<radioButtons|checkBoxes> - Number of CheckBox|RadioButtons to get from the group.

In range [0, numOfFieldsInGroup - firstIndexNo - 1].

(PLSRadioButtonField[]) fields - Array containing handles to fields belonging to the same group.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSCheckBoxFieldGetAllGroupCheckBoxes(

PLSCheckBoxField,
PLSMemory*)

★ PLSError PLSRadioButtonFieldGetAllGroupRadioButtons(

PLSRadioButtonField,
PLSMemory*)

Acquire all of the CheckBox | RadioButtons that belong to the same group. Return the value through the
reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLS<CheckBox|RadioButton>) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) - Memory object containing an array of handles to fields belonging to the same group.

For proper data extraction use PLSMemGetLen() and PLSMemGetBytes().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.8.7. PushButtons Forms Properties: getters and setters
★ PLSError PLSPushButtonFieldGetAction(

PLSPushButtonField,
PLSAction*)

Acquire the action of this Push Button. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPushButtonField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSAction*) action - Return Handle to Action object, or null if no action is set for this Button.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPushButtonFieldSetAction(

PLSPushButtonField,
PLSAction)

Set or remove this push button Action.
Arguments:
(PLSPushButtonField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSAction) action - Handle to action object to se. Pass null to set action to none.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPushButtonFieldGetCaption(

PLSPushButtonField,
int
appearance,
PLSString*)

Acquire the caption of specific mouse interaction appearance state of this Push Button. Return the value
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPushButtonField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) appearance - Mouse interaction appearance type. Each appearance state may have its own

caption. One of defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as PLS_APPEARANCE_*.
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(PLSString*) caption - Handle for the text associated with the caption. For safe retrieval use
PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPushButtonFieldSetCaption(

PLSPushButtonField,
int
appearance,
const wchar_t*)

Set caption of specific mouse interaction appearance state of this Push Button.
Arguments:
(PLSPushButtonField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) appearance - Mouse interaction appearance type. Each appearance state may have its own

caption. One of defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as PLS_APPEARANCE_*.

(const wchar_t*) caption - C-type null terminated string to set as caption for specific appearance.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.9.

Signatures

PLSSignatureField are handles for the special type of Form Fields. Signatures can be used to provide

authenticity and protection of PDF files through the usage of certificates. Please note that signature
certification handling for Windows and Linux/Unix systems have different function signatures (pun intended).
★ (Windows Only)
★ PLSError PLSSignatureFieldSign(

PLSSignatureField,
PLSPDFBitmap
bitRes,
const wchar_t*
certSerialNo)

Sign this document with specified OS certificate serialNo. Optionally pass on Bitmap Resource to represent
electronic (non cryptographic) part of signature.
Arguments:
(PLSSignatureField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSPDFBitmap) bitRes - Bitmap resource to be paired with this signature. Pass null if not required.
(const wchar_t*) certSerialNo - C-type null terminated string representation of certification serial

number on Windows OS.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ (macOS/Linux only)
★ PLSError PLSSignatureFieldSign(

PLSSignatureField,
PLSPDFBitmap
bitRes,
const char*
certFilePath,
const char*
certPassword)

Sign this document with specified local certificate file by providing file path location and password (if
required). Optionally pass on Bitmap Resource to represent electronic (non cryptographic) part of signature.
Arguments:
(PLSSignatureField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSPDFBitmap) bitRes - Bitmap resource to be combined with this signature. Pass null if not

needed.

(const char*) certFilePath - Null terminated string containing the local file path containing the

certificate on Linux/Unix based OSs.
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(const char*) certPassword - Null terminated UTF-8 encoded string containing the password for

certification files requiring authentication. Pass null if not required.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSignatureFieldGetStatus(PLSSignatureField,
PLSSigStatus*,
PLSMonitor,
void*
context)

Acquire the Signature Status object of this signature. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSignatureField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(PLSSigStatus*) sigStatus - Handle to an object containing Signature Status.
(PLSMonitor) progressMon - Pointer to a callback function used to report the progress of the

operation.

(void*) context - Pointer to the structure that is passed to the progress monitoring callback

function as the very first argument.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.9.1. Signature Status
Signature status objects are compound containers for properties of the Signature. These objects can be
extracted from Signatures using PLSSignatureFieldGetStatus(). Function described in this section can be
used to acquire specific essential cryptographic related properties of signature.
Single signature, and thus Signature Status object can contain multiple certificates.
★ PLSError PLSSigStatusIsValid( PLSSigStatus,
PLSBool*)

Acquire the validity of a Signature from which this Signature Status object is extracted. Return the value
through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSSigStatus) field - Signature Status handle on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) sigStatus - Validity of this Signature Status object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSigStatusHasBeenUpdatedSinceSign(

PLSSigStatus,
PLSBool*)

Acquire weather document Signed with Signature corresponding to this Signature status is changed after
Signing of the document. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSigStatus) field - Signature Status handle on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) sigStatus - Returned status of changed state of Signature Status object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSigStatusGetName( PLSSigStatus,
PLSString*)

Acquire the signer name for the Signature corresponding to this Signature status. Return the value through
the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSigStatus) field - Signature Status handle on which to operate.
(PLSString*) signerName - Returned name of the signer of the Signature. For safe retrieval use
PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSSigStatusGetSignDateTime(

PLSSigStatus,
int*
year,
int*
month,
int*
day,
int*
hour,
int*
minute,
int*
second,
int*
offsetHours,
int*
offsetMinutes,
PLSBool*
signerLocalTime)

Acquire the date time for Signature corresponding to this Signature status. Return the values through the
reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSSigStatus) field - Signature Status handle on which to operate.
(int*) year - Returned component of date of signing.
(int*) month - Returned component of date of signing.
(int*) day - Returned component of date of signing.
(int*) hour - Returned component of date of signing.
(int*) minute - Returned component of date of signing.
(int*) second - Returned component of date of signing.
(int*) offsetHours - Returned component of date of signing. Time zone offset.
(int*) offsetMinutes - Returned component of date of signing. Time zone offset.
(PLSBool*) signerLocalTime - Returned value of whether or not local time from the signer computer

was used when signing the document.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSigStatusGetNumOfCerts( PLSSigStatus,
int*)

Acquire the number of Certificates for Signature corresponding to this Signature Status. Return the value
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
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(PLSSigStatus) field - Signature Status handle on which to operate.
(int*) numOfCerts - Returned number of certificates of the Signature corresponding to this

Signature Status object.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSigStatusGetCertName(

PLSSigStatus,
int
certNo,
PLSString*)

Acquire the specific Certificate name for Signature corresponding to this Signature Status. Return the value
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSigStatus) field - Signature Status handle on which to operate.
(int) certNo - Index of certificate to get info on.
(PLSString*) certName- Returned handle to String object holding the name of the certificate. For

safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSigStatusGetCertNumOfErrors(

PLSSigStatus,
int
certNo,
int*)

Acquire the number errors for specific Certificates of a Signature corresponding to this Signature status.
Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSigStatus) field - Signature Status handle on which to operate.
(int*) numOfErrors - Number of errors of the Certificate of the Signature corresponding to this

Signature Status object.
Return:
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(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSigStatusGetCertErrors( PLSSigStatus,
int
certNo,
int
errorNo,
int*
errorType)

Acquire the Type of specific error for specific Certificates of a Signature corresponding to this Signature
status. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSigStatus) field - Signature Status handle on which to operate.
(int) certNo - Index of Certificate to check.
(int) certNo - Index of error of certificate to check.
(int*) errorType - Returned type of error. One of macro values defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_SIG_ERR_*. These values are platform dependent.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSigStatusGetCertNumOfInfos(

PLSSigStatus,
int
certNo,
int*)

Acquire the number of additional informations for specific Certificates of a Signature corresponding to this
Signature Status. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSigStatus) field - Signature Status handle on which to operate.
(int*) numOfInfos - Returned number of information of the Certificate of the Signature

corresponding to this Signature Status object.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSSigStatusGetCertInfos(

PLSSigStatus,
int
certNo,
int
infoNo,
int*
infoType)

Acquire the Type of specific information for specific Certificates of a Signature corresponding to this
Signature status. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSigStatus) field - Signature Status handle on which to operate.
(int) certNo - Index of Certificate to check.
(int) infoNo - Index of information of certificate to check.
(int*) infoType - Returned type of information. One of macro values defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_SIG_INF_*. These values are platform dependent.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.10. Annotations
PDF Annotations are the collection of objects that can be used to improve flexibility and interactiveness of
PDF documents. Annotation consists of a wide variety of additional content for PDF that is compatible with
most PDF readers.
Investintech's PDF Library SDK supports the 18 types of Annotations:
1. LinkAnnot
2. Popup Annot
3. Watermark Annot
4. Markup Annot
5. Sticky Note Annot
6. Line Annot
7. Square Annot
8. Circle Annot
9. Polygon Annot
10. PolyLine Annot
11. Stamp Annot
12. Ink Annot
13. File Attachment Annot
14. Tex tMarkup Annot
15. Highlight Annot
16. Underline Annot
17. Squiggly Annot
18. StrikeOut Annot
Most of the annotations share similar properties with other annotations. Those properties are aggregate to
single function setters/getters.

6.10.1. Annotations: Acquisition
★ PLSError PLSPageGetNumOfAnnots(

PLSPage,
int*)

Acquire the number of annotations of any type from the page. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) page - Handle to Page object on which to operate.
(int*) numOfAnnots - Returned number of annotation objects on this page.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageGetAnnots(

PLSPage,
int
int
PLSAnnot[])

annotNo,
numOfAnnots,

Acquire specific annotations of any type from the page. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) page - Handle to Page object on which to operate.
(int) annotNo - Index of first annot to get. In range [0, numOfAnnots - 1].
(int) numOfAnnots - Number of annotations to get. In range: [1, numOfAnnots - annotNo - 1].
(PLSAnnot[]) annots - Returned array containing requested annotations.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageGetAllAnnots( PLSPage,
PLSMemory*)

Acquire all of the annotations of any type from the page. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) page - Handle to Page object on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) annots - Returned handle for the memory object containing an array of handles of
PLSAnnotation. For proper data extraction please use PLSMemGetLen() and PLSMemGetBytes().

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.10.2. Annotations: Creation and removal
★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootLinkAnnot(PLSPage,
const PLSQuadrilateral[],
int
numOfQuadrilaterals,
PLSDestination,
PLSAction,
const wchar_t*
name,
PLSLinkAnnot*)

Create a new root (independent, top-parent) Link annotation at specific location on page. It can optionally
contain Destination, Action or name. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) page - Handle for the Page object on which to operate.
(PLSQuadrilateral[]) quads - An array of quadrilaterals, each represented by 4 Cartesian points,

through 8 coordinates. Unit of coordinates is expressed in UserPoints, which are 1/72 of an inch by
default.
(int) numOfQuadrilaterals - Length of array of quadrilaterals.
(PLSDestination) destination - Handle to destination object. Can be null.
(PLSAction) action - Handle to action object. Can be null.
(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing a name. Can be null or empty.
(PLSLinkAnnot*) annot - Returned handle for the newly created annotation object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootPopupAnnot(

PLSPage,
double
double
double
double
const wchar_t*
PLSPopupAnnot*)

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,
name,

Create a new root (independent, top-parent) Popup annotation at specific location on page. It can optionally
contain a name. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
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(PLSPage) page - Handle for the Page object on which to operate.
(double) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Rectangle coordinates for the new annotation. Points representing the

bounding rectangle in Page space:

BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)
(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing a name. Can be null or empty.
(PLSPopupAnnot*) annot - Returned handle for the newly created annotation object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootWatermarkAnnotFromPDFBitmap( PLSPage,
double
double
double
double
PLSPDFBitmap,
double
double
double
double
const wchar_t*
PLSWatermarkAnnot*)

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,
bitmapWidth,
bitmapHeight,
angle,
opacity,
name,

Create a new root (independent, top-parent) Watermark annotation from bitmap at specific location on page.
It can optionally contain a name. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) page - Handle for the Page object on which to operate.
(double) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Rectangle coordinates for the new annotation. Points representing the

bounding rectangle in Page space:

BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)
(PLSPDFBitmap) bitRes - Bitmap resource object containing the bitmap to be set as this Watermarks

image.

(double) bitmapWidth - Width of bitmap in samples (pixels).
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(double) bitmapHeight - Height of bitmap in samples (pixels).
(double) angle - Clockwise angle of annotation. In degrees.
(double) opacity - Value in range [0.0, 1.0].
(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing a name. Can be null or empty.
(PLSWatermarkAnnot*) annot - Returned handle for the newly created annotation object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootWatermarkAnnotFromText(PLSPage,
double
double
double
double
const wchar_t*
PLSPDFFont,
double
double
double
double
double
double
const wchar_t*
PLSWatermarkAnnot*)

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,
text,
fontSize,
r,
g,
b,
angle,
opacity,
name,

Create a new root (independent, top-parent) Watermark annotation from text at specific location on page. It
can optionally contain a name. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) page - Handle for the Page object on which to operate.
(double) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Rectangle coordinates for the new annotation. Points representing the

bounding rectangle in Page space:

BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)
(const wchar_t*) text - Null terminated string containing raw text for this Watermark.
(PLSPDFFont) fontRes - Handle for Font Resource object to determine appearance of this watermark

text.
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(double) fontSize - Size of text in UserPoints.
(double) <r|g|b> - Individual RGB components of the color of the text.
(double) alignment - Alignment of the text. One of the defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_WATERMARK_ANNOT_ALIGNMENT_*.

(double) lineSpacing - Spacing between lines.
(double) angle - Clockwise angle of annotation. In degrees.
(double) opacity - Value in range [0.0, 1.0].
(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing a name. Can be null or empty.
(PLSWatermarkAnnot*) annot - Returned handle for the newly created annotation object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootStickyNoteAnnot( PLSPage,
double
x1,
double
y1,
double
x2,
double
y2,
const wchar_t*
name,
PLSStickyNoteAnnot*)
★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootLineAnnot(PLSPage,
double
double
double
double
const wchar_t*
PLSLineAnnot*)
★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootSquareAnnot(

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootCircleAnnot(
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x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,
name,

PLSPage,
double
double
double
double
const wchar_t*
PLSSquareAnnot*)
PLSPage,
double

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,
name,

x1,

double
double
double
const wchar_t*
PLSCircleAnnot*)

y1,
x2,
y2,
name,

Create a new root (independent, top-parent) <StickyNote | Line| Square | Circle> annotation at specific
location on page. It can optionally contain a name. Return the value through the reference parameter.(Circle
can be oval as well)
Arguments:
(PLSPage) page - Handle for the Page object on which to operate.
(double) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Rectangle coordinates for the new annotation. Points representing the

bounding rectangle in Page space:

BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)
(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing a name. Can be null or empty.
(PLS<StickyNote|Line|Square|Circle>Annot*) annot -Returned handle for the newly created

annotation object.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootPolygonAnnot(

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootPolyLineAnnot(

PLSPage,
const PLSPoint[],
int
const wchar_t*
PLSPolygonAnnot*)

PLSPage,
const PLSPoint[],
int
numOfPoints,
const wchar_t*
name,
PLSPolyLineAnnot*)

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootInkAnnot( PLSPage,
const PLSPoint[],
int
const wchar_t*
PLSInkAnnot*)
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numOfPoints,
name,

numOfPoints,
name,

Create a new root (independent, top-parent) <Polygon | PolyLine | Ink> annotation from specific set of points
on page. It can optionally contain a name. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) page - Handle for the Page object on which to operate.
(PLSPoint[]) points - Array of cartesian points each consisting of two coordinates (x,y).
(int) numOfPoints - Length of the array of points.
(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing a name. Can be null or empty.
(PLS<Polygon|PolyLine|Ink>Annot*) annot - Returned handle for the created annotation object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootStampAnnot(

PLSPage,
double
double
double
double
const wchar_t*
const wchar_t*
PLSStampAnnot*)

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,
name,
iconName,

Create a new root (independent, top-parent) Stamp annotation from predefined vector graphics template at
specific location on page. It can optionally contain a name. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) page - Handle for the Page object on which to operate.
(double) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Rectangle coordinates for the new annotation. Points representing the

bounding rectangle in Page space:

BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)
(const wchar_t*) iconName - Null terminated string containing an icon name which is a name of

local resources file containing vector graphic information necessary to include Stamp. Macro defined
in PDFLibrary.h as PLS_STAMP_ANNOT_ICON_* (Resource files are deployed on PLS installation in
Annots directory)
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(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing a name. Can be null or empty.
(PLSStampAnnot*) annot - Returned handle for the created annotation object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootFileAttachmentAnnot(

PLSPage,
double
double
double
double
const PLSPathChar*
const wchar_t*
const wchar_t*
PLSFileAttachmentAnnot*)

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,
filePath,
fileDescription,
name,

Create a new root (independent, top-parent) File Attachment annotation at specific location on page. The
attached file is integrated as part of the PDF file. Annotation itself can optionally contain a name. Return the
value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) page - Handle for the Page object on which to operate.
(double) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Rectangle coordinates for the new annotation. Points representing the

bounding rectangle in Page space:

BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)
(const PLSPathChar*) filePath - Null terminated string containing a local file path to target file to

be attached to this document.

(const wchar_t*) fileDescription - Null terminated string containing a description of a file. Can

be null or empty.

(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing a name. Can be null or empty.
(PLSFileAttachmentAnnot*) annot - Returned handle for the created annotation object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootHighlightAnnot( PLSPage,
const PLSQuadrilateral[],
int
numOfQuadrilaterals,
const wchar_t*
name,
PLSHighlightAnnot*)
★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootUnderlineAnnot( PLSPage,
const PLSQuadrilateral[],
int
numOfQuadrilaterals,
const wchar_t*
name,
PLSUnderlineAnnot*)
★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootSquigglyAnnot(

PLSPage,
const PLSQuadrilateral[],
int
numOfQuadrilaterals,
const wchar_t*
name,
PLSSquigglyAnnot*)

★ PLSError PLSPageCreateRootStrikeOutAnnot( PLSPage,
const PLSQuadrilateral[],
int
numOfQuadrilaterals,
const wchar_t*
name,
PLSStrikeOutAnnot*)

Create a new root (independent, top - parent) <Highlight| Underline| Squiggly| StrikeOut> annotation at
specific location on page. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) page - Handle for the Page object on which to operate.
(PLSQuadrilateral[]) quads - An array of quadrilaterals, each represented by 4 Cartesian points,

through 8 coordinates. Unit of coordinates is expressed in UserPoints, which are 1/72 of an inch by
default. Bounds to text content objects.
(int) numOfQuadrilaterals - Length of array of quadrilaterals.
(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing a name. Can be null or empty.
(PLS<Highlight|Underline|Squiggly|StrikeOut>Annot*) annot - Returned handle for the newly

created annotation object.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSDeleteAnnots(

const PLSAnnot[],
int

numOfAnnots)

Delete Annotation objects from the document.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot[]) annotations - Array of handles of annotations to delete from the document.
(int) numOfAnnots - Length of array of annotations.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.10.3. Annotations: Composite Annots Operations.
★ PLSError PLSAnnotIsMarkup(

PLSAnnot,
PLSBool*)

Check if this annotation is markup annotation. Markup annotations always have parent and are used for
replies. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isMarkup - Return non-zero value if this annotation is markup.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotIsRoot(

PLSAnnot,
PLSBool*)

Check if this annotation is root annotation. Root annotation can exist independently on Page. Return the
value through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isRoot - Return non-zero value if this annotation is root.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetNumOfReplies(

PLSAnnot,
int*)

Retrieve the number of replies of this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) numOfReplies - Returned number of replies for this annotation.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetReplies( PLSAnnot,
PLSMarkupAnnot[])

Retrieve all of the first tier replies of this annotation. Each of the retrieved annotations can, in turn, have
their own replies. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSMarkupAnnot[]) markupAnnots - Returned аrray of handles for Markup Annotation objects.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSAnnotReplyWithStickyNote(

★ PLSError PLSAnnotReplyWithLine(

★ PLSError PLSAnnotReplyWithSquare(

★ PLSError PLSAnnotReplyWithCircle(

PLSAnnot,
double
double
double
double
const wchar_t*
PLSStickyNote*)

PLSAnnot,
double
double
double
double
const wchar_t*
PLSLineAnnot*)

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,
name,

PLSAnnot,
double
double
double
double
const wchar_t*
PLSSquareAnnot*)

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,
name,

PLSAnnot,
double
double
double
double
const wchar_t*
PLSCircleAnnot*)

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,
name,

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,
name,

Create a new markup (child, reply) <StickyNote | Line| Square | Circle> annotation at specific location on
page. It can optionally contain a name. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Rectangle coordinates for the new annotation. Points representing the

bounding rectangle in Page space:

BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)
(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing a name. Can be null or empty.
(PLS<StickyNote|Line|Square|Circle>Annot*) annot - Returned handle for the newly created

annotation object.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotReplyWithPolygon(

PLSAnnot,
const PLSPoint[],
int
const wchar_t*
PLSPolygonAnnot*)

numOfPoints,
name,

★ PLSError PLSAnnotReplyWithPolyLine( PLSAnnot,
const PLSPoint[],
int
numOfPoints,
const wchar_t*
name,
PLSPolyLineAnnot*)
★ PLSError PLSAnnotReplyWithInk(

PLSAnnot,
const PLSPoint[],
int
const wchar_t*
PLSInkAnnot*)

numOfPoints,
name,

Create a new markup (child, reply) <Polygon|PolyLine|Ink> annotation from specific set of points on page. It
can optionally contain a name. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSPoint[]) points - Array of cartesian points each consisting of two coordinates (x,y).
(int) numOfPoints - Length of the array of points.
(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing a name. Can be null or empty.
(PLS<Polygon|PolyLine|Ink>Annot*) annot - Returned handle for created annotation object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotReplyWithStamp(
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PLSAnnot,
double
double
double

x1,
y1,
x2,

double
const wchar_t*
const wchar_t*
PLSStampAnnot*)

y2,
name,
iconName,

Create a new markup (child, reply) Stamp annotation from predefined vector graphics template at specific
location on page. It can optionally contain a name. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Rectangle coordinates for the new annotation. Points representing the

bounding rectangle in Page space:

BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)
(const wchar_t*) iconName - Null terminated string containing an iconName which is a name of

local resources file containing vector graphic information necessary to include Stamp. Macro defined
in PDFLibrary.h as PLS_STAMP_ANNOT_ICON_* (Resource files are deployed on PLS installation in
Annots directory)
(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing a name. Can be null or empty.
(PLSStampAnnot*) annot - Returned handle for the created annotation object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotReplyWithFileAttachment( PLSAnnot,
double
double
double
double
const PLSPathChar*
const wchar_t*
const wchar_t*
PLSFileAttachmentAnnot*)

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2,
filePath,
fileDescription,
name,

Create a new markup (child, reply) File Attachment annotation at specific location on page. The attached file
is integrated as part of the PDF file. Annotation itself can optionally contain a name. Return the value
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
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(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Rectangle coordinates for the new annotation. Points representing the

bounding rectangle in Page space:

BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)
(const PLSPathChar*) filePath - Null terminated string containing a local file path to target file to

be attached to this document.

(const wchar_t*) fileDescription - Null terminated string containing a description of a file. Can

be null or empty.

(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing a name. Can be null or empty.
(PLSFileAttachmentAnnot*) annot - Returned handle for the created annotation object.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotReplyWithHighlight(PLSAnnot,
const PLSQuadrilateral[],
int
numOfQuadrilaterals,
const wchar_t*
name,
PLSHighlightAnnot*)
★ PLSError PLSAnnotReplyWithUnderline(PLSAnnot,
const PLSQuadrilateral[],
int
numOfQuadrilaterals,
const wchar_t*
name,
PLSUnderlineAnnot*)
★ PLSError PLSAnnotReplyWithSquiggly( PLSAnnot,
const PLSQuadrilateral[],
int
numOfQuadrilaterals,
const wchar_t*
name,
PLSSquigglyAnnot*)
★ PLSError PLSAnnotReplyWithStrikeOut(PLSAnnot,
const PLSQuadrilateral[],
int
numOfQuadrilaterals,
const wchar_t*
name,
PLSStrikeOutAnnot*)
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Create a new markup (child, reply) <Highlight | Underline | Squiggly | StrikeOut> annotation at specific
location on page. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(const PLSQuadrilateral[]) quads - An array of quadrilaterals, each represented by 4 Cartesian

points, through 8 coordinates. Unit of coordinates is expressed in UserPoints, which are 1/72 of an
inch by default. Bounds to text content objects.
(int) numOfQuadrilaterals - Length of array of quadrilaterals.
(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing a name. Can be null or empty.
(PLS<Highlight|Underline|Squiggly|StrikeOut>Annot*) annot - Returned handle for the newly

created annotation object.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetNumOfStateReplies(

PLSAnnot,
int*)

Retrieve the number of state replies of this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) numOfReplies - Returned number of state replies for this annotation.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetStateReplies(

PLSAnnot,
PLSStickyNoteAnnot[])

Retrieve state replies of this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSStickyNoteAnnot[]) stickyNoteAnnots - Returned array of handles for Sticky Note Annotation

objects corresponding to state replies.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetMarkedStateReply(

PLSAnnot,
PLSStickyNoteAnnot*)

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetReviewStateReply(

PLSAnnot,
PLSStickyNoteAnnot*)

Retrieve specifically <Marked | State> reply of this annotation. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSStickyNoteAnnot*) stickyNoteAnnot - Returned handle for Sticky Note Annotation objects

corresponding to <Marked | State> reply.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetNumOfGroupSubordinates(

PLSAnnot,
int*)

Retrieve the number of group subordinates of this annotation. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) numOf - Returned number of group subordinates for this annotation.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
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PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetGroupSubordinates(

PLSAnnot,
PLSMarkupAnnot[])

Retrieve the group subordinates of this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSMarkupAnnot[]) markupAnnots - Returned array containing handles of Markup Annotation

objects corresponding to group subordinates.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotAddGroupSubordinate(

PLSAnnot,
PLSMarkupAnnot)

Add the group subordinate to this annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSMarkupAnnot) markupAnnot - Handle for Markup Annotation objects to be added as group

subordinate.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.10.4. Annotation Properties: getters and setters.
★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetType(

PLSAnnot,
int* type)

Acquire the type of annotations. Return the value through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) type - Returned type of annotations of this object. Macro values defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_ANNOT_TYPE_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetRect(

PLSAnnot,
double*
double*
double*
double*

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2)

Acquire the annotation rectangle boundaries relative to the page. Represented as two points (x1,y1) and
(x2,y2) relative to origin which is by default bottom left corner. Return the values through the reference
parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Returned individual coordinates determining position and shape. Points

representing the bounding rectangle in Page space:
BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotSetRect(

PLSAnnot,
double
double
double
double

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2)

Set the annotation rectangle boundaries relative to the page. Represented as two points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2)
relative to origin which is by default bottom left corner.
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Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Individual rectangle coordinates to set determining position and shape.

Points representing the bounding rectangle in Page space:
BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetName(

PLSAnnot,
PLSString*)

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetContents( PLSAnnot,
PLSString*)

Acquire the <name|contents> of annotation as String. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) string - Returned handle to the String object that holds reference to <name |

contents>. Can be null. For safe retrieval please use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotSetName(

PLSAnnot,
const wchar_t*)

★ PLSError PLSAnnotSetContents( PLSAnnot,
const wchar_t*)

Set the <contents|name> of annotation as String.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) string - C-type null terminated string to set as this annotation <content | name>.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetPage(

PLSAnnot,
PLSPage*)

Acquire the Page object holding this annotation. Return the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSPage*) pageHandle - Handle to a page holding this annotation.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetPageNo(

PLSAnnot,
int*)

Acquire the page number holding this annotation. Return the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) pageNumber - Ordinal number of a page holding this annotation. Page numbering starts with
1.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetModificationDateTime( PLSAnnot,
int*
int*
int*
int*
int*
int*
int*
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year,
month,
day,
hour,
minute,
second,
offsetHours,

int*
PLSString*

offsetMinutes,
dateTime)

Acquire the date time of modification of this annotation. Return either String or row date time components
data. Return the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) year - Component of date of modification.
(int*) month - Component of date of modification.
(int*) day - Component of date of modification.
(int*) hour - Component of date of modification.
(int*) minute - Component of date of modification.
(int*) second - Component of date of modification.
(int*) offsetHours - Component of date of modification. Time zone offset.
(int*) offsetMinutes - Component of date of modification. Time zone offset.
(PLSString*) dateTime - String containing all date time information. Can be null. For safe retrieval

please use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetFlag(

PLSAnnot,
int
PLSBool*)

flag,

Acquire the true/false state of the specific flag. Return the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int) flag - Flag to check. One of defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as PLS_ANNOT_FLAG_*.
(PLSBool*) flagState - State of the flag.

Return:
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(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotSetFlag(

PLSAnnot,
int
PLSBool)

flag,

Set the true/false state of the specific flag.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int) flag - Flag to set. One of defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as PLS_ANNOT_FLAG_*.
(PLSBool) flagState - State of the flag to set.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetBorderVerticalCornerRadius(

PLSAnnot,
double*)

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetBorderHorizontalCornerRadius(PLSAnnot,
double*)

Acquire the <vertical | horizontal> corner radius of this annot. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) cornerRadius - Corner radius in Points, which are UserPoints, 1/72 of an inch by default.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotSetBorderHorizontalCornerRadius(PLSAnnot,
double)
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★ PLSError PLSAnnotSetBorderVerticalCornerRadius(

PLSAnnot,
double)

Set the <vertical | horizontal> corner radius of this annot.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) cornerRadius - New corner radius to set in Points, which are UserPoints, 1/72 of an inch by

default.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetBorderLineWidth(PLSAnnot,
double*)

Acquire the width of the border of this annot. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) borderWidth - Width in Points, which are UserPoints, 1/72 of an inch by default.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotSetBorderLineWidth(PLSAnnot,
double)

Set the width of the border of this annot.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) borderWidth - New width to set in Points, which are UserPoints, 1/72 of an inch by default.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetBorderDashPattern(

PLSAnnot,
PLSMemory*)

Retrieve the borders line dash pattern as an array of double. Return the values through the reference
parameter. See Adobe PDF Specification for more details about composition of the array.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) memoryHandle - Memory object handle that holds reference to array of doubles. For

proper data extraction use PLSMemGetLen() and PLSMemGetBytes().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotSetBorderDashPattern(

PLSAnnot,
const double elements[],
int
numOfElements)

Set the borders line dash pattern from an array of doubles. See Adobe PDF Specification for more details
about composition of the array.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(const double[]) elements - Array of doubles holding the dash line pattern information.
(int) numOfElements - Length of array elements.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetBorderStyle(

PLSAnnot,
int* borderStyle)

Acquire the type of border style for this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) borderStyle - Current style of the border. One of predefined values starting with
PLS_BORDER_STYLE_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotSetBorderStyle(

PLSField,
int borderStyle)

Set the type of border style of this Annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int) borderStyle - Style of the border to set. One of predefined values starting with
PLS_BORDER_STYLE_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetColor(

PLSAnnot,
double*
double*
double*
PLSBool*

r,
g,
b,
isTransparent)

Retrieve the color and state of transparency of the annotations background as individual RGB components.
Return the values through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) <r|g|b> - Returned value for specific Red/Green/Blue color component.

Values in range [0.0, 1.0].

(PLSBool*) isTransparent - Whether or not the background is fully transparent.

Return:
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(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotSetColor(

PLSAnnot,
double
double
double
PLSBool

r,
g,
b
isTransparent)

Set the color of the annotations background as individual RGB components.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) <r|g|b> - Set the value for specific Red/Green/Blue color components. Values in range
[0.0, 1.0].

(PLSBool) isTransparent - Whether or not the background is fully transparent.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotIsMarked(

PLSAnnot,
PLSBool*)

Check if this annotation is marked. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isMarked - Return non-zero value if this annotation is marked.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotSetMarked(
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PLSAnnot,
PLSBool,
const wchar_t* author)

Set marked state of this annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSBool) isMarked - Set the new marked state.
(const wchar_t*) author - Null terminated string containing a name of the author.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotGetReviewState(

PLSAnnot,
int*)

Acquire the review state of this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) state - Current state of this annotation. One of predefined values starting with
PLS_ANNOT_REVIEW_STATE_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotSetReviewState(

PLSAnnot,
int,
const wchar_t*

author)

Set the review state of this annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int) state - New state of this annotation to set. One of predefined values starting with
PLS_ANNOT_REVIEW_STATE_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.

(const wchar_t*) author - Null terminated string containing a name of the author.

Return:
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(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSAnnotRender(

PLSField,
int
int
int
int
const double
double
double
double
double
int
int
PLSBitmap*)

bitmapWidth,
bitmapHeight,
colorModel,
colorSpace,
mediaColor,
bitmapRectL,
bitmapRectB,
bitmapRectR,
bitmapRectT,
rotation,
appearance,

Renders the annotation. Return the PLSBitmap object through the reference parameter. In order to keep the
original aspect ratio bitmapWidth and bitmapHeight must be the same ratio as the fields width and height.
If the device has different PPIwidth and PPIheight this should also be taken into account.
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Arguments:
(PLSField) field - Handle for Field on which to operate.
(int) bitmapWidth - Width of the bitmap in pixels (samples).
(int) bitmapHeight - Height of the bitmap in pixels (samples).
(int) colorModel - Color model for bitmap to be used. Defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_COLOR_MODEL_*.

(int) colorSpace - Color space for bitmap to be used. Defined in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_COLOR_SPACE_*.

(const double[]) mediaColor - Array containing the luminosity factor. Pass null for default value,

which is maximum luminosity. Each element value is in range [0, 1]. For GrayScale only the first
value is read. For color models with colors each channel has its own value [R[0, 1], G[0, 1], B[0,
1]].
(double) bitmapRectL - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the bottom left point of

box from the left axis of UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value x.

(double) bitmapRectB - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the bottom left point of

box from the bottom axis of UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value y.

(double) bitmapRectR - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the top right point of the

box from the left axis. This is typically equivalent to value x + annotationWidth.

(double) bitmapRectT - Capture rectangle coordinate. Distance in points of the top right point of the

box from the bottom axis. This is typically equivalent to value y + annotationHeight.

(double) rotation - Angle by which to rotate rendered bitmap. Expressed in degrees as multiple of
90 in clockwise direction.

(int) appearance - Appearance of the field in regards to mouse interaction. One of predefined in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_APPEARANCE_*.

(PLSBitmap*) bitmap - Returned handle of Bitmap object that holds a rendered data.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.10.5. Link Annotation Properties: getters and setters
★ PLSError PLSLinkAnnotGetAction(
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PLSLinkAnnot,
PLSAction*)

★ PLSError PLSLinkAnnotGetDestination(PLSLinkAnnot,
PLSDestination*)

Acquire the <Action | Destination> object of this annotation, or null if there is none. Return the value
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSLinkAnnot) linkAnnotHandle - Handle for the Link Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLS<Action|Destination>*) handle - Returned handle for <Action|Destination> of this link

annotation or null if there is no <Action|Destination>.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLinkAnnotSetAction(

PLSLinkAnnot,
PLSAction)

★ PLSError PLSLinkAnnotSetDestination(PLSLinkAnnot,
PLSDestination)

Set or remove the <Action | Destination> object for this annotation. Pass null to remove <Action |
Destination>.
Arguments:
(PLSLinkAnnot) linkAnnotHandle - Handle for the Link Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLS<Action | Destination>) handle - Handle for the new <Action | Destination> of this link

annotation or null to remove <Action | Destination>.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLinkAnnotGetHighlightMode(

PLSLinkAnnot,
int*)

Acquire the highlight mode of this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSLinkAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) mode - Returned highlight mode of this annotation. One of predefined values starting with
PLS_LINK_ANNOT_HIGHLIGHT_MODE_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLinkAnnotSetHighlightMode(

PLSLinkAnnot,
int)

Set the highlight mode of this annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSLinkAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int) mode - New highlight mode to set for this annotation. One of predefined values starting with
PLS_LINK_ANNOT_HIGHLIGHT_MODE_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLinkAnnotGetNumOfQuadrilaterals(

PLSLinkAnnot,
int*)

Retrieve the number of quadrilaterals of this annotation. Each quadrilateral is represented by 4 Cartesian
points, through 8 coordinates. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSLinkAnnot) annotHandle - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) numOfQuadrilaterals - Returned number of quadrilaterals.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSLinkAnnotGetQuadrilaterals(

PLSLinkAnnot,
PLSQuadrilateral[])

Acquire the Quadrilaterals for this annotation. Each quadrilateral is represented by 4 Cartesian points,
through 8 coordinates. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSLinkAnnot) annotHandle - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSQuadrilateral[]) quads - Returned array of quadrilaterals, each represented by 4 Cartesian

points, through 8 coordinates. Unit of coordinates is expressed in UserPoints, which are 1/72 of an
inch by default.
Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLinkAnnotSetQuadrilaterals(

PLSLinkAnnot,
const PLSQuadrilateral[],
int
numOfQuadrilaterals)

Set the Quadrilaterals for this annot. Each quadrilateral is represented by 4 Cartesian points, through 8
coordinates.
Arguments:
(PLSLinkAnnot) annotHandle - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(const PLSQuadrilateral[]) quads - New array of quadrilaterals to set, each represented by 4

Cartesian points, through 8 coordinates. Unit of coordinates is expressed in UserPoints, which are
1/72 of an inch by default.
(int) numOfQuadrilaterals - Length of array of quadrilaterals.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.10.6. Popup Annotation Properties: getters and setters
★ PLSError PLSPopupAnnotIsMarkupPopup(PLSPopupAnnot,
PLSBool*)

Check if this annotation is markup annotation. Markup annotations always have parent and are used for
replies. Return the value through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSPopupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isMarkup - Return non-zero value if this annotation is markup.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPopupAnnotIsOpen( PLSPopupAnnot,
PLSBool*)

Check for this annotations open state. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPopupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isOpen - Return non-zero value if this popup annot is open.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPopupAnnotSetOpen(

PLSPopupAnnot,
PLSBool)

Set this annotations open state.
Arguments:
(PLSPopupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSBool) isOpen - New popup annotation open state.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPopupAnnotGetParent(
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PLSPopupAnnot,
PLSMarkupAnnot*)

Acquire this annotations parent. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPopupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSMarkupAnnot*) markupHandle - Returned handle for the parent of this annotation.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.10.7. Watermark Annotation Properties: getters and setters
★ PLSError PLSWatermarkAnnotGetNonTransRect (

PLSWatermarkAnnot
double*
double*
double*
double*

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2)

Get the watermark non transformed rectangle boundaries relative to the page. Represented as two points
(x1,y1) and (x2,y2) relative to origin which is by default bottom left corner.
The actual position of the watermark on the page is always different from its rectangle coordinates, unless
the transform matrix is an identity matrix.
Return the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Returned individual rectangle coordinates specifying points of the

bounding rectangle in Page space:

BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSWatermarkAnnotGetTransformation(
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PLSWatermarkAnnot,
double*
a,
double*
b,
double*
c,

double*
double*
double*

d,
e,
f)

Get the significant part of the transformation matrix of the watermark, determining final position and
boundaries of the watermark on page. Return the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSWatermarkAnnot) watermark - Handle for Watermark Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) <a|b|c|d|e|f> - Returned individual values of transform matrix. This is a significant

(mutable) part of the [3x3] matrix representing transformation. See Adobe PDF Specification version
1.7 Chapter 8.3 for more details.
Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSWatermarkAnnotGetRotation(

PLSWatermarkAnnot,
double*)

Get the value of the rotation property of the watermark. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSWatermarkAnnot) watermark - Handle for Watermark Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) rotation - Returned clockwise rotation of watermark in degrees.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSWatermarkAnnotSetRotation(

PLSWatermarkAnnot,
double)

Set the value of the rotation property for the watermark.
Arguments:
(PLSWatermarkAnnot) watermark - Handle for Watermark Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) rotation - New value for rotation property to set. Clockwise rotation of watermark in

degrees.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSWatermarkAnnotGetFixedPrintMatrix(

PLSWatermarkAnnot,
double*
double*
double*
double*
double*
double*

a,
b,
c,
d,
e,
f)

Get the significant part of the transformation matrix of the watermark applied when the document is sent
for printing. Return the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSWatermarkAnnot) watermark - Handle for Watermark Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) <a|b|c|d|e|f> - Returned individual values of transformation matrix. This is a significant

(mutable) part of the [3x3] matrix representing transformation. See Adobe PDF Specification version
1.7 Chapter 8.3 for more details.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSWatermarkAnnotSetFixedPrintMatrix(

PLSWatermarkAnnot,
double a,
double b,
double c,
double d,
double e,
double f)

Set the significant part of the transformation matrix of the watermark applied when the document is sent for
printing.
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Arguments:
(PLSWatermarkAnnot) watermark - Handle for Watermark Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) <a|b|c|d|e|f> - Individual values of transform matrix to set. This is a significant (mutable)

part of the [3x3] matrix representing transformation. See Adobe PDF Specification version 1.7
Chapter 8.3 for more details.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSWatermarkAnnotGetFixedPrintTranslation(

PLSWatermarkAnnot,
double*
h,
double*
v)

Get the individual component for the vertical and horizontal translation of the watermark applied when the
document is sent for printing. Return the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSWatermarkAnnot) watermark - Handle for Watermark Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) h - Returned height translation multiplier value in range: [0.0, 1.0].
(double*) v - Returned width translation multiplier value in range: [0.0, 1.0].

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSWatermarkAnnotSetFixedPrintTranslation(

PLSWatermarkAnnot,
double h,
double v)

Set the individual component for the vertical and horizontal translation of the watermark applied when the
document is sent for printing.
Arguments:
(PLSWatermarkAnnot) watermark - Handle for Watermark Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) h - New height translation multiplier value to set in range: [0.0, 1.0].
(double) v - New width translation multiplier value to set in range: [0.0, 1.0].
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.10.8. Markup Annotation Properties: getters and setters
★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotIsReply(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
PLSBool*)

Check if this annotation is a Reply. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isReply - Return non-zero value if this annot is Reply.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotIsStateReply(PLSMarkupAnnot,
PLSBool*)

Check if this annotation is State Reply. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isStateReply - Return non-zero value if this annot is State Reply.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotIsTextMarkup(PLSMarkupAnnot,
PLSBool*)

Check if this annotation is text markup. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
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(PLSBool*) isTextMarkup - Return non-zero value if this annot is text markup.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotGetRepliedTo(PLSMarkupAnnot,
PLSAnnot*)

Retrieved the parent annotation to which this one is a reply. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSAnnot*) parentAnnot - Returned handle for the annotation for which this one is a reply.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotGetMarkupPopup(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
PLSPopupAnnot*)

Retrieve the markup popup of this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSPopupAnnot*) popupAnnot - Returned handle for the markup popup annotation for this

annotation. Can be null.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotAddMarkupPopup(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
PLSPopupAnnot)

Add the markup popup of this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSPopupAnnot) popupAnnot - New handle to the markup popup annotation to add to this

annotation. Can be null.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotIsGroupSubordinate( PLSMarkupAnnot,
PLSBool*)

Check if this annotation is subordinate of a group. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isSubordinate - Return non-zero value if this annot is subordinate.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotGetGroupPrimary(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
PLSAnnot*)

Acquire this annotations primary in the group. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSAnnot*) primaryHandle - Returned handle for this annotations group primary.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotJoinGroup(
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PLSMarkupAnnot,
PLSAnnot

groupPrimaryAnnot)

Add this annotation to a group.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSAnnot) groupPrimary - Handle for the group primary as representative of the target group to

join.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotQuitGroup(PLSMarkupAnnot)

Make this annotation to leave its group.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotGetTitle(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
PLSString*)

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotGetText(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
PLSString*)

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotGetSubject(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
PLSString*)

Acquire the <title|text|subject> of annotation as String. Return the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) stringHandle - Handle for the String object that holds reference to an array of chars.

Can be null. For safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars(). May return null.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
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PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotSetTitle(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
const wchar_t*)

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotSetText(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
const wchar_t*)

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotSetSubject(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
const wchar_t*)

Set the <title|text|subject> of annotation as String.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) string - C-type null terminated string to set as this annotation <title|text|subject>.

Can be null.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotGetOpacity(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
double*)

Get the opacity value for this Markup Annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) markupAnnot - Handle for Markup Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) opacity - Returned opacity value in range [0.0, 1.0].

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotSetOpacity(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
double)

Set the opacity value for this Markup Annotation.
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Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) markupAnnot - Handle for Markup Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) opacity - New opacity value to set in range [0.0, 1.0].

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotGetCreationDateTime(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
int*
int*
int*
int*
int*
int*
int*
int*

year,
month,
day,
hour,
minute,
second,
offsetHours,
offsetMinutes)

Acquire the date time of creation of this annotation. Return raw date time components data. Return the
values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) markupAnnot - Handle for Markup Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) year - Returned component of date of creation.
(int*) month - Returned component of date of creation.
(int*) day - Returned component of date of creation.
(int*) hour - Returned component of date of creation.
(int*) minute - Returned component of date of creation.
(int*) second - Returned component of date of creation.
(int*) offsetHours - Returned component of date of creation. Time zone offset.
(int*) offsetMinutes - Returned component of date of creation. Time zone offset.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotGetIntent(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
PLSString*)

Acquire the intent of this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) intent - Returned value of the current intent of this annotation or null if none exist.

One of predefined values starting with PLS_*_ANNOT_INTENT_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h. Depends
on the specific type of Markup Annot. For safe retrieval please use PLSStrGetLen() and
PLSStrGetChars().
Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSMarkupAnnotSetIntent(

PLSMarkupAnnot,
const wchar_t*)

Set or remove the intent of this annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSMarkupAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) intent - New intent this annotation to set or null to remove. One of predefined

values starting with PLS_*_ANNOT_INTENT_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h. Depends on the specific type
of Markup Annot.
Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.10.9. Markup Annotation: Sticky Note Properties
★ PLSError PLSStickyNoteAnnotGetStateRepliedTo(

PLSStickyNoteAnnot,
PLSAnnot*)

Acquire the State Reply To of this annotation as Annotation Object. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSStickyNoteAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
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(PLSAnnot*) annotHandle - Returned handle for State Reply To of this annotation.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSStickyNoteAnnotGetIcon( PLSStickyNoteAnnot,
PLSString*)

Acquire the icon of this Sticky Note. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSStickyNoteAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) icon - Returned value of the current icon of this annotation. One of predefined values

starting with PLS_STICKYNOTE_ANNOT_ICON_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h. This string is a name of a
local resources file containing vector graphic information of the icon. For safe retrieval please use
PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSStickyNoteAnnotSetIcon( PLSStickyNoteAnnot,
const wchar_t*)

Set the icon of this annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSStickyNoteAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) icon - New icon for this annotation to set. One of predefined values starting with
PLS_STICKYNOTE_ANNOT_ICON_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h. This string is a name of a local resources

file containing vector graphic information of the icon.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSStickyNoteAnnotIsOpen(

PLSStickyNoteAnnot,
PLSBool*)

Check for this annotations open state. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSStickyNoteAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isOpen - Return non-zero value if this Sticky note annot is open.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSStickyNoteAnnotSetOpen( PLSStickyNoteAnnot,
PLSBool)

Set this annotations open state.
Arguments:
(PLSStickyNoteAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSBool) isOpen - New Sticky note annotation open state.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.10.10. Markup Annotation: Line Properties
★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotGetCoordinates(PLSLineAnnot,
double*
x1,
double*
y1,
double*
x2,
double*
y2)

Get the annotation rectangle boundaries relative to the page. Represented as two points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2)
relative to origin which is by default bottom left corner. Return the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Returned individual coordinates determining position and shape. Points

representing the bounding rectangle in Page space:
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BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotSetCoordinates(PLSLineAnnot,
double
x1,
double
y1,
double
x2,
double
y2)

Set the annotation rectangle boundaries relative to the page. Represented as two points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2)
relative to origin which is by default bottom left corner.
Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - New individual coordinates to set, determining position and shape. Points

representing the bounding rectangle in Page space:
BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotGetLeaderLineLen(

PLSLineAnnot,
double*)

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotGetLeaderLineExtensionLen(

PLSLineAnnot,
double*)

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotGetLeaderLineOffsetLen(

PLSLineAnnot,
double*)

Acquire the leader line < length | extension length | offset> of this Line Annot. Return the value through the
reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) lineAnnot - Handle for Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) value - Returned line < length | extension length | offset> in UserPoints. 1/72 of inch by

default.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotSetLeaderLineLen(

PLSLineAnnot,
double)

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotSetLeaderLineExtensionLen(

PLSLineAnnot,
double)

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotSetLeaderLineOffsetLen(

PLSLineAnnot,
double)

Set the length of this Line Annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) lineAnnot - Handle for Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) value - New value for <length | extension length | offset> to set in UserPoints, 1/72 of inch

by default.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotGetDisplayCaption(

PLSLineAnnot,
PLSBool*)

Check for this annotations caption should be visible. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) captionVisibility - Return non-zero value if this Line Annotation caption should be

visible.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotSetDisplayCaption(

PLSLineAnnot,
PLSBool)

Set this annotations caption visibility.
Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annot object on which to operate.
(PLSBool) captionVisibility - New value for annotation caption visibility.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotGetCaptionPos( PLSLineAnnot,
int*)

Acquire the type of caption positioning for this annotation. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) positioning - Returned current caption positioning of this annotation. One of predefined

values starting with PLS_LINE_ANNOT_CAPTION_POS_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotSetCaptionPos( PLSLineAnnot,
int)

Set the caption positioning of this annotation.
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Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int) positioning - New caption positioning of this annotation to set. One of predefined values

starting with PLS_LINE_ANNOT_CAPTION_POS_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotGetCaptionOffset(

PLSLineAnnot,
double*
dx,
double*
dy)

Retrieve the vertical and horizontal caption offset of the Line Annotation. Return the values through the
reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) dx - Returned horizontal caption offset.
(double*) dy - Returned vertical caption offset.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotSetCaptionOffset(

PLSLineAnnot,
double
dx,
double
dy)

Set the vertical and horizontal caption offset of the Line Annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) dx - Horizontal caption offset to set.
(double) dy - Vertical caption offset to set.

Return:
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(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotGetLineEnding( PLSLineAnnot,
int*)

Acquire the line ending style of this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) ending - Returned current line ending style of this annotation. One of predefined values

starting with PLS_ANNOT_LINE_ENDING_STYLE_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotSetLineEnding( PLSLineAnnot,
int)

Set the line ending style of this annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int) ending - New line ending style of this annotation to set. One of predefined values starting with
PLS_ANNOT_LINE_ENDING_STYLE_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotGetInteriorColor(

PLSLineAnnot,
double*
r,
double*
g,
double*
b,
PLSBool*
isTransparent)

Retrieve the color and state of transparency of the annotations interior as individual RGB components.
Return the values through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) <r|g|b> - Returned value for specific Red/Green/Blue color component.

Values in range [0.0, 1.0].
(PLSBool*) isTransparent - Returned value of whether or not the background is fully transparent.
Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotSetInteriorColor(

PLSLineAnnot,
double
r,
double
g,
double
b,
PLSBool
isTransparent)

Set the color and/or state of transparency of the annotations interior as individual RGB components.
Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) <r|g|b> - New value to set for the individual Red/Green/Blue color component. Values in

range [0.0, 1.0].

(PLSBool) isTransparent - Set whether or not the background should be fully transparent.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotGetMeasure(

PLSLineAnnot,
PLSString*)

Acquire the measure of this Line Annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) measure - Returned value of the current measure of this annotation. One of predefined

values starting with PLS_LINE_ANNOT_MEASURE_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h. For safe retrieval please
use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLineAnnotSetMeasure(

PLSLineAnnot,
const wchar_t*)

Set the measure of this annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) measure - New measure for this annotation to set. One of predefined values

starting with PLS_LINE_ANNOT_MEASURE_as defined in PDFLibrary.h.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.10.11. Markup Annotation: Square and Circle Properties
★ PLSError PLSSquareAnnotGetInteriorColor(

★ PLSError PLSCircleAnnotGetInteriorColor(

PLSSquareAnnot,
double*
double*
double*
PLSBool*

r,
g,
b,
isTransparent)

PLSCircleAnnot,
double*
double*
double*
PLSBool*

r,
g,
b,
isTransparent)

Retrieve the color and state of transparency of the annotations interior as individual RGB components.
Return the values through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLS<Square|Circle>Annot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) <r|g|b> - Returned value for specific Red/Green/Blue color component. Values in range
[0.0, 1.0].

(PLSBool*) isTransparent - Return whether or not the background is fully transparent.

Return:
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(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSquareAnnotSetInteriorColor(

★ PLSError PLSCircleAnnotSetInteriorColor(

PLSSquareAnnot,
double*
double*
double*
PLSBool

r,
g,
b,
isTransparent)

PLSCircleAnnot,
double*
double*
double*
PLSBool

r,
g,
b,
isTransparent)

Set the color and/or state of transparency of the annotations interior as individual RGB components.
Arguments:
(PLS<Square|Circle>Annot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) <r|g|b> - New value to set for the individual Red/Green/Blue color component. Values in

range [0.0, 1.0].

(PLSBool) isTransparent - Set whether or not the background should be fully transparent.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSquareAnnotGetBorderEffect(

PLSSquareAnnot,
int*)

★ PLSError PLSCircleAnnotGetBorderEffect(

PLSCircleAnnot,
int*)

Acquire the border effect style of this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLS<Square|Circle>Annot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) effect - Return current border effect style of this annotation. One of predefined values

starting with PLS_ANNOT_BORDER_EFFECT_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSquareAnnotGetBorderEffect(

PLSSquareAnnot,
int)

★ PLSError PLSCircleAnnotSetBorderEffect(

PLSCircleAnnot,
int)

Set the border effect style of this annotation.
Arguments:
(PLS<Square|Circle>Annot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int) effect- - New border effect style of this annotation to set. One of predefined values starting

with PLS_ANNOT_BORDER_EFFECT_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSquareAnnotGetBorderEffectIntensity( PLSSquareAnnot,
double*)
★ PLSError PLSCircleAnnotGetBorderEffectIntensity( PLSCircleAnnot,
double*)

Acquire the intensity (depth, level) of this Annots Border Effect. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLS<Square|Circle>Annot) annotation - Handle for Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) value - Returned border intensity in range [0.0, 2.0].

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSSquareAnnotSetBorderEffectIntensity( PLSSquareAnnot,
double)
★ PLSError PLSCircleAnnotSetBorderEffectIntensity( PLSCircleAnnot,
double)

Set the intensity (depth, level) of this Annots Border Effect.
Arguments:
(PLS<Square|Circle>Annot) annotation - Handle for Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) value - New value for border intensity in range [0.0, 2.0].

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.10.12. Markup Annotation: Polygon and PolyLineProperties
★ PLSError PLSPolygonAnnotGetNumOfPoints(

PLSPolygonAnnot,
int*)

★ PLSError PLSPolyLineAnnotGetNumOfPoints(

PLSPolyLineAnnot,
int*)

Acquire the number of points (vertices) of this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLS<Polygon|PolyLine>Annot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) numOfPoints - Returned number of points for this annotation.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPolygonAnnotGetPoints(

PLSPolygonAnnot,
PLSPoint[])

★ PLSError PLSPolyLineAnnotGetPoints( PLSPolyLineAnnot,
PLSPoint[])

Acquire Cartesian points determining this annotation position and shape. Return the value through the
reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLS<Polygon|PolyLine>Annot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSPoint[]) points - Returned array of Cartesian points each consisting of two coordinates (x,y).

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPolygonAnnotSetPoints(

PLSPolygonAnnot,
const PLSPoint[],
int

numOfPoints)

★ PLSError PLSPolyLineAnnotSetPoints( PLSPolyLineAnnot,
const PLSPoint[],
int

numOfPoints)

Set the cartesian points determining this annotation position and shape.
Arguments:
(PLS<Polygon|PolyLine>Annot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSPoint[]) points - Array of cartesian points to set, each consisting of two coordinates (x,y).
(int) numOfPoints - Length of the array of points.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPolygonAnnotGetInteriorColor( PLSPolygonAnnot,
double*
double*
double*
PLSBool*

r,
g,
b,
isTransparent)

★ PLSError PLSPolyLineAnnotGetInteriorColor( PLSPolyLineAnnot,
double*
double*
double*
PLSBool*

r,
g,
b,
isTransparent)
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Retrieve the color and state of transparency of the annotations interior as individual RGB components.
Return the values through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLS<Polygon|PolyLine>Annot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) <r|g|b> - Returned value for specific Red/Green/Blue color component.

Values in range [0.0, 1.0].

(PLSBool*) isTransparent - Return whether or not the background is fully transparent.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPolygonAnnotSetInteriorColor( PLSPolygonAnnot,
double
double
double
PLSBool

r,
g,
b,
isTransparent)

★ PLSError PLSPolyLineAnnotSetInteriorColor( PLSPolyLineAnnot,
double
double
double
PLSBool

r,
g,
b,
isTransparent)

Set the color and/or state of transparency of the annotations interior as individual RGB components.
Arguments:
(PLS<Polygon|PolyLine>Annot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) <r|g|b> - New value to set for the individual Red/Green/Blue color component. Values in

range [0.0, 1.0].

(PLSBool) isTransparent - Set whether or not the background should be fully transparent.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPolygonAnnotGetBorderEffect(
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PLSPolygonAnnot,
int*)

Acquire the border effect style of this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPolygonAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) effect - Return current border effect style of this annotation. One of predefined values

starting with PLS_ANNOT_BORDER_EFFECT_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPolygonAnnotSetBorderEffect(

PLSPolygonAnnot,
int)

Set the border effect style of this annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSPolygonAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int) effect- - New border effect style of this annotation to set. One of predefined values starting

with PLS_ANNOT_BORDER_EFFECT_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPolygonAnnotGetBorderEffectIntensity(PLSPolygonAnnot,
double*)

Acquire the intensity (depth, level) of this Annots Border Effect. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPolygonAnnot) annotation - Handle for Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) value - Returned border intensity in range [0.0, 2.0].

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSPolygonAnnotSetBorderEffectIntensity(PLSPolygonAnnot,
double)

Set the intensity (depth, level) of this Annots Border Effect.
Arguments:
(PLS<Square|Circle>Annot) annotation - Handle for Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) value - New value for border intensity in range [0.0, 2.0].

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPolyLineAnnotGetLineEnding(

PLSPolyLineAnnot,
int*)

Acquire the line ending style of this annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPolyLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) effect - Return current line ending style of this annotation. One of defined values starting

with PLS_ANNOT_LINE_ENDING_STYLE_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSPolyLineAnnotSetLineEnding(

PLSPolyLineAnnot,
int)

Set the line ending style of this annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSPolyLineAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int) effect - New line ending style of this annotation to set. One of predefined values starting with
PLS_ANNOT_LINE_ENDING_STYLE_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.

Return:
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(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.10.13. Markup Annotation: Stamp Properties
★ PLSError PLSStampAnnotGetNonTransRect(

PLSStampAnnot,
double*
double*
double*
double*

x1,
y1,
x2,
y2)

Get the stamp's non transformed rectangle boundaries relative to the page. Represented as two points
(x1,y1) and (x2,y2) relative to origin which is by default bottom left corner.
The actual position of the stamp on the page is always different from its rectangle coordinates, unless the
transform matrix is an identity matrix.
Return the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSStampAnnot) annotation - Handle for Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) <x1|y1|x2|y2> - Returned individual coordinates determining position and shape. Points

representing the bounding rectangle in Page space:
BottomLeft = (x1, y1)
TopRight = (x2, y2)

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSStampAnnotGetTransformation(

PLSStampAnnot,
double*
double*
double*
double*
double*
double*

a,
b,
c,
d,
e,
f)

Acquire the significant part of the transformation matrix of the stamp, determining final position and
boundaries of the stamp on the page. Return the values through the reference parameters.
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Arguments:
(PLSStampAnnot) annotation - Handle for Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) <a|b|c|d|e|f> - Returned individual values of transform matrix. This is a significant

(mutable) part of the [3x3] matrix representing transformation. See Adobe PDF Specification version
1.7 Chapter 8.3 for more details.
Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSStampAnnotGetRotation(

PLSStampAnnot,
double*)

Acquire the value of the rotation property of the stamp. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSStampAnnot) annotation - Handle for Annotation object on which to operate.
(double*) rotation - Returned clockwise rotation of stamp in degrees.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSStampAnnotSetRotation(

PLSStampAnnot,
double)

Set the value of the rotation property of the stamp.
Arguments:
(PLSStampAnnot) annotation - Handle for Annotation object on which to operate.
(double) rotation - New value for rotation. Clockwise rotation of stamp in degrees.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSStampAnnotGetIcon(

PLSStampAnnot,
PLSString*)

Acquire the icon of this Stamp. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSStampAnnot) annotation - Handle for Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) icon - Return value of the current icon of this annotation. One of predefined values

starting with PLS_STAMP_ANNOT_ICON_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h. For safe retrieval please use
PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSStampAnnotSetIcon(

PLSStampAnnot,
const wchar_t*)

Set the icon of this annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSStampAnnot) annotation - Handle for Annotation object on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) icon - New icon for this annotation to set. One of predefined values starting with
PLS_STAMP_ANNOT_ICON_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.10.14. Markup Annotation: Ink Properties
★ PLSError PLSInkAnnotGetNumOfPaths(

PLSInkAnnot,
int*)

Acquire the number of paths of this annotation. Each path may consist of multiple points. Return the value
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSInkAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) numOfPaths - Returned number of paths of this annotation.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSInkAnnotGetNumOfPoints( PLSInkAnnot,
int
pathNo,
int*)

Acquire the number of points for the specific path of this annotation. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSInkAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int) pathNo - Index of a target path to query for number of points.
(int*) numOfPoints - Returned number of points for specific paths of this annotation.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSInkAnnotGetPoints(

PLSInkAnnot,
int
pathNo,
PLSPoint[])

Acquire cartesian points of specific path, determining this annotation's path position and shape. Return the
value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSInkAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int) pathNo - Index of a target path.
(PLSPoint[]) points - Returned array of cartesian points each consisting of two coordinates (x,y).

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSInkAnnotAddPath( PLSInkAnnot,
int
const PLSPoint[],
int

pathNo,
numOfPoints)

Add a path consisting of points, modifying this annotation's position and shape.
Arguments:
(PLSInkAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int) pathNo - Index of a target path at which to insert a new path.
(const PLSPoint[]) points - Array of cartesian points to set, each consisting of two coordinates
(x,y).

(int) numOfPoints - Length of the array of points.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSInkAnnotRemovePaths(

PLSInkAnnot,
int
pathNo,
int
numOfPaths)

Remove a path(s) this annotation.
Arguments:
(PLSInkAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int) pathNo - First index of path to remove.
(int) numOfPaths - Number of paths to remove.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSInkAnnotSetPathPoints(
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PLSInkAnnot,
int
const PLSPoint[],
int

pathNo,
numOfPoints)

Set the cartesian points for specific paths determining this annotation's path position and shape.
Arguments:
(PLSInkAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.on which to

operate.

(int) pathNo - Index of a target path.
(const PLSPoint[]) points - Array of cartesian points to set, each consisting of two coordinates
(x,y).

(int) numOfPoints - Length of the array of points.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.10.15. Markup Annotation: File Attachment Properties
★ PLSError PLSFileAttachmentAnnotGetIcon(

PLSFileAttachmentAnnot,
PLSString*)

Acquire the icon of this File Attachment annotation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSFileAttachmentAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) icon - Return value of the current icon of this annotation. One of predefined values

starting with PLS_FILEATTACHMENT_ANNOT_ICON_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h. This string is a name of
a local resources file containing vector graphic information of the icon. For safe retrieval please use
PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFileAttachmentAnnotSetIcon(

Set the icon of this File Attachment annotation.
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PLSFileAttachmentAnnot,
const wchar_t*)

Arguments:
(PLSFileAttachmentAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) icon - New icon for this annotation to set. One of predefined values starting with
PLS_FILEATTACHMENT_ANNOT_ICON_* as defined in PDFLibrary.h. This string is a name of a local

resources file containing vector graphic information of the icon.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFileAttachmentAnnotGetFileName(

PLSFileAttachmentAnnot,
PLSString*)

★ PLSError PLSFileAttachmentAnnotGetFileDescription(

PLSFileAttachmentAnnot,
PLSString*)

Acquire the <name|description> of the File referred by this File Attachment annotation. Return the value
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSFileAttachmentAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) value - Returned handle for String object of the current <name|description> of the file

referred by this File Attachment annotation. For safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and
PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFileAttachmentAnnotGetFileSize(

PLSFileAttachmentAnnot,
int*)

Acquire the size of the file referred by this File Attachment as number of bytes. Return the value through the
reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSFileAttachmentAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) numOfBytes - Returned number of bytes of this File Attachment Annotation's File.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFileAttachmentAnnotGetFileModificationDateTime(

PLSFileAttachmentAnnot,
int*

year,
int*
month,
int*
int*

day,

hour,
int*
minute,
int*
second,
int*
offsetHours,
int*
offsetMinutes)

Acquire the date time of modification of this File Attachment Annotation's File. Return raw date time
components data. Return the values through the reference parameters.
Arguments:
(PLSFileAttachmentAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) year - Returned component of date of modification.
(int*) month - Returned component of date of modification.
(int*) day - Returned component of date of modification.
(int*) hour - Returned component of date of modification.
(int*) minute - Returned component of date of modification.
(int*) second - Returned component of date of modification.
(int*) offsetHours - Returned component of date of modification. Time zone offset.
(int*) offsetMinutes - Returned component of date of modification. Time zone offset.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSFileAttachmentAnnotSaveFile(

PLSFileAttachmentAnnot,
const PLSPathChar*)

Save this File Attachment Annotation's File to an external location on the local machine.
Arguments:
(PLSFileAttachmentAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(const PLSPathChar*) pathString - Location to save file on local machine. Platform independent

string type.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSFileAttachmentAnnotGetFile(

PLSFileAttachmentAnnot,
PLSMemory*)

Retrieve this File Attachment Annotation's File as an array of bytes. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSFileAttachmentAnnot) annotation - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSMemory*) memoryHandle - Returned handle for Memory object that holds reference to an array of

bytes. For proper data extraction please use PLSMemGetLen() and PLSMemGetBytes().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.10.16. Markup Annotation: Text Markup Properties
★ PLSError PLSTextMarkupAnnotGetNumOfQuadrilaterals(

PLSTextMarkupAnnot,
int*)

Retrieve the number of quadrilaterals of this annotation. Each quadrilateral is represented by 4 Cartesian
points, through 8 coordinates. Return the value through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSTextMarkupAnnot) annotHandle - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(int*) numOfQuadrilaterals - Returned umber of quadrilaterals for this annotation.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextMarkupAnnotGetQuadrilaterals(

PLSTextMarkupAnnot,
PLSQuadrilateral[])

Acquire the Quadrilaterals for this annot. Each quadrilateral is represented by 4 Cartesian points, through 8
coordinates. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSTextMarkupAnnot) annotHandle - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(PLSQuadrilateral[]) quads - Returned array of quadrilaterals, each represented by 4 Cartesian

points, through 8 coordinates. Unit of coordinates is expressed in UserPoints, which are 1/72 of an
inch by default.
Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSTextMarkupAnnotSetQuadrilaterals(

PLSTextMarkupAnnot,
const PLSQuadrilateral[],
int

numOfQuadrilaterals)

Set the Quadrilaterals for this annot. Each quadrilateral is represented by 4 Cartesian points, through 8
coordinates.
Arguments:
(PLSTextMarkupAnnot) annotHandle - Handle for the Annotation object on which to operate.
(const PLSQuadrilateral[]) quads - New array of quadrilaterals to set, each represented by 4

Cartesian points, through 8 coordinates. Unit of coordinates is expressed in UserPoints, which are
1/72 of an inch by default.
(int) numOfQuadrilaterals - Length of array of quadrilaterals.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.11. Actions
★ PLSError PLSActionGetType(

PLSAction,
int*

type)

Acquire the type of this Action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSAction) actionHandle - Handle for the Action object on which to operate.
(int*) type - Returned type of this Action. One of defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_ACTION_TYPE_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.11.1. Go To Actions
★ PLSError PLSDocCreateGoToAction(

PLSDocument,
PLSDestination,
PLSGoToAction*)

Create the Action of type GoTo with a specific Destination object. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle for the Document object on which to operate.
(PLSDestination) destination - Handle for the destination object to use to create this action.
(PLSGoToAction*) action - Returned handle for newly created Action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSGoToActionGetDestination(
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PLSGoToAction,
PLSDestination*)

Acquire this Action's Destination object. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSGoToAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSDestination*) destination - Returned handle for the destination object of this action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.11.2. Remote Go To Actions
★ PLSError PLSDocCreateRemoteGoToAction(

PLSDocument,
const wchar_t*
PLSDestination,
int
PLSRemoteGoToAction*)

filePath,
destWindow,

Create the Action of type GoTo with a specific Destination object. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle for the Document object on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) filePath - Null terminated string containing the local file path that is the target

of this Action.

(PLSDestination) destination - Handle for the destination object to use to create this action.
(int) destWindow - Type of target window for this Action. One of defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_ACTION_DEST_WINDOW_*.

(PLSRemoteGoToAction*) action - Returned handle of newly created Action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSRemoteGoToActionGetFilePath(

PLSRemoteGoToAction,
PLSString*)

Acquire the file path which is the target of this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSRemoteGoToAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) filePath - Returned string object handle that holds reference to array of chars. For

safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSRemoteGoToActionGetDest(PLSRemoteGoToAction,
PLSDestination*)

Acquire the Destination object of this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSRemoteGoToAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSDestination*) destination - Returned handle for the destination object of this action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSRemoteGoToActionGetDestWindow( PLSRemoteGoToAction,
int*)

Acquire the target window type of this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSRemoteGoToAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int) destWindow - Returned type of target window for this Action. One of defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_ACTION_DEST_WINDOW_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.11.3. Embedded Go To Actions
★ PLSError PLSDocCreateEmbeddedGoToAction(

PLSDocument,
const wchar_t*
PLSDestination,
int
int
const int
const wchar_t*
const int
const wchar_t*
const int
const wchar_t*
PLSEmbeddedGoToAction*)

filePath,
destWindow,
numOfTargets,
targetRelationships[],
embeddedFileNames[],
pageNos[],
destNames[],
annotNos[],
annotNames[],

Create the Action of type Embedded GoTo. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle for the Document object on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) filePath - Null terminated string containing the local file path that is the target

of this Action.

(PLSDestination) destination - Handle for the destination object to use to create this action.
(int) destWindow - Type of target window for this Action. One of defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_ACTION_DEST_WINDOW_*.

(int) numOfTargets - Number of the targets to be set for this action.
(const int[]) targetRelationships - Array holding either parent or child relationship for each

target. Each element is one of defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_EMBEDDED_GO_TO_ACTION_TARGET_REL_*.

(const wchar_t*[]) embeddedFileNames- Array holding null terminated strings referring to

embedded targets file names. Pass null for each element if not needed.

(const int[]) pageNos - Array holding page numbers as targets. Page numbers start with 1. Pass -1

for each element if not needed.

(const wchar_t*[]) destNames - Array holding c-type null terminated strings referring to targets

destination names. Pass null for each element if not needed.

(const int[]) annotNos - Array holding indices of annotation as targets. Pass -1 for each element if

not needed.

(const wchar_t*[]) annotNames - Array holding c-type null terminated strings referring to target

destination annotation names. Pass null for each element that is not needed.
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(PLSEmbeddedGoToAction*) action - Returned handle of newly created Action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSEmbeddedGoToActionGetFilePath( PLSEmbeddedGoToAction,
PLSString*)

Acquire the file path which is the target of this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSEmbeddedGoToAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) filePath - Returned string object handle that holds reference to array of chars. For

safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSEmbeddedGoToActionGetDest(

PLSEmbeddedGoToAction,
PLSDestination*)

Acquire the Destination object of this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSEmbeddedGoToAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSDestination*) destination - Returned handle for the destination object of this action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSEmbeddedGoToActionGetDestWindow(

PLSEmbeddedGoToAction,
int*)

Acquire the target window type of this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSEmbeddedGoToAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int*) destWindow - Returned type of target window for this Action. One of defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_ACTION_DEST_WINDOW_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSEmbeddedGoToActionGetNumOfTargets(

PLSEmbeddedGoToAction,
int*)

Acquire the number of targets for this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSEmbeddedGoToAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int) numOfTargets - Returned number of targets for this action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSEmbeddedGoToActionGetTargetRelationship(

PLSEmbeddedGoToAction,
int
int*)

targetNo,

Acquire the specific target's parent/child relationship of this action. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSEmbeddedGoToAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int) targetNo - Index of target to query for relationship.
(int*) targetRelationship - Returned parent/child relationship. One of defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_EMBEDDED_GO_TO_ACTION_TARGET_REL_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSEmbeddedGoToActionGetEmbeddedFileName(

PLSEmbeddedGoToAction,
int
PLSString*)

targetNo,

Acquire the specific target's embedded file name of this action. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSEmbeddedGoToAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int) targetNo - Index of target to query.
(PLSString*) fileName - Returned string object handle that holds reference to array of chars. For

safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars(). If not available returns null.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSEmbeddedGoToActionGetPageNo(

PLSEmbeddedGoToAction,
int
int*)

targetNo,

Acquire the specific target's page number of this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSEmbeddedGoToAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int) targetNo - Index of target to query.
(int*) pageNo - Returned page number, starting with 1. If not available returns -1.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSEmbeddedGoToActionGetDestName( PLSEmbeddedGoToAction,
int
PLSString*)
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targetNo,

Acquire the specific target's destination name of this action. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSEmbeddedGoToAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int) targetNo - Index of target to query.
(PLSString*) destName - Returned string object handle that holds reference to array of chars. For

safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars(). If not available returns null.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSEmbeddedGoToActionGetAnnotNo( PLSEmbeddedGoToAction,
int
int*)

targetNo,

Acquire the specific target's annotation index of annotation of this action. Return the value through the
reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSEmbeddedGoToAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int) targetNo - Index of target to query.
(int*) annotNumber - Returned annotation index number in relation to page's annotations. If not

available returns -1.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSEmbeddedGoToActionGetAnnotName(

PLSEmbeddedGoToAction,
int
PLSString*)

targetNo,

Acquire the specific target's annotation name of this action. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSEmbeddedGoToAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int) targetNo - Index of target to query.
(PLSString*) annotName - Returned string object handle that holds reference to array of chars. For

safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars(). If not available returns null.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.11.4. Launch Actions
Launch actions can serve one of three purposes: launching an application, opening or printing a document.
★ PLSError PLSDocCreateLaunchAction(

PLSDocument,
const wchar_t*
int
const wchar_t*
int
const wchar_t*
PLSLaunchAction*)

filePath,
destWindow,
winDefDir,
winOperation,
winAppParams,

Create the Launch action which can be used to either run applications, open a document, or print a
document. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle for the Document object on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) filePath - Null terminated string containing the local file path that is the target

of this Action. Can be either application to run, or document to open.

(int) destWindow - Type of target window for this Action. One of defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_ACTION_DEST_WINDOW_*.

(const wchar_t*) winDefDir - Null terminated string specifying the default directory in windows

(DOS) syntax. Pass null if not needed.

(int) winOperation - Type of window instance operation for this Action, that is if a document

should be opened in a new window. Ignored if target file is not PDF file. One of defined macro values
in PDFLibrary.h as PLS_LAUNCH_ACTION_WIN_OPERATION_*.
(const wchar_t*) winAppParams - Null terminated string specifying program parameters (flags,

arguments) passed when running the application. Ignored if the target is a document. Pass null if not
needed.
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(PLSLaunchAction*) action - Returned handle of newly created Action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLaunchActionGetFilePath(PLSLaunchAction,
PLSString*)

Acquire the file path which is the target of this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSLaunchAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) filePath - Returned string object handle that holds reference to array of chars. For

safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLaunchActionGetDestWindow(

PLSLaunchAction,
int*)

Acquire the target window type of this action which specifies how the new document will be opened. Return
the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSLaunchAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int*) destWindow - Returned type of target window for this Action. One of defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_ACTION_DEST_WINDOW_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLaunchActionGetWinDefDir(
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PLSLaunchAction,
PLSString*)

Acquire the default directory of this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSLaunchAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) filePath - Returned string object handle that holds reference to array of chars

specifying the default directory in windows (DOS) syntax. For safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and
PLSStrGetChars(). Can return null if not set or irrelevant.
Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLaunchActionGetWinOperation(

PLSLaunchAction,
int*)

Acquire the type of operation. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSLaunchAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int*) operation - Returned type of operation for this Action. One of defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_LAUNCH_ACTION_WIN_OPERATION_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSLaunchActionGetWinAppParams(

PLSLaunchAction,
PLSString*)

Acquire the program parameters (flags, arguments) of this action that shall be passed on to the application.
Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSLaunchAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) filePath - Returned string object handle that holds reference to array of chars

specifying parameters. For safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars(). Can return null
if not set or irrelevant.
Return:
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(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.11.5. Uri Actions
Uri actions are used to resolve Uniform Resource Identifier strings. URIs are described in Internet RFC 2396.
★ PLSError PLSDocCreateURIAction(

PLSDocument,
const wchar_t*
PLSBool
PLSURIAction*)

uri,
isMap,

Create the Action of type URI with a specified uri value. Return the handle for created Action through the
reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle for the Document object on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) uri - Null terminated string containing URI as a target for this action to be

resolved.

(PLSBool) isMap - Specifies if the mouse position should be tracked when URI is resolved. This

applies only to annotations.

(PLSURIAction*) action - Returned handle of newly created Action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSURIActionGetURI( PLSURIAction,
PLSString*)

Acquire the URI of this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSURIAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) uri - Returned string object handle that holds reference to array of chars containing

uri. For safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSURIActionIsMap(

PLSURIAction,
PLSBool*)

Acquire the state of this action behaviour regarding the tracking of the mouse after resolving URI. Return
the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSURIAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isMap- Returned state of this action behaviour regarding the tracking of the mouse after

resolving uri.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.11.6. Hide Actions
Hide actions hide or show one or more annotations or fields on the screen by setting or clearing their hidden
flags.
★ PLSError PLSDocCreateHideAction(

PLSDocument,
int
const PLSAnnot[],
int
const PLSField[],
int
const wchar_t*
PLSBool
PLSHideAction*)

numOfAnnots,
numOfFields,
numOfFieldNames,
fieldNames[],
isHideOperation,

Create the Hide Action with specific parameters. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle for the Document object on which to operate.
(int) numOfAnnots - Number of annotations on which to perform action.

Can be 0.

(const PLSAnnot[]) annots - Array containing handles to annotation objects on which to perform

action. Pass null to ignore.

(int) numOfFields - Number of fields on which to perform action.

Can be 0.
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(const PLSField[]) fields- Array containing handles to interactive form fields objects on which to

perform action. Pass null to ignore.

(int) numOfFieldNames - Number of named fields on which to perform action.

Can be 0.

(const wchar_t*[]) fieldnames- Array containing null terminated strings specifying names of

interactive form fields objects on which to perform action. Pass null to ignore.

(PLSBool) isHideOperation - Specify type of action to perform. Pass non-zero to perform hide

operation, or zero to perform show operation.

(PLSHideAction*) action - Returned handle of newly created Action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSHideActionGetNumOfAnnots(

PLSHideAction,
int*)

Acquire the number of annotations affected by this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSHideAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int*) numOfAnnots - Returned number of annotation targets for this action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSHideActionGetAnnots(

PLSHideAction,
PLSAnnot[])

Acquire all of the annotation objects affected by this action. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSHideAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSAnnot[]) annots - Returned array of annotation targets for this action.
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Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSHideActionGetNumOfFields(

PLSHideAction,
int*)

Acquire the number of fields affected by this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSHideAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int*) numOfFields - Returned number of field targets for this action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSHideActionGetFields(

PLSHideAction,
PLSField[])

Acquire all of the field objects affected by this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSHideAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSField[]) fields - Returned array of field targets for this action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSHideActionGetNumOfFieldNames( PLSHideAction,
int*)

Acquire the number of field's names affected by this action. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSHideAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int*) numOfFields - Returned number of field's name for this action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSHideActionGetFieldNames(PLSHideAction,
PLSString[])

Acquire all of the field names affected by this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object of document type on which to operate.
(PLSString[]) fieldNames - Array of strings corresponding to the field names affected by this action.

For safe extraction of individual elements use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSHideActionIsHideOperation(

PLSHideAction,
PLSBool*)

Acquire if hide or show action will be performed. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSHideAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isHideOperation - Returned state of this action action. Returns non-zero if this action is

hide operation, zero otherwise.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.11.7. Named Actions
★ PLSError PLSDocCreateNamedAction(

PLSDocument,
const wchar_t*
PLSNamedAction*)

name,

Create the Action of type Named with a specified name. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle for the Document object on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing name.
(PLSNamedAction*) action - Returned handle of newly created Action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSNamedActionGetName(

PLSNamedAction,
PLSString*)

Acquire the name property of this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSNamedAction) actionHandle - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) name - Returned string object handle that holds reference to the array of chars

containing the name. For safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.11.8. Submit Form Actions
Submit form actions are used for exporting interactive form fields values (modified by end user), usually to
remote location.
★ PLSError PLSDocCreateSubmitFormAction(
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PLSDocument,
const wchar_t*
int
const PLSField[],
PLSBool
PLSBool

url,
numOfFields,
include,
includeNoValueFields,

int
int
PLSBool
PLSBool
PLSBool
PLSBool
PLSBool
PLSBool
PLSBool
PLSSubmitFormAction*)

format,
htmlSubmitMethod,
htmlSubmitCoordinates,
fdfIncludeAppendSaves,
fdfIncludeAnnotations,
useCanonicalDateFormat,
fdfExcludeNonUserAnnots,
fdfExcludeFKey,
fdfEmbedForm,

Create the Submit Form Action with specific parameters. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle for the Document object on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) url - Uniform resource locator of the script at the Web Server that will process the

submission.

(int) numOfFields - Number of fields on which to perform action. Can be 0.
(const PLSField[]) fields - Array containing handles to interactive form fields objects on which to

perform action: either include or exclude. Pass null to include all of the fields, except those that have
NO_EXPORT flag set to true. All descendants of the specified field will be included as well.
(PLSBool) include - Specify type of exclusion. If set to true (non zero), a specified array of field

handles (fields) will all be submitted. If set to false (zero) all of the fields from the document will be
included except for the field specified in an array of handles (fields).
(PLSBool) includeNoValueFields - Specifies if fields that have no user value set should be included

when submitting. If set to true (non-zero) all fields designated by the fields array shall be submitted.
(int) format - Type of submit format to be performed for Action. One of defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_SUBMIT_FORM_ACTION_FORMAT_*.

(int) htmlSubmitMethod - Useful only when HTML format is used. Specifies if HTML GET method

or HTML POST method should be used when submitting the form. One of defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_SUBMIT_FORM_ACTION_HTML_SUBMIT_METHOD_*.

(PLSBool) htmlSubmitCoordinates - Useful only when HTML format is used. Specifies if coordinates

of the mouse click that caused for the form to be submitted should be transmitter as part of the form.
(PLSBool) fdfIncludeAppendSaves - Useful only when FDF format is used. Specifies weather or not

to include the contents of incremental updates to the underlying PDF document.

(PLSBool) fdfIncludeAnnotations - Useful only when FDF format is used. Specifies weather or not

to include all of the Markup Annotations in the underlying PDF document.
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(PLSBool) useCanonicalDateFormat - Specifies whether to convert all Form Fields representing Date

to standard format.

(PLSBool) fdfExcludeNonUserAnnots - Useful only when FDF format is used. Specifies whether to

exclude annotations that are not created by the "current user", that is the form submitter.

(PLSBool) fdfExcludeFKey - Useful only when FDF format is used. Specifies whether to exclude F

entry which is a set of flags representing various field's widgets annotation. These properties are
defined as values in PDFLibrary.h as PLS_ANNOT_FLAG_*.

(PLSBool) fdfEmbedForm - Useful only when FDF format is used. Specifies whether F entry should be

a file specification containing an embedded file stream representing a PDF file from which the FDF
is being submitted.
(PLSSubmitFormAction*) action - Returned handle of newly created Action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSubmitFormActionGetURL( PLSSubmitFormAction,
PLSString*)

Acquire the URL of this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSString*) uri - Returned string object handle that holds reference to array of chars containing

url. For safe retrieval use PLSStrGetLen() and PLSStrGetChars().
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSubmitFormActionGetNumOfFields(

PLSSubmitFormAction,
int*)

Acquire the number of fields affected by this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
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(int*) numOfFields - Returned number of field targets for this action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSubmitFormActionGetFields(

PLSSubmitFormAction,
PLSField[])

Acquire all of the field objects affected by this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSField[]) fields - Returned array of field targets for this action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSubmitFormActionInclude(PLSSubmitFormAction,
PLSBool*)

Acquire whether this action includes or excludes specified array of Field when submitting. Return the value
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) includeState - Returned include state.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSubmitFormActionIncludeNoValueFields(PLSSubmitFormAction,
PLSBool*)

Acquire whether or not this action includes Fields with no value when submitting. Return the value through
the reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) includeState - Returned state of inclusion of fields with no value.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSubmitFormActionGetFormat(

PLSSubmitFormAction,
int*)

Acquire the submit format of this action. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int*) format - Format (type) of submit form method. One of defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h

as PLS_SUBMIT_FORM_ACTION_FORMAT_*.
Return:

(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSubmitFormActionGetHTMLSubmitMethod( PLSSubmitFormAction,
int*)

Acquire the type of HTML submit method. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int*) format - Format (type) of HTML submit form method. One of defined macro values in
PDFLibrary.h as PLS_SUBMIT_FORM_ACTION_HTML_SUBMIT_METHOD_*.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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★ PLSError PLSSubmitFormActionHTMLSubmitCoordinates(

PLSSubmitFormAction,
PLSBool*)

Acquire whether this action includes coordinates of mouse pointer when submitting. Return the value
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) coordsInclude - Returned state of inclusion of the coordinates.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSubmitFormActionFDFIncludeAppendSaves(

PLSSubmitFormAction,
PLSBool*)

Acquire whether or not this action includes previous versions of PDF documents when submitting. Return
the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) saveInclude - Returned state of inclusion of the saved states of the document.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSubmitFormActionFDFIncludeAnnotations(

PLSSubmitFormAction,
PLSBool*)

Acquire whether or not this action includes markup annotation of PDF documents when submitting. Return
the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) annotIncl - Returned state of inclusion of markup annotations.

Return:
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(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSubmitFormActionUseCanonicalDateFormat(

PLSSubmitFormAction,
PLSBool*)

Acquire whether or not this action's date format values are submitted in canonical format. Return the value
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) canonDate - Returned state of canonical date submission.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSubmitFormActionFDFExcludeNonUserAnnots(

PLSSubmitFormAction,
PLSBool*)

Acquire whether or not this action's non user annotations are excluded when submitting. Users' annotations
have the same author as the submitter. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) exludeNonUserAnnots - Returned state of exclusion of submitting non-user annotations.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSubmitFormActionFDFExcludeFKey(

PLSSubmitFormAction,
PLSBool*)

Acquire whether or not this action's F key is excluded when submitting. F entry is a set of flags representing
various field's widgets annotation. These properties are defined as values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_ANNOT_FLAG_*. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
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(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) exludeFkey - Returned state of exclusion of F key.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSSubmitFormActionFDFEmbedForm( PLSSubmitFormAction,
PLSBool*)

Acquire whether or not this action's F key is replaced by a file specification containing an embedded file
stream representing a PDF file from which the FDF is being submitted. Return the value through the
reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) embedForm - Returned state of embedding of PDF document.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

6.11.9. Reset Form Actions
★ PLSError PLSDocCreateResetFormAction(

PLSDocument,
int
numOfFields,
const PLSField[],
PLSBool
include,
PLSResetFormAction*)

Create the Reset Form Action with specific parameters. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle for the Document object on which to operate.
(int) numOfFields - Number of fields on which to perform action. Can be 0.
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(const PLSField[]) fields- Array containing handles to interactive form fields objects on which to

perform action: either include or exclude. Pass null to reset all of the fields, except those that have
NO_EXPORT flag set to true.

(PLSBool) include - Specify type of exclusion. If set to true (non zero), only a specified array of field

handles (fields) will all be reset. If set to false (zero) all of the fields from the document will be reset
except for the field specified in an array of handles (fields).
(PLSResetFormAction*) action - Returned handle of newly created Action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSResetFormActionGetNumOfFields( PLSResetFormAction,
int*)

Acquire the number of fields affected or excluded by this action. Return the value through the reference
parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSResetFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(int*) numOfFields - Returned number of field targets for this action.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSResetFormActionGetFields(

PLSResetFormAction,
PLSField[])

Acquire all of the field objects used as filters to be affected or excluded by this action. Return the value
through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSResetFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSField[]) fields - Returned array of field targets for this action.

Return:
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(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSResetFormActionInclude( PLSResetFormAction,
PLSBool*)

Acquire if this action includes or excludes specified Field array when submitting. Return the value through
the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSSubmitFormAction) action - Handle for the object on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) includeState - Returned include state.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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6.12. Destinations
★ PLSError PLSPageCreateExplicitDest( PLSPage,
int
double
double
double
double
double
PLSDestination*)

type,
left,
bottom,
right,
top,
zoom,

Create a new Explicit Destination optionally specified by rectangle coordinates which is represented as two
points BottomLeft: (l,b) and TopRight: (r,t) relative to UserSpace origin which is by default bottom left
corner. Return created object through reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSPage) pageHandle - Handle object of Page type on which to operate.
(int) type - Type of destination to create. One of defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_DEST_TYPE_*.

(double) left - Distance in points of the bottom left point of box from the left axis of UserSpace.

This is typically equivalent to value x. Can be NAN.

(double) bottom - Distance in points of the bottom left point of box from the bottom axis of

UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value y. Can be NAN.

(double) right - Distance in points of the top right point of box from the left axis of UserSpace. This

is typically equivalent to value x + boxWidth. Can be NAN.

(double) top - Distance in points of the top right point of box from the bottom axis of UserSpace.

This is typically equivalent to value y + boxHeight. Can be NAN.

(double) zoom - Zoom value in range [0.0, 1.0] (1.0 = 100%). Can be NAN.
(PLSDestination*) destination - Returned handle of newly created destination.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocCreateExplicitRemoteDest(
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PLSDocument,
int
int

pageNo,
type,

double
double
double
double
double
PLSDestination*)

left,
bottom,
right,
top,
zoom,

Create a new Explicit Remote Destination specifying the page number and optionally rectangle coordinates
which is represented as two points BottomLeft: (l,b) and TopRight: (r,t) relative to UserSpace origin
which is by default bottom left corner. Return created object through reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object for document on which to operate.
(int) pageNo - Remote Destinations target page. Starts with 1.
(int) type - Type of destination to create. One of defined macro values in PDFLibrary.h as
PLS_DEST_TYPE_*.

(double) left - Distance in points of the bottom left point of box from the left axis of UserSpace.

This is typically equivalent to value x. Can be NAN.

(double) bottom - Distance in points of the bottom left point of box from the bottom axis of

UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value y. Can be NAN.

(double) right - Distance in points of the top right point of box from the left axis of UserSpace. This

is typically equivalent to value x + boxWidth. Can be NAN.

(double) top - Distance in points of the top right point of box from the bottom axis of UserSpace.

This is typically equivalent to value y + boxHeight. Can be NAN.

(double) zoom - Zoom value in range [0.0, 1.0] (1.0 = 100%). Can be NAN.
(PLSDestination*) destination - Returned handle of newly created destination.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocCreateNamedDest(

PLSDocument,
const wchar_t*
PLSDestination*)

name,

Create a new Named Destination. Return created object through reference parameter.
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Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object for document on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing the name for the new Named

Destination.

(PLSDestination*) destination - Returned handle of newly created destination.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDocCreateNamedRemoteDest(

PLSDocument,
const wchar_t*
PLSDestination*)

name,

Create a new Named Remote Destination. Return created object through reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDocument) docHandle - Handle object for document on which to operate.
(const wchar_t*) name - Null terminated string containing the name for the new Named Remote

Destination.

(PLSDestination*) destination - Returned handle of newly created destination.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDestIsExplicit(

PLSDestination,
PLSBool*)

Acquire whether this Destination is explicit. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDestination) destination - Handle object for destination on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isExplicit - Returned value specifying if this destination is explicit.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
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PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDestIsNamed(

PLSDestination,
PLSBool*)

Acquire whether this Destination is named. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDestination) destination - Handle object for destination on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isNamed - Returned value specifying if this destination is named.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDestIsRemote(

PLSDestination,
PLSBool*)

Acquire whether this Destination is remote. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDestination) destination - Handle object for destination on which to operate.
(PLSBool*) isRemote - Returned value specifying if this destination is remote.

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDestGetTarget(

PLSDestination,
PLSPage*,
double*
double*
double*
double*
double*

left,
bottom,
right,
top,
zoom)

Acquire the individual components of this Destination's target. Return the values through the reference
parameters.
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Arguments:
(PLSDestination) destination - Handle object for destination on which to operate.
(PLSPage*) page - Returned handle for page object that is the target of this destination.
(double*) left - Returned distance in points of the bottom left point of target from the left axis of

UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value x.

(double*) bottom - Returned distance in points of the bottom left point of target from the bottom

axis of UserSpace. This is typically equivalent to value y.

(double*) right - Returned distance in points of the top right point of target from the left axis. This

is typically equivalent to value x + width.

(double*) top - Returned distance in points of the top right point of target from the bottom axis.

This is typically equivalent to value y + height.

(double*) zoom - Returned zoom value in range [0.0, 1.0] (1.0 = 100%).

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).

★ PLSError PLSDestGetName(

PLSDestination,
PLSString*

name)

Acquire the name of this destination. Return the value through the reference parameter.
Arguments:
(PLSDestination) destination - Handle object for destination on which to operate.
(PLSString*) name - Full name of this field. For safe retrieval please use PLSStrGetLen() and
PLSStrGetChars().

Return:
(PLSError) - 0 if the function call succeeded. A handle to an error object otherwise (processed by
PLSErr[___] functions, see Error Handling).
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